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[M.IXR1' ON A VI3IT TO TE INTFUNATIONALJ INISTITUTX FOR T1OPICAL AGIdCULTUTRE (IITA),

IBADAN, W. NIGERIA, 8 - 13 JUNE 1972

B.N. Webster

I. Introduction

The visit war mnde in response to in invitation from the Director,
Dr. H. Albrechi, for cn obserVer from TAC/CG1AR to attend the meetings of the

Research Committee (8-lu June,' and the Boor4 of Trustees (12-13 June). Thanks

are due to the Director and Staff for the e)cellent arrangements made for the

visit and the opportunities offered to the Re~earch Committee participants to

meet with members of the staff both professi Onally and socially.

Prior to and concurrently with the Research Committee meeting the independent
External Review Panel (funded by USAID) met to prepare an ev&Al&tion of the acti-

vities of the Institute. The report of the Kaview Panel was made available to

the members of the Research Committee which accepted it in principle and re-

commended its adoption by the Board of Trustees.

The reports of the Review Panel and the Research Committee, to both of
which reference will be made, are appended to the-Institute's Programme and
Budget Presentation for 1973.

II. General Information

i) The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)
Oyo Road
P.M.B. 5320
Ibadan, Nigeria
Tel. 23741

ii) Director - Dr. H.R. Albrecht

Associate Director - Dr. J.L. Nickel

iii) The Institute is situated at an elevation of between 500-900 ft. on an
890 Ha acre site about 10 miles north of Ibadan, the capital of the Western
State of Nigeri4, and 5 miles from Ibadan airport. The mean arrival rainfall
is 125 mm, mainly between June and September. RH is generally in excess of
65 % and mean daily temperatures vary between 20-350 C. The station is situated
on the edge of the tropical rain-forest belt.

iv) The Institute was established by Nigerian Government decree in July 1967.

v) Language of communication is English, but competence in French is being
acquired through recruitment of bilingual staff in the systems, training and
information programmes.

vi) The Institute is responsible to a Board of Trustees appointed under the
decree of 1967, of not less than nine and not more than fifteen members, in-
cluding six ex-officio members of whom three are appointed by the government
of Nigeria, two by the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations respectively, the re-
maining one being the Director pro-tem of the Institute.
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The remaining members are elected from the areas of the tropics served, or
to be served, by the Institute, outside Nigera. Board members are elected by
the Board with the approval of the Government of Nigeria and, if representing
major donors, the approval of the -Foundations.

vii) The main sources of financial support have, to date, been the Ford and
Rockefeller Foundations, USAID, and CIDA, with additional programme support
coming from the U.K./ODA and the Netherlands government. The Federal German
Government has recently announced- its intention of becoming a major ("full share")
supporter and a representative has been elected to the Board.

III. Research Programmes

A. General

i) Major-interest and objectives

The research programmes of the Institute were regrouped during late 1971
under the two broad inter-disciplinary headings of Farming Systems arid Crop Im-
provement., The latter was sub-divided into three programmes: cereal improvement,
grain legume imprbvement and roott tuber and begetable crops improven!nt. These
programmes are all backstopped by the Research and Training Support units, in-
eluding laboratory, statistical, computing and library services, and contribute
to the Training, Special Projects and Cooperative Programmes. There is no doubt
that this reorganization of programmes will facilitate coordination of both in-
puts and outputs, will simplify administration, particularly from the point of
view of programme budgeting and accounting, and will maximize specialist staff
utilization.

ii) The Research Committee'discussed the role of vegetables, pastures, and
livestock in the programmes of the Institute, and took note of the assignment
of work onpile(onjpea to ICRISAT. In this connection the Committee minuted its
rejret that the IITA authorities were not consulted in respect of the withdrawal
of one of their oripinally assigned responsibilities and wished their comments
to be drawn to the attention-of COIAR/TAC. It was suggested that Directors of
the International Institutes should either be invited to attend once annually
a meeting of the TAC, at which some degree of coordination of programme should
be attempted, or an annual meeting of Directors (cf. Centers Week) should be
convened for this purpose. A recommendation was made for prior consultation
with.Institutes' Directors before any arbitrary allocation of responsibilities
was attempted.

iii) Recognizing the changed importance of work at IITA on livestock, pastures
and vegetables, except insofar as these would form components of farming systems,
and believing that IITA had a worthwhile role to play in the improvement of the
sweet potato and soyabean in the tropics, the Research Committee recommended,
and the Board approved, the scope and focus of programmes as detailed on pages 1-3
of the Programme and Budget Presentation. Details of minor changes in staffing
affected by this decision will be given under appropriate sub-programmes.

iv) There is no doubt that this reduction in the breadth of the Institute's
programmes will permit of desirable concentration of effort on the remaining
major lines of work. International activities will continue on farming svtems,



'1and 'I an(d :citin] work on vwct potto, a crop not hitherto ascirrned to,

or JQoc'd b:: an." sin:1T ccntre, will be raised to the level of l'internationnal type

t ivil- K. lielOnal aetivjio; will continue, with the backstopping of approprite

ir-ih on rice, MLJ.c, pisuoa pea, njafn and cassava. In respect of soyaean

wor, :ou i he carried out on bciialf of the bumid tropics as a whole, backstopped by

thU Univority of Ibadan, and in respect of ccssava some international level activi-

tion, ui-hL 'e ronuired on disease resistance, 'particularly to cassava mosaic virus,

r tidts cannot be carried out at CIAT. (The statement in the IITA prorramme that

Cl v work Pt CIAT is concentrated on animal feed aspects should be checked out

-T TT1, ot reflected in the CIAT programme presentation.)

v) The Rosearch Committee believed strongly that no limitation should be imposed

on the Institute with rcspect -to suitable crops on which work was recquired or showed

promise, and approved the continuation of exploratory work on the following crops:

yam bean, jack bean, winged bean and lima-bean among the legumes, coco-yam, taro and

Iri-,h potato (anticipating cooperation on a rerional basis with CIP) among the root

crops. It was also agreed that the Institute should initiate exploratory work, to

the extent that staff time and funds might permit, on the vegetable plantain, with

a view to future inclusion in the programme.

vi) Thlin above lines of research are viable and justifiable components of the work

programme of IITA. It must not be forgotten that the Institute is international in

naitui'e and must therefore be prepared to accept international responsibility for

crops of widespread importance such as vegetable plantain, a staple in the diet of

innumerable peoples of the world and an important component in the farming systems

of other countries as well as W. Africa. There was reneral agreement by the Board

of Trustees that institutes should be free to select whatever crops were of signifi-

cance to their porgrammes and for which they possessed appropriate facilities and

staff.

B. Farming Systems Programme

The rtated objectives of this programme and the strategy adopted to achieve

those objectives, as set out in Appendix A, pages 2-3 of the Programme were warmly

received by both the Research Committee and the Review Panel.

The Or,-anization of -the programme, to include the work of subject matter

opecialin-ts in noil sciences (including nomatoloey and soil biology), agroclima-

toloy, economics, agronomy and engineering, appears to be very well adapted to

provi(lo the integrated physical, biological and socio-economic inputs requited to

maintain a viable systems study. The outputs of the various crop improvement pro-

grammes of IITA, even though they may form sound recommendations 
per se, will be

combined with the improved management practices emanating from the systems programme

for evaluation in different combinations- These re-combinations of practics will be

studied in the systems plots evolved by IITA, in which project shifting cultivation

serves as the control. Wider environmental testing is also envisaged through national,

regional and international networks to be establishel.

With regard to the specific sub-programmes feeding into the systems programme,

the recommendations of the Research Committee and the Review Panel are fully en-

dorsed. The complexity of the task is recognized and this very complexity makes

it impossible in a short report to comment on any but the major proposals and pro-

blems which were presented during the series of meetings attended.



i) The soils sector of the systems programme was commented-iupon by both
Committee and Panel. The Committee emphasized the need to achieve collaborative
work between the staff studying the N.P. and C cycles and general microbiolog,
with those studying Rhiizobium and other nitrogen fixing organisms, .nd with the
studies proposed on the breakdown of crop protection chemicals in soil. This
would involve the cooperative programmes proposed with Rothamstead and Readinf-,
U.K. on Rhizobi.u11, soil chemistry and soil fertility, and with the Centre for
Overseas Pent Roecarch, U.K. on the fate of residues of a-:ricultural chemicals.
Although nome caution was expressed by the Research Committee with regnrd to
over-involvemont in overseas progrnmMcs, even though those led to li ttle or no
extra cost, it is strondly urged that full advantare be taken of th! two pro-

grammes closely associated with the soils work of the Institute in order to
allow the best possible opportuhity to achieve success through util zation of
data from very wide ranging testing prorrammes. Although considerable diffi-
culties had been experienced in obtaining soil samples from the IITA area out-
side Nigeria, as a result of rather inflexible application of the Phkytosanitary
Regulations, the situation was improving and sterilized s. mples were now being
permitted to enter. The whole question of quarantine facilities needed con-
siderable clarification (see below).

ii) The recommendation of the Review Panel to modify the approach to crop water
use studies, once the present preliminary work was completed, merits close atten-
tion. It is clear that the breadth of work currently being attempted by the Soil
physicist, including crop water use, erosion and the movement of chemicals in the
soil, would require at least one additional staff member if any significant break-
through were to be expected. The allocation of higher priorities to programmes
precludes this and consequently led the panel to recommend both curtailing and
simplification of parts of the programme. Once the Agro-climatologist and Soil
and Water Conservation engineer are appointed a revised programme, modified
according to the Panel's recommendation, should be prepared.

iii) The Research Committee made a firm recommendation that a determination of
the geographical limits of the humid tropics should be undertaken as soon as
possible. The definition accepted when the Institute was established covered
those areas below 600 m elevation where precipitation was greater than evapo-
ration for over 6 months of the year. To facilitate the future outre ach work
of the Institue and to define its boundaries vis-&-vis those of ICRISAT, maps
were needed giving basic informaiion on the geography, population, soils, agri-
cultural, economic and social systems within the individual states of the region
so defined.

RecoL-nizin[ that such an undertakin- would be of interest not only to IITA
but to CIAT and ICRISAT also, the writer recommends that a joint study be con-
sidered and would suggest that the thtee Directors concerned discuss the possibi-
lity of such a joint operation.

iv) A tremendous wealth of detail on farming systems in Nigeria has been accumu-
lated by the economists working on the systems programme and a number of norms
have been established for various systems. It must be borne in mind however that
the Institute is international and the characteristics of the highly populated
agricultural regions of Nigeria might not necessarily be duplicated elscwhere.
I would have liked to have heard more of the proposals for data collection in
other countries and re-ions beyond the proposed special project for West and
Central Africa, and for cooperative work with other institutes. For example.
CIAT is making an approach to farming systems work in the northern zone of
S. America and there would seem to be a good case for clearly defined joint studies

to be worked up. Perhaps Centers Week will provide an opportunity for discussion
of such proposals.



1t. 1inrovemnini. Pro. rammfts

i) General

The approaeh of the Institute to plant brcoding work is extremeli sound

n u'CrJArtiC. Basic resuirinnts such as disease and post resistande and improved

nutritional' ( unlity ar fuinamcntal to all programnos and consideration is given

to "accept;Lbiliy factorn" such as palatability, grain type, height and type of

plant, tc. Other factors,wihich may be pointed up by the systems programme, such

as maturation time, will be taken into consideration as appropriate.

As with soils considerable difficulties have been experienced over importation

of matrials through the Plant Quarantine Service and a number of valuable consignments

have beel lost or subjected to lengthy delays through the need to, effect "third

country" qjuarantine.

ii) Coreals programme

a) The maize programme of the Indtitute is conducted in close relation-

ship with CIMMYT and is making excellent progress. The -Institute's composite maize

AD is amongst the highest yielders in local and regional trials in which yields of

6,000 kg/ha have been achieved at the Institute and 8,000 kg/ha in the wetter parts

of the -avannah. The Opaque 2 genes and other Central American germ plasms have

boon incorporated into composites on which trials are continuing. Outreach work

is progressing in Zaire, and in CIMNYT and USAID regional programmes. National pro-

grammes may pick up and develop any varieties used in these trials which they feel

to be an improvement on their local materials.

The Institute is particulary interested in the development of a high yielding
mai:e for the low altitude humid tropics. This entails the study of numerous

limiting factors such as the effects of night air temperatures on carbohydrate

losses, the effects of soil temperature on seedling growth and the effects of

limited light and soil moisture. A very strong inter-disciplinary approach is

being made to this problem of global significance and hopes are high that a signi-

ficant break-through may be achieved.

A limiting factor is the current lack of facili'ties for off-site research. In

conjunction with other sub-programmes requiring similar facilities (e.g. grain legumes

and root and tubers) an approach is to be made to the Nigerian authorities for addi-

tional facilities, particularly in the low lying wet coastal areas, to permit the

necessary spread of trials over a wider spectrum of ecological conditions.

b) Rice. As over 60 % of rice in West Africa is grown on the rain-fed
uplands an attempt is. to be made to produce a tailor-made plant- with the necessary

characteristics, particularly ability to withstand dry conditions. An inter-

disciplinary team approach is planned in order to permit the breeders to develop
a plant within a set of parameters to be drawn out of basic data supplied by the

plant physiologist and agronomist. Particular attention will be given to the

root system and cooperative work proposed with outside institutes on root studies

is nepecially to be recommended.

Current programmes have indicated that amongst improved local and IRII selec-

tionn there are some lines highly resistant to blast (e.g. O.S.6)and able to yield

up to ( tons/ha under irrigation and 4 tons/ha under upland conditions. Although
those yields were well in advance of local averages it was not yet possible to claim

categorically that an improved line suitable for general distribution was available.

However, as with maize, any lines considered by the cooperating local authorities,
in upwards of 40 regional trials, to be worthy of further development at the national
level, would be made available.



iii) Root and Tubor JImprovemenL Pro rammes

The obljectiven of the fl1ot and Tuber programmes are clearly exprcssed in

the Programme Presentation and r ceived the full support of the Research Comiitee

an(] the Review Pancl. 'T~he origii*al mandate of the Institute to work on on an

international bauis and canaava on a regional basis backstopped by CIAT, was ox-

panded by the Board of' Trustces, on the recommendation of the Committee andI the

Panel, to include international responsibility for sweet potatoes in addition. The

recommendation was basCod on:

1) the known flexibility of African food habits (foreseeing a ,ossible swing

to sweet potatoes from yam, if the advantages could be adequately demionstraLed);

2) the widespread utilization of sweet potatoes in other parts oP the tropics

and thus the need for a coordinated thrust on sweet potato work which currently did

not exist; and

3) the agricultural advant4ges of sweet potato as a crop and the absence of

major biological problems in breeding work., The proposal was also supported by the

results already gained in the swoet potato reliminary work (yields _f 20-30 tons/ha

in 4 months) and the discovery of clones likely to have consumer acceptability in

West Africa.

Vegetables were originally included as a sub-programme in the Root, Tuber and

Vegetable Programme, and some preliminary work had been started. However, it became

apparent that if real advances were to be achieved in vegetable production a con-

siderably stronger effort would be required. In the face of limited resources it

was decided therefore to transfer vegetable work to the Farming Systems Programme

as a crop diversification component and to utilize the vacancy so created to recrait

a second root and tuber plant breeder in 1974.

The aspect of the programme which calls for a new post is the proposed work

on tissuc-culture. Although most lines of cassava can be induced to flower, thus
facilitating large scale intra- and inter-specific crossing, yams are notoriously

shy flowerers. Tisnue-culture techniques should permit the production of hr e

numbers of haploid plants and the production of true breeding homosygous diploid

individuals with great genetic diversity. In addition to so speoding up the breeding

programme, and just as importantly, tissue cultures will overcome the present bottle-

necks caused by phytosanitary regulations in the exchange of vegetative mai erials.

Large numbers of clones will thus be made available in the shortest possiblo time.

The proposal is strongly supported.

The need for off-site research facilities was also expressed in respect of

the root and tuber programme in order to achieve the objectives of producing linos

with wide adaptation to different e6ological conditions. In view of the suaran. ie

d.ifficultics cxperien(ed by this programme sites within Nigeria are consie.ered -o

be essential.

iv) Giin legumes improvement programme

The oririn;l mandale of the Institute ,,y-vo a wide responnibility for tro:ical

train legumes. Conseiuently excellent collections have been built up includin

3,500 cowp 1n6, 1,600 pigeon peas, 500 doyabeans and over 3rO various PI hel s

species (inclidin: Asian Vijnas). Over 300 P.1 combinations of cowpnes have seen

produced and merging of cowpca germ plasm haw' produced over 2000 different lines

for the population improvement work. Over 100 soraboan F. 1's and 1000 advanced



re:ro:on are lo w ailable. All the work has bon conducted on an intr-

incjip<jn1iy bosin vim a p.rbicularly clefant technique has boon deviscd b.
i lholo in for oe iyjd dia, :nois of resisLance to cowpca anthracnoo.

iolowinj tho alloection of prime responsibilitV for pincon nea work to

: ie, he InstiTut decia O to concentrate its efforts on c 7oa(of trc-

i'orbance in Uecl Africa) as a major international responsibilit7,
neon as a ro-:ional responsibility. Work on piCgon pea would continue

in nonjunction with ICI AT and exploratory work would be undertaken on other

lecumcz of great potential importance in the low humid tropics, such as yarn
bean, lima bean, jack bean and winged bean.

The proposed programme was fully endorsed by both the Research Committee

and the Review-Panel. It calls for a staff increase in 1973 to provide for a

Cytolo:;st to assist the plant breeder in the proposed, controlled crossing
progra'mme. Collaborative work between the Cytologist and the Tissue-culture

specialint in the root and tuber programme is elso envisaged.

The Institute and the Legumes Programme Leader merit the warmest con-
gratulations for the tremendous amount of work accomplished in a very short
time and for the preparation of an extremely ~wll balanced programme.

D. Problems encountered

i) In discussions with the staff it became apparent that the perhaps over-

zealous application of Phytosanitary Regulations was gravely hindering the
importation of both plant materials required in breeding programmes and soils
for comparative analysis. Several valuable consignments had been lost and the

necessity to return some materials to South America for provision of "third
country" certification had caused considerablp delays.

The Institute staff did not appear to be on good terms with the Nigerian

Federal Department of Agricultural Research, also situated in Ibadan and res-

ponsible for the Federal Plant Quarantine Service which was shortly to assume
regional responsibility for West Africa. They were understandably impatient
to obtain their materials, which may have colqured their attitude.

A situation of mutual dissatisfaction hid arisen. In discussing the pro-
blem with the authorities of the Federal Service and the FAO Regional Plant
Quarantine Officer stationed at the Federal Dopartment, I was informed that
two possible solutions had been proposed to oJercome the problem. Either that
IITA construct its orn plant quarantine housea on Federal Department land,
to which full access would be accorded, or alternatively that IITA request per-
mission to construct a quarantine facility on'the IITA campus to which a Federal
Quarantine Officer could be appointed. DeadlOck appeared to have been reached
in discussions on this subject as a result of the Inter-African Phytosanitary
Comission specifications for quarantine housds being considered totally un-
suitable by. the IITA staff. The matter was raised at the Baord meeting, through
the reports of the Research Committee and Review Panel. It was fully recognized
that, as work at the international level on plant genetic resources increases,
solutions will have to be found to problems of quarantine. It is possible that
recommendations for re ulations to be modified may be made by an international
meeting to be held in late 1972, but for the time being the situation does not
appear to be open to easy solution. Ibelievo however that the relations between
IITA and the Federal Quarantine authorities could be improved by personal contact



I~ ~ ~~111%e On Qa'is 'V V~TCl15Iot~ions, cfl fur[ther mlnoI dicino <1'

po iJin uvivin of t ivyiLations in respoct of "wlatorials imS 0 fi J Ior foie

purposs". A final nolution however can only be achieved at the internotionni lavrl.

ii) Of)-uito reacerch in :reuircd in all prourammes in really hiqh rninl i-,

in the Guinea ?evnmh, PA humid intermediate elevations cn on the
jrainin coastal foroaL noils. Owina to the difficuIties of exchan-i'-

c'Lerialo across national boundarioe, it was arreed by the Board tA e i-

research coula Onot he done in Nigerin. Although the IITA decree pcrit . Oc

ertablishment of sub-ntalions, it was considered more desirable to ertablish co-

oporativc programmo with existing, appropriately situated, Federal and Mile4 re-

search contros.

The Grain Leg-umie Improvement Programme contained an clement for "contrzcI.ual

corvico" to permit of this typo of work. It is stron:lr urred that this nrov:r'a:

increane be suppoted in ordr to permit an absolutely easential enpannion of tho

Institute's work.

E. Special projects and cooperative programmes

In addition to the cooperative project with FAo/hANIDA on Rice Tiheiani-

zation (S 6,000) two further proposals, considered by the Research CMoiUtee no

logical adjuncts to research activities already under way, have ben prepared.

They relate to the collection of leumes and tubers and farm management na aro-

duction economics research in West and Central Africa. They are rerardod as
additional to the core budget and' worthy of support provided that the core is
first met and that their operation would not detract from the maintenance of core

activities. The first of these projects, on plant collection, may be cnniderd
in conjunction with the pronosals for a world network on plant cnetic reourco,
in which IITA is willing to collaborate, and it may eventually prove possible to

provide some funding from the global proposal provided it is accepted.

Other cooperative programmes, not calling for additional expenditure by
e.g. on rice with WARDA and with CI'MIYT and USAID on maize etc. are also detailed
in Appendix G of the Programme presentation.

IV. Training pro, -rammeo

The Training Programmo has not yet got fully uncer way, ocaunc of un-
completed accommodation and catering facilities. Nevertheless some trainins
activities had boon accomplished, including our trainees in rice dinases from
Ghana and short course training of some 13 students from Nigerian Universilies in

1972.

The trainee accommodation is now completed, although oatering facilivies
will not be available until the end of the year. The proposed trainin< pro-
gramme is based on a full accommodation of 90-100 trainees, distributed hetwec-i
recarch and production trainees. The programme in well thought out, providin
for long and short term research trainin on an in-servico basis for established
research workers, for gcnerally long-term training for graduate students and for
generally short-term (6 months) training for production trainees (extensionists).
The stipend boair is sound, but care will need to be exercised not to excee( the
provisions for IITA sponsored trainec. It may be cxnected that when the pra-

vision of IITA eponsorcd traineeships is fully publicize,!, a considerable number
of applications will be received. Uhether IITA spcnsorchip will in fact be based

on selection from onplicntions for by invitation of known individuals, is not clear,
and I believe sour cneeuivoca1. terms of reference for trainee selection irc roruirod.



-~----. ,.:2~ ~' > : aV.-VV'> iAnclu~r provisiosn for n nc: poaK of

A. o1r , fayjrna' -homntorv 2nrviras, for t 3 erovi:ion of con-
7 K] {: i' In I I n-orrtor facilitiec which will include tho radio-

a Or::t7!or a P r , rowi hhouses, and for post octoral followship5 and

i Ih the exc ation of the now post for an Assistant Director, created T!
aol hi;n' an UniNn tive assisant post and transferrin7 to Administration
hal t e provision for tUe Associate Director, the resources recuired to suprort
hi. 1ro-r: Inm are rea onaile. The physical facilities arc superlative ana it is

pan le that veil hirO level consultants and visiting scientists will be open to
p'rjci i on to ansist IITA in its research progranmes on a short term basis.

Ytorilionale for the establishement of an Assistant Director post is the
ovor Uwi"rain.- adinitrative load being placed on the Associate Director. It

nea.- jo i herefore an to whether a second senior administrative post
wi f- ach1ieve tie dImired oljective of releasinr the Associate Director to

jVO tr La .an ioa to leaderwhip of research and training proarammes.

ii) Commu i.tions and Inforont ion

The propocaln for this unit are supported fully. It is encouragoiny
to note that competence in the French language is sought for 1973 and that very
otron: emphasis is Eiven to training in communications as an integral part of the
training proyraimle. This will be of special importance to production trainees.

I Khoulid like to comment on the cqucation of public relations. During my
viAit I had the 'opportunity to talk to a number of Nigerian and other West African
porsonnel r~ib] have since talked to others. I find that there is a marked lack of
(>OIiprl ionsi, on in renpect of the objectives of the Institutes and in particular wiih
re.'nd to the relevance of the Institute's work to N. Africa. It is either re-garded
:' 'n "iviiVo i.oler" *t"'w or operation or a private institute not connected with, or

-:vih rolevnnov to, Government programmes. These views are not, of course, shared
1% ronwi; closely associated with the Institute or its outside cooperative pro-

. I beliqvc therefore that a strong public relations effort (possiily throu-h
1:wnron- nedslettr?) is nended to ensure that African scientists arnfovern-

n norronnel are made fully aware of the importance of the work of the Institute
and itO local 2i-nificanee.

iii) Library and Documentation Centre

The Library and Documentation Centre is now housed in its permanent quarters
and tie proposed proranmme will enable it to fulfill its role towards the staff and
the revional networ: ox which. *Lt in representative for West Africa. The prorammc
merita ihe full siupoort of donors but it may be cucetioned whether such a .lar
erniJ i r ,s indicated jor hiack-numoers of scientific journals is really justified.

iv) Ese:' rh Lta-tion OocraLons

Mith a to-al area of nearly 1000 ha, of which about 150 ha are exmpcted to
oc under cultivation by the end of 1972 and another 50 ha brought into use during
1d73, t*lI' budgetary provisions for this service are reasonable. Costs of land
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clcaring have increased and the number of skilled. laborers and field technicianc has
naturally increased with the increase of land under experimentation.

The fields and field workz examined, including the dam and irrigation pnC,
are maintained to a very high standard. Experirmental fields are well laid out rnd
clearly posted. Every attempt is clearly made to conduct a model operation ;ic
should serve as an example to trainees as well as making for efficiency of oper-tion.

iv) Ststistical Services

The computer was under installation during the visit and will 1e in full
operation very soon. Consequently rises are indicated in computer service and rain-
tenance costs and the staff of the service has been reorganized to provide full facili-
ties to the scientific staff and the accounts section. Installations are of a very
high standard.

VI. Administration

The administratien of the Institute shows a very high degree of efficienc.
Direct comparison of the budget with 1972 figures is not possible as a result of the
reorganization of administrative activities. However, administrative Scrvicos acoount

for little over 20 % of the total costs of the operation and this is not considercd ex-
cessive.

VII. Physical Plant Services

As a result of completion of the building programme during 1972 the responci-
ilities of the physical plant services will be almost doubled in 1973. o hin Is

seen omitted from notice in the provision of an extremely efficient physical 'o:.l-
stopping service. When the costs of this operation (0 900,000 excludin- ca-it 1
equinment) are added to the costs of administration (8 )10,000' a figUre ecual to
Lu % of the total operating costs is reached. This may be regarded as a vor. hin
overhead' but it must be remembered that the institute has not by any mean ru
ull operational capacity. By 1977 t1e proportion is reduced to approximately 30 .
Thus the need to establish the physical facilities in advance of occupation will
necessitate a rather higher level under this sub-head for the formative years of
the Institute.

The vehicle operations of the Institute are well organized but in v-fc
rather large sum budreted for vehicles in 1973 a note on the Institutels vomicle
7olicy, within the narrative would have been apnreciated.

VIII. The Campus and Buildings

ith the completion of the building programme during 1q72 the Institute ,:111
noscess an extremely well laid-out and landscaped campus with well desin'ed and c >rbly
e7uipped laborato3r and housing accommodation. Further increases are forcccen frc>
3/ onwards to accommodate proposed increases in the professional staff and visitin
scientists. For the moment however accommodation should prove adequate and the i e-
o.:atc coal is clearly to utilize to the full what is now available.

The Director indicated that he honed to be able to fill the majOfit o2
cwrrent vacancies by the end of 1972 or ehrly in 1973. The staff list is included
in the Programme as presented. In common with members of the Research Committee
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Tho co:-ooilion of the Boar."" of Trustees is indicated in the ProeramnMe
PrOsentaion. Major matters of interest raised during the Board Meeting of 12-13
Jn Q172 wOre as follovs:

The role of the +Rosearch C6m.ittee and the Review Panel. 1hilst recognizing
the c.f.ective role of the Board's Research Committee to date there was a general
foelin- that the staff should present their programmes directly to the Board, after
enalycis and appraisal by the External Review Panel, leaving the Research Committee
core frecdom to deal with research policies and priorities. The Director was re-
c.c-tod to work out details to penit direct presentation of research programmes to
tho konni by the Staff, and to arrange for earlier meetings of the Ex-Gernal Review
Pancl so that the Board might receive its report prior to the Board Meeting.

(In thic connection the writer would like to suggest that the TAC/CGIAR dis-
cnvs wi , TiTD and the Director the establishment of a joint review operation to
:oliave the Director and Staff of the burden of havin, no less than three separate
-0rr-timc missions visitin, the Institute simultaneously).

ii) The Board accepted the reports of the External Review Panel and its own
: 5 carch Committee together with the proposed changes in the objectives of the

1nt itute. Concern was agoin expresred over the decision of the TAC to recommend
;c:on pi eon peas for ICISAT without prior consultation with the Director and

, 
of Truotecs of IITA. The Deputy Chairman requested that the Director andAssociate Director should prepare a report for members outlining the basic ob-

joctives of the several international institues. It was agreed that the Institute
should, in this early stage of its development, keep its options open with respect
to work on specific crops, and should not be bound by too rigid geographical or
ecolo-ical zone boundaries.

iii) The Board applauded the series of seminars being organized on various topics
in conjunction with the Ford Foundation and IRAT and noted that publication of the
rroceedings was scheduled for 1973 with Ford Foundation assistance.

iv) It was noted that cooperative programmes were already under way or in an ad-
vanced stagd of discussion with WARDA (Monrovia), Sierra-Leone, Liberia, Cameroon,
Gana, Togo and Zaire, and that further extension of activities was contemplated.

v) Close working relationships had been established with the University of
Ibadan ( TITA staff being recognized as adjunct Faculty members) and the Board
noted that - . arrangement would probably be repeated in other W. African institutes.

vi) The Board examined a number of proposals for revision of the Federal Govern-
ment Decree which established the Institute. It was agreed after discussion and at'
the request of Dr. Bukar Shaib, representing the Nigerian Government, that the pro-
posals be reexamined by IITA legal counsel prior to submission to government.



7h- r-uostion vonor rep Enc'i ion on TiO -rcl om"2if,
Of the abov, in rro

3rxnmthe I-lst Gorm7n ornmert u>ich, c,' ci ; oC1
A reprsOntative of Wct Germany i:as subsoequcitly clcceCd to te C
coneral question of renresentation was held in aboyanco pcndir.; c
with the liaerian Government.

vii) Board mcmbers complained of some difficulty in undccr-;tanCdin the 'Uti t - re-
sentation, proparecd accordinf to the standardizcd for rocestedC of all toe: cz, -
rnational Institutes, and asked that a simplified summary be prosented in future.

viii) It was noted that full operation (maximum staffing) was planni d by 7 7.
The Budget, which had.already been recomended for acceptance by the Res Carc.
Committee, was adopted.

ix) ne Board approved the appointmont'of an Assistant Director.

x) The representative of Wost Germany announced his :overnment' int.nii: 01
makin- available a yrant of 3 925,000 in 1172 to cover Q 625,000 capital a yn
t-rc and G 300,00 for core operations. The Director informed the 1Cx 14

:-ecu'ive Secretary of the Consultative Grou had incliM NCt tt Ih QS k ul]
ornl-r be acceoted if a comparable sFum piedd by another 6onor were o i
Stro e- excemtion was taken to this surdestion.

The difficulties which had arisen over pledges for 1)72 not fittin' in exactl
with the various Institute's requirements and the consequent necd for zoae
was e::lained. General objectives of the TA and CGIAR were also e:plained : -
was indicated that an opportunity would be jiven durin- the forthcominy Ceatere .c
for discussion of this and similar fundin- problems. The Board anreed in priaei'lc
to the acceptance of the grant from West Germany, once approved by the Govero.xcri.

xi) The new members of the Board were elected and Dr. Bukar Shaib was elected
Chair.an, with Dr. PF Hill as Vih-Chairiian.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL (CIAT)

Report on CIAT by J.M. Fransen

Senior Research Officer, Agriculture Projects DepartmeftIB D

1. This report is based on a visit to CIAT from May 6-14, 1972 at the

time of the CIAT Annual Board Meeting.

CIAT Objectives

2. CIAT is still a developing Center, searching for and finding focus.

Thirty-six young scientints are rapidly developing competence and international

reputations and there has been an outstanding improvement in attitude, skill,

and morale since this time last year. Perhaps the greatest single problem

currently facing the Center is that of how to obtain even sharper focus of

Center and program objectives. The CIAT image, in the eyes of some peopleis

too little on too much. The Director General of CIAT, however, does not

consider this a fair assessment and believes that the Center's focus is beef

and cassava.

3. It would help to achieve a sharper focus if the budgeting system 
and

staff assignments were changed from the professional group approach to a

commodity group approach. The Director General recognizes the importance of

this and most staff would support such a change and believe it could contributs

to improvement of overall work efficiency. Another change which would help

sharpen objectives would be to consider rice and waize not as amongst CIAT's

main programs but rather as linkage programs, closely linked to the parent

centers for those commodities. As to research on field beans and soybeans, the

budget proposed for 1973 and the budget projections for 1974-1977 show a

continuing upward trend. I suggest that the program of beans and the

allocation of staff and funds to it should not be expanded beyond what i

proposed for 1)73, pending the proposed review by the Technical Advisory

Com:mittee (TAC) oW possible locations for main research thrusts on food la -

For the immediate future, we understand that CIAT management intends to

concentrate efforts on identifying and, if possible, finding solutions to the

factors responsible for low yields of Phaseolus vulgaris in the tropics.

4. The construction of CenLor headquarters is scheduled for completion i

early iu3 and centralization of facilities should grctly assist SOme progra2,

the.,h not the beef program to the somn derec. The Director Gencral believe

that, CIAT' manda H i now becoming clear and that CIAT has full thrust pror os

with bkeoi and eassavu, limited thrust progrmns wih swin and beans, lii we

programs with maize and rice, and production systems programs which vo:plc unt

ali omrmodity groups.
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The Research Program

Progran Review Committee

5. Three members of CIAT's Board of Trustees - Dr. Moises Behar,
Guatemala; Dr. Luis Marcano, Venezuela; and Dr. Armando Samper, Colombi - -

were appointed on August 6, 1971 to serve as a Program Review Committee.
(This is intended as an internal review panel, unlike the external revie,'
panel which recently visited CI4MYT.) This body then met with the Director
General and the executive and professional staff of CIAT from F-bruary 9-11, I
during which time it reviewed working papers prepared by the Director General
and staff and held meetings with them on program activities. On the basis of
this conference, the Committee prepared an 8-page report (attached as Annex 1)
on six commodities, the production systems program, and the 1973 budget.

6. Beef Cattle. Research on beef cattle is the Center's principal
program and good progress is being made, especially with the trupical pasture
component for the Llanos region. There is, however, room for improveumient iii
the total program. In particular, more emphasis should be placed on tronpical
pastures in two other different agro-ecological areas: the dry undulating Loer
potential and the low-lying higher potential alluvial soils of the coastal
interior regions. Current work is collaborative with the Colombian AgriculIural
Research Institute. At some future date, CIAT may require its own facilitic:.
The recent change of focus in animal health work from a laboratory-oriented
effort to a field production-oriented one deserves support and strengthens the
overall thrust on the commodity.

7. Cassava. This important program is under capable guidance and is
beginning to move. The emphasis on total yield per hectare rather than on
protein content appears sensible, since it is now known that about half of tLe
protein is in the form of non-protein nitrogen, which, because of certain
unidentified factors, has a reduced nutritive value.

8. Swine. This is probably the most basically oriented and scienti iaillI
directed program in the Center. Very complete and basic studies of tropical
foodstuffs are being undertaken and good outreach and strong professional ties
in Latin America have been developed. Some thought should now be given as to c*-r
even greater "mileage" and exposure can be achieved for this highly trans mI?
technology, which makes the program ideal for rapid dissemination as an outec:
activity.

9. Beans. This program is just getting underway. It concentrates as.
the field bean and soybean, with major emphasis on the former, although the
latter is said to have high potential of becoming a human food source rather
than remaining only a conventional oilseed crop. CIAT is initiating outreasL
activities at the Instituto Interamericano de Ciencias Agricolas (IICA), in
Costa Rica.

10. Rice. This program has so far had the greatest impact througrst
Latin America of all Center activities. The Program Director believes thv,
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although assistance should continue to be given to all countries in the

region, the major breakthrough is likely to come in Brazil, which grows over

half of the total rice produced in Latin America. The Director has developed

an extremely strong outreach program and scientific rapport.

11. Maize. The general objective of the maize program is to help raise

yields through introducing and testing new germplasm in searching for

varieties with a more efficient plant type, wider adaptation and improved

protein quality. The program is closely linked with CIMMYT activities and

plays an important role in the entire Andean Region. It is not limited to

the lowland tropics, which is CIAT's mandate.

12. Agricultural Production Systems. This program has been in a "stop-go"

position since its inception. Its activities are strongly oriented to small

farmers and integrated crop/livestock production systems. In the Director

General's revised Proposed Program and Budget dated June 20, 1972, he proposed

that CIAT's work in Agricultural Production Systems would continue to be

exploratory and developmental for the balance of 1972 and into 1973. It is in

fact doubtful to what extent "systems research" of the kind proposed can or

should be effectively carried out at CIAT. The Deputy Director General,

currently in charge of the program, believes that the production systems

activities should be a feed-in mechanism to the commodity thrust programs and

be mainly carried out by national research systems. This may argue against any

rapid build-up of systems research within CIAT until the proper role of CIAT in

this field and to relationships with national systems research programs can be

determined.

Training

13. Training continues to be an important component of total Center

activities and it is establishing the base for future scientist-to-scientist

outreach collaboration in both crop and livestock production, particularly

rice and swine. Some 80 Latin American trainees have completed livestock and

crop production training programs and/or more formal training in collaboration

with other institutes leading to advanced degrees.

Outreach

14. Outreach activities should be accelerated so that research findings

can be effectively disseminated throughout Latin America and elsewhere. Good

progress is being made in Colombia, Ecuador, Brazil, and Guatemala and with

IICA in Costa Rica. The Guatemalan approach is interesting since it involves

institutional building and is a cooperative effort between a local university,

the Rockefeller Foundation, USAID, and CIAT,

The Proposed 1973 Budget

15. CIAT's total financial request for 1973 is estimated at US$4.144 millic%,
as shown in its 1973 Proposed Program and Budget Report already circulated unier

separate cover to members of TAC. In addition, US$0-516 million, requested in

the 1972 budget for capital development has not yet been financed, bringing total

requirements to US$4.662 million. Details are as follows:
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US$ Millions
1972 1973

Amount Amount 4 'In

Core Program

1. Beef 0.825 1.058 31

2. Cassava 0.553 0.564 17 2

3. Swine 0.312 0.332 10 C
4. Field Beans 0.194 0.303 9

5. Rice 0.406 0.438 13
6. Maize 0.251 0.307 9 22

7. Agricultural Production Systems 0.309 0.361 11 1

Total Core Profg;am 2.850 3.36 -100

Special Projects

1. Crop Prod. Specialist Training Program 0.075 0-138 29

2. Livestock Prod. Specialist Training Program 0.079 0.091 19

3. Conference and Symposia 0.100 0.165 34 65

4. IDRC -- Cassava-Swine Project 0.043 0.054 11

5. CIAT -- Cooperation Guatemala 0.025 0.033 7

Total Special Projects 0322 o.481 100

1/
Other -- 0.100

TOTAL OPERATING FUNDS REQUIRED 3.944

Capital Funds

1. Equip., Furn. and Inter. Decoration 3.328 0.200

TOTAL FUNDS REQUIRED 6.500

TOTAL FUNDS REQUIRED FOR BALANCE 1972 AND 1973

1. Balance 1972 (Capital Funds) 0.518
2. Total Funds 1973 4._14

1/ General stores inventory rotary account one-time request.

Expenditureo for 1972 also include completion of building. and ;itu

developnicut.



16. The beef program would account for 31c4 of total core program costs;
cassava 17% -- together 48%. An increase of US$0.233 million in the beef

program would represcnt 45c of the total grolith in core program costs of

US0-513 million (V3) over 1972. The strengthening of training and confe L'
activities would be mainly responsible for the US$0.159 million (4)X) incrca-u
in special project fund requirements. Overall, the total operating funds, which
are being requested for work programs approved by CIAT's Board of Trustees,
would represent an increase of US$0.772 million (24j) over 1972.

17. Of the US$4.662 million that CIAT is seeking from the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Research, sources of financing have already
been identified for all but US$O.965 million. Details are as follows:

US$ Million
1972 1973

Unidentified Core Funds -- 0.143
Unidentified Special Project Funds -- 0.104
Unidentified Capital Funds 0.518 0.200

Total Unidentified Funds 0.518 o.447

TOTAL 0.965

18. The 1973 budget request includes US$0.200 million for additional
capital expenditure. Not included in the 1973 budget is the item US$0.518
million of capital expenditure proposed in the 1972 budget, for which no
financing has yet been forthcoiang. Including the above two items, the total
capital expenditure of CIAT by the end of 1973 would total US$6.244 million.
I understand that the Director General of CIAT considers that the above total
capital expenditure would be sufficient to provide facilities to sUTpPort
programs as presently approved by CIAT's Board of Trustees and a staff of so?:.e
40 full-time scientists.

JMFransen:ma
IBRD

cC: Messrs. Chadenet, Evans, Wapenhans, Fransen, Graves (Development Serviccs)
Central Files

July 28, 1972
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TRANSLATION

11 February 1972

Senor Don
Francisco de Sola
Chairman
Board of Trustees
Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical

Av. Morazan 117
San Salvador, El Salvador

Mr. Chairman,

According to the assignment entrusted to us by the CIAT Board 
of

Trustees at the meeting held in Bogota's Hotel Tequendama, on August 6 and 
7,

1971, we are pleased to submit our observations and recommendations,

unanimously arrived at, as a result of the meeting held in 
Palmira with the

Director, and the executive and professional staff of CIAT, on February 9,

10 and 11.

For this first series of meetings, the Committee considered it

would be preferable to limit its analysis to production programs, 
therefore

it studied only the following:

Beef Cattle
Swine
Maize
Rice
Food Legumes
Cassava
Production Systems

The Committee based this study on the concise, clear and well

defined working papers prepared by the Director and CIAT's 
staff.

The progress achieved and the existing limitations 
for even greater

production, were studied at meetings held with the Director, 
the Deputy

Director, the program directors and all the scientists involved 
in these

programs. All discussions were open, direct and cordial.

Whereas the Committee also received information on supporting

programs such as Economy, Soils and Agronomy, Agricultural Engineering,

Training and Comunication and the Center's public image, it 
did not enter
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into a detailed study of these. However, it'is expected that these programs
will be analyzed by the Committee at the next meeting, since they are
considered essential to the achievement of CIAT's objectives.

BEEF CATTLE PROGRAM

1. This program, CIAT's most important, is efficiently oriented,
directed and carried out. Due to the importance of beef cattle in the
development of tropical regions and the balanced diet of their peo,'le, the
Committee considers that this program should continue to be the most
important at CIAT and should continue to receive priority in budgetary
allocation.

2. If the tropical regions wish to increase their availabilities
of meat and beef for export, they will have to develop simultaneounly other
sources of protein-rich feed, both of animal and vegetable origin. CIAT
should not dilute its efforts or budget allocations on animal science
programs other than those on beef cattle and swine production which it is
carrying out today.

However, it should efficiently contribute in creating aware-

ness, among the policy makers and the research scientists in tropical

countries, of the importance of developing global programs for the best
utilization of protein-producing sources. This national effort should cover
the development programs at official and production levels.

3. The Committee noted, with satisfaction, the working relation-
ship which has been established between CIAT and the Pastures and Forage

Cooperative Program of the Interamerican Institute for Agricultural Sciences
of the OEA. This relationship should be tightened and developed so that
IICA's Regional Cooperative Program operates efficiently as an institutional
instrument in projecting, to all countries, CIAT's work in this field.
Eventually, it should be extended to other aspects of cattle production.

4. Animal health is undoubtedly one of the key factors in
obtaining an efficient cattle production. Therefore, the Committee high-
lighted the importance that CIAT is giving in its research programs, to the

study of specific animal diseases which affect cattle production. At the
same time, the Committee noted the important cooperation which the Texas

A & M University is affording CIAT in its research on animal diseases.

CIAT should maintain this approach in its animal health
research and tighten its working relations with the national and international

centers which study animal health problems in the tropics.
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SWINE

5. In this instance the presentation and discussion of the swine
production programs was restricted to CIAT's initial efforts in diagnosing
and solving the problems encountered by the small family farms, particularly
on the Atlantic Coast of Colombia. Therefore, the Committee did not study
the program that CIAT is carrying out in cooperation with ICA, to better the
commercial production of pigs in regions such as the Cauca Valley.

6. The Committee is pleased to note that CIAT is making efforts
to solve the problems of swine production among small family groups. It
emphasized the importance of continuing to investigate the usage of tropic -
originating feeds that are available locally. The Committee considers, how-
ever, that priority should be given to food for pigs that does not conflict
with that for human consumption.

MAIZE

7. CIAT is carrying out a very important role as a supporting
center for the maize improvement programs developed by CIMYT in Mexico. It
is contributing towards the increase in efficiency of CIMMYT's programs by
acting as a link between the latter's research activities and the national
institutions that use these, especially in South American Andean areas.

8. This work of orienting, promoting and employing CIMMYT's
research efforts should include studying the adaptability to the individual
countries' conditions, to be carried out by the national institutions them-
selves. The most efficient way to achieve this purpose is by means of a
regional cooperative program to be promoted and supported by CIAT.

9. By means of this proposed program, strict priority must be
maintained on the research necessary for resolving the problems of maize
production in low, tropical lands. This does not exclude the support that
CIAT can offer to the national institutions interested in using CIMMYT's
studies to improve maize production in the highlands of the Andean region.

RICE

10. The Committee considers that the rice program is properly
oriented and led insofar as it is supporting the tropical zone institutions
of America which are using rice research that has successfully been developed,
throughout the last decade, by the International Rice Research Institute, in
the Philippines.

11. The Committee noted the importance of the CIAT sponsored
Seminar on Rice Policies in Latin America, held in Cali in October, 1971.
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CIAT must continue dedicating all necessary attention to the study of social
economical, institutional and, even, political changes caused by technical
innovations, such as the production and utilization of new, high-yield
varieties. CIAT can make valuable contributions by means of studies, macro-
economical or micro-economical, which contribute towards making available the
best information to aid the decision makers of each country.

12. CIAT must also dedicate time to making available su ficient
information for the promotion of the industrial utilization of ricE for human
consumption and, when over-production exists, for animal feed.

FOOD LEGUMES

13. CIAT should concentrate its legume program efforts on the
improvement of the common bean, to increase its yield, dedicating all the
funds now assigned to the food legumes programs to this species. This crop
is very important in the tropical regions of America and is intimately related
to the culture of their people and their eating habits. As a source of
proteins that are available to the poorer classes, the bean is an important
complement to cassava and cereals.

14. Unfortunately, the lack of solid, constant and efficient
research, on one hand, and the tendency to concentrate more on other species
which have received efficient, long-termed, well-funded research in the
temperate areas, on the other hand, have detracted from the importance of
the common bean. Its production has consequently fallen off considerably
in the tropical areas of America. As a result, prices have increased to the
point that beans are becoming no longer accessible to the poorer classes.
The Committee recognizes the fact that the plant is not easy to improve but
it considers that improvement is feasible and feels that it is essential
CIAT double its efforts in research for this purpose. It was suggested
that an expanded program be considered for which additional funds must be
obtained.

CASSAVA

15. Cassava is a cheap source of energy and forms part of the way
of life of a very important part of the people that inhabit the tropics.
Therefore, CIAT must continue dedicating its attention to the research for
improving the production and utilization of cassava.

16. In doing so, however, it should not aspire to replace cereals
with cassava as the basic food for humans. Preferably, it should concentrate
its efforts on making cassava a source of calories. At the same time and
through other intitutions, it should promote the development of cassava-
based reinforced flours and otlier human food that have greater nutritional
value.
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17. CIAT should dedicate priority attention to making cassava a
crop to benefit many small producers. It should contribute to the development
of drying systems and other technological innovations that can be used by the
smaller farmers.

18. CIAT should also contribute to the research of means that
allow for the better utilization of cassava as feed for animals and for
industrial uses.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

19. The Committee is pleased to ascertain that all CIAT, from its
Director and executive staff to its scientists, assistant graduates and
trainees, has oriented al. its efforts to the solution of production problems.
The Committee notes the importance which has been given to these efforts,
starting with the problems themselves, to the problems existing at the
production centers, to seek solutions which will enable the farmers to improve
their production, step by step, by the means they have available. CIAT must
keep up this basic orientation at all cost.

20. Hence the importance of the development of production systems and
other mechanics and means so that all technological innovations in fact reach
the production units, considering these as global enterprises, rather than
isolated production efforts. In this field, CIAT is at present only
designing and discussing production systems, of their own and adapted from
those that have been developed elsewhere. It will be necessary to apply a
considerable amount of creative imagination to design working systems in this
field, which will undoubtedly prove to be more difficult than the technological
investigation per se.

21. The Committee notes the importance of the field surveys that
CIAT is carrying out in some of their programs to use as useful implements in
diagnosing the situations of the production units and the existing production
systems. This is an essential initial step to introduce technological
innovations and measure their impact. It should be adapted to all programs.

22. The Committee also noted CIAT's healthy criteria in considering
the improvement in production, not only with regards to the production stages
and the production units themselves, but also as a key factor in regional
development.

23. The Committee finds the development of hypothetical production
units interesting. It considers they are useful instruments in evaluating
the effects of the application of technological packages. The feasibility
of these models must be investigated at two or three experimental units
that will have been specially established for this purpose. However, when
expanding the application of these models and technological packages, this
should be done at production units already established in the area and whose
owners are willing to participate in a program of this nature.
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24. CIAT should complement its technological advancement efforts

with concrete investigations, of an economical and social 
type, at the level

of regionally grouped production units, to be able to study the impact of

the application of new technology. However, it should also do this on an

experimental basis. That is to say, it should design and develop methods and

systems, with sufficient control over the conditions 
in which the 4xperimental

studies are carried out, which will allow the countries to develop their

different regions. In doing this CIAT should not take over functi ns that

correspond to the national entities nor should it compete 
with them.

25. The Committee notes the importance of setting up shortly the

proposed seminar to analyze the experiences that have been encountered in

giving new technology to small producers. This analysis will be made from

both the positive and the negative aspects.

26. Personnel is CIAT's strongest resource at the present moment.

Both among the executive staff and the professional staff, 
we have found

highly capable people, with experience and dedication to 
the cause of develop-

ing the tropical countries.

27. The Committee is conscious of CIAT's efforts to attract 
and

employ highly qualified professional talent 
in the American countries.

However, it feels that it is essential to continue seeking the way to

incorporate a greater amount of people from the American 
countries on their

professional and executive staff. Possibly the best ranner in which to

achieve this in the future would be to start forming, as from now, a young

professional, talented staff which CIAT would send to continue their doctorate

studies after a convenient period of association with the 
Center.

28. It is important, as well, to emphasize the leadership that

the Executive Staff has given CIAT, both in the technical 
and in the adminis-

trative field. It is necessary to give the Executive Staff full autonomy

so that it can successfully carry out the programs approved 
by the Board.

29. Another factor which has allowed CIAT to start its research

programs in a consolidated and efficient manner, 
in only two or three years,

has been its close association with the Colombian Agricultural 
Institute

(ICA). This association has allowed them to use field facilities they 
did

not themselves possess, in Palmira as well as in other parts of Colombia,

especially on the Atlantic Coast and in the 
Llanos Orientales. On the other

hand, ICA has given CIAT wide technical and administrative support. At the

same time, ICA has received efficient cooperation from 
CIAT's highly qualified

and professional staff in the development of their own programs.

30. Although CIAT also cooperates with research institutions in

other tropical areas, especially in Ecuador, it has not yet developed an

efficient system for developing inter-institutional cooperation. JustifLiably,

this is one of the Director's and Deputy Director'! principal concerns, and

they should continue in their efforts to institutionalize an effective system

of cooperation between CIAT and other international and national institutions

that are dedicated to research.
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31. Apparently, CIAT has been more successful in obtaining
cooperation from other institutions for the development of its own programs,
especially from U.S. and Canadian organizations. The policy of receiving
financial and technical cooperation from other organizations only when this
means a boost to CIAT's programs, is a healthy one and should be maintained.

32. Undoubtedly, the permanent cooperation that CIAT can maintain
with the scientists it has trained will prove to be the link that will most
efficiently breed cooperation with national institutions. However, a limiting
factor in obtaining efficient cooperation will be the capacity for action
existing at the national institutions with which links will be established.

Therefore, CIAT must make moves to promote the analysis of institutional

limitations of the tropical areas' organizations, with which it collaborates,
maintaining contacts not only with research centers but with universities,
national planning offices, ministries and other entities which decide on
development policies.

33. The executive and professional staff of CIAT is fully aware
of the danger of giving in to the pressures that arise to dilute research
efforts. The tendency existing at the research centers of American countries

to embrace too many fields at one time has impeded the study in depth of the
principal production problems in the tropics and the solution to these. The

Board of Directors should adopt a firm stand in this respect.

BUDGET

34. The Committee considers that the budgetary estimates for
1973 which represent an increase of 6 percent over 1972 to compensate for
the normal increase in costs and an increase of 10 percent, due mainly to
budgeting, for the whole year, charges that were only partly covered in
1972, make up a realistic budget to maintain efficiently the programs that

have actually been approved.

Any modification will naturally require a careful revision of
fund availability. This would be particularly applicable when reinforcing
the bean program.

FUTURE COMMITTEE MEETINGS

35. The Committee is grateful for the effort made in preparing the
work documents which formed the base for discussions and which were extremely

useful for this first meeting. It feels that it will be sufficient, at

future meetings, to have only the annual activities report and verbal pre-
sentations and discussions, except when new programs must be studied.

36. The Committee considers that the next meeting should take

place in the middle of March, 1973, starting on a Thursday and ending on tile

Tuesday of the following week. This would allow for observation of the field

programs during the weekend and for dedicating two week days to each one of

the areas of animal and plant production, respectively. Studies of the

supporting programs will be fitted in between these days.
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APPRECIATION

37. We wish to state on record our appreciation for the help

and cooperation we were shown in our work by Dr. Grant, his executive,

professional and administrative staff.

Moises Behar Luis Marcano Armando Samper
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Dceuiber .9 , 1972

Dr. ierbert R. Albrechit
i1irector
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
Oyo 7.oad, ?... 53
ibadan, Nigeria

Lear derb .

tany thsnk. for sending me a copy of your letter to r. foward
at OQZA. London. As your letter iriplied might happen, I have written
to itoward for eulightenuMnt.

I do wonder whether you are - ebar s being a bit too restrictive
in your view of the AOOl :00 or so of the iritish fund. about which
there is some doubt. If Lh,:- Erihism scietists are gotn to do work
vithi your core program the, it aeews to tt ti at the funds (probably
minus some extras 1ik the cout of their travel) are applicable to

your core funding. In other wordo they would, in part fall within
the definition of restricted core funding (as described in Lowell

xardin s letter of Jeceaer .;). Perhaps on the basis of further
discus-ion we could .ork out what a. roper credit to your core pro
gram would be- if any.

I reported to the 8.lgian zxecutive 'irector of the World Sank
that you had not as of Decemer 7 received any Bilgian funds. He
has cabled to the Finance inistry in lrusiels to ,now what the pros
iects are. In fact it aee=N tiat te Belgian Woney migut still be
released for expenditures during tiLe current BelgIan financial year
vlich does not end until April 1. IJ73 If you do not get a reply
from me. VervalC"e. erhaps 1 11 get one throug t te Ielgian office
htIre. 'll let you know. of course.

In view of the complexity of your cash flow prolAems at ItA,
;r. ITmuth believes that the contribution of 4750 2JI to be made by

t'he World 3nk 8a tffiliat. te int .rnational evelop-mnt Asociation
(IDA). aould be made over to you i a siule paymnt. If the xecu
tive .irectere approve the grant . you could expect this payment to be
made into your rev York accouat by about January 19, I will cable you
w ten thi ha beeo done.

With res ect to your budget as a -ole, Lowell hardin . descrip
tiont in lis letter of 'aceber Z2 to you is ciuite accurate. We are



Dr. Herbert R. Adbrecht Deceubar 29, 1972

carrying your core and capital requirements less earned income
(of 4110,00) at 45.510 million. The contributions to be expected
are summarized in my letter of DAecemL'er 5. but I would agree that
we may ave to subtract ,L" ,OO or some other part of the figure
shown for the British grant.

By now. you will have received my cable asking whether 1 may
visit IITA during the last days of January. If a visit is possible,
then I would appreciate the advantage of a two or three tour discus
Sion of IIIA'A finances. Among other things, I would like to be edu-
cated on the subject of your 1372 deficit, if (as I gather) you
expect one, and I would like to have as close an estimate as you
can aow make on the item for buses and buildings carried over from
1 72. We might also talk aout IIA's construction and equipment
1rograi generally since it see.m that there are still some problems
here. even after the Ford 'completion grant.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

+*HG/er/jk



THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
111 WEST 50TH STREET

Nuw Yonx, N. Y. 10020

December 22, 1972

Dear Herb:

I am glad to be able to inform you that the Trustees of
The Rockefeller Foundation have authorised the officers to make
available a total of $514,000 to the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) toward its basic operating costs during 1973.
This amount, as in the past, will consist of one portion to be retained
by the Foundation to cover the cost of salaries and salary-related
perquisites for Rockefeller Foundation staff members assigned to IITA;
$364,200 which is available upon your request as a cash payment to your
institute; and $50,000 which will be hold by the Foundation until
October 1, 1973, for any final-quarter adjustment of staff costs and
cash contribution. The appropriate portion of this $50,000 will be paid
to IITA sometime after October 1, 1973.

The amount of the Rockefeller Foundation contribution to IITA
for 1973 was based upon requirements as indicated in the budget previously
submitted to the Foundation and upon consultation with other donors. It
is our understanding that contributions from other donors will cover
remaining needs of IITA for next year.

Funds will be released by the officers upon receipt of a request
from you as Director of the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture.

Very sincerely yours,

Sterling Wortman

Dr. Herbert R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
P. M. B. 5320
Ibadan, NIGERIA

/SWtjscc: Mr. Harold Graves

PO"M 453



December 21, 1972

Dear Herb,

-any thanks for your letter of December 7. By now, you will have

received my cable on the USAID grant to IITA for 1973, to the effect

that the final figure for that grant is intended to be $1.2 million,

although $450,000 of this amount may not be available until after

July 1, 1973.

You were quite right in not expecting any German money in 1972.

We were informed by the German Executive Director of the World Bank

earlier this week that the German budget for 1972 was not passed in

sufficient time to make it possible to disburse funds to ITTA. The

Gierman authorities will, however, carry over this item into their 1973

budget proposal, oating that 4O),00 TeutschC mark ($125,000, accord--

ing to yesterday's rate of exchange) be made available to IITA (in

addition to whatever other allocation is made to TTTA for 1973). 
This

item probably will not be acted on until "arch 1973, but I think we can

count on it being acted on by that time.

Thank you also for your reply to my inquiry about the disbursement

of the IDA grant to TITA. We will do our beet to follow this or some

other schedule at least as convenient from the standpoint of your cash

flow.

With best wishes of the season to you and John Nickel,

Sincerely,

Harold Craves

Dr. )1. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
Oyo Road, P.'.B. 5320
Tbadan
Nigeria

HG:ap
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N1 ERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OiF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

OYO ROAD, P M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Lagos Office.
, 89, SOBO AROBIOU AVf

P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA
IRO)U NA iKOA.~ leIephone: Lagos 33931

20 December 1972

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Harold:

As a kind of desk-cleaning activity before the Christmas holidays I
write extending the Season's Greetings and hopes that your holidays
were happy ones.

Although we have cabled both Brussels and Bonn concerning their funding
of IITA activities for 1972 we have had no response and no notice from
the bank that any funds have been deposited. In the absence of such
funding and in the light of the drastic reduction in Ford Foundation core
support for the year, we have remained quite conservative in our spending
but nevertheless it looks like we will be deficit for the year if there is
no action - at least in Brussels in the next few days.

I am sure all Directors would be happy to have a copy of Mike Ruddy's
revision of the budget presentation. If these are available to us by
1 January or shortly thereafter, they could be studied sufficiently that
useful comments could be made at the time of our meeting in Bellagio.
If Mike could arrange his schedule to be with us some time during the
week of 12 February, we will schedule a half dayfor this purpose.
Anticipating that the document would be discussed at the meeting I have
asked Jerry Grant to prepare himself to lead the discussion. Our agenda
has not been firmed up but as soon as we have this information I can
indicate to you on which day the budget matter would be considered.
We appreciate greatly your fine consideration.

I'm still awaiting some replies from institute directors before our agenda
is finalized but am hopeful this will be accomplished by the middle of
January. High on the list of priorities is the matter of inter-institute
research and training coordination which, I am sure, would be the wish
of both CG and TAC. I'm sure some useful procedures will be forthcoming
because all of us have been aware that it is necessary for us to establish
such principles and they'll be all the more effective if those of us who
have to administer them can come up with some strong recommendations.

-As the-



Mr. Harold Graves
20 December 1972
page 2.

As the year closes may I thank you so much for your personal attention
to IITA matters and I assure you we look forward to advancing these into
1973 and for years thereafter.

With all best wishes, I am

Si cerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar
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N PTNATiONA INSrIrUE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

OYO RO.AD P MB, 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA101

Lagos Office.
ne lzud 21141 (1 ,3) 9, SOBO ARO810o)U AVE,

P 0. BOX 145 IKEJA
TRO ,AoNU 1KHA Telephonp: Lago--393

16 December 1972

Sir John Crawford, Chairman
Technical Advisory Committee
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
Office of the Vice Chancellor
Australian National University
Canberra, Australia cc:Mr. Harold Graves

Dear Sir John:

The IITA in-house and external reviews will be held simultaneously at the
Institute the week of 18 February 1973, Monday through Friday. According
to our Memorandum of Agreement with USAID the external review panel
should be comprised of three persons, one an American, another an African
and one from elsewhere (the first two were European) who has had long
experience in the tropics. The panel members are to be so drawn as to
represent the fields of economics, soils or agronomy and plant science or
agricultural biology.

We submit the following list from which the panel will be drawn:

Economics:
M. Sey, Economist, West African Bank (African)
R. H. McAlexander, Head Int'l. Agric. Programs, Pennsylvania

State University (American)
L. D. Loftsgard, Farm Management, Water Research, President,

North Dakota State University (American)

Soils or Agronomy:
Robert Corry, Professor of Soils, Univ. of Wisconsin (American)
B. N. Majisu, Director, EAFFRO, Kenya (African)
G. 0. Mott, Professor of Agronomy, Univ. of Florida (American)
M. Loudebout, Professor of Soils, Univ. of Louvain (Belgian)

Plant Science or Agricultural Biology:
W. Wouters, Professor of Plant Genetics, Univ. Gembloux (Belgian)
M. Meyer, Dean Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. Louvain (Belgian)
D. D. Harpstead, Head Dept. Crop & Soil Sci., Michigan

State University (American)
J. A. Rigney, Dean International Program, North Carolina

State University (American)

-continued-
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Sir John Crawford
16 December 1972
page 2.

Plant Science or Agricultural Biology:
K. Caesar, Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, Technical

University of Berlin (German)
A. Blum, Agric. Research Organization, The Volcani Center (Israeli)

Mr. Harold Graves advises that you will be in Washington in mid-January
when, after discussions with Mr. Demuth, your concurrence, additions or
deletions could be cabled. I fear this might cause us difficulties due to
the shortage of time so would appreciate your contacting us at your earliest
convenience, by year's end at least.

We will appreciate greatly your good help and apologize for the shortness
of time. We had hoped we would not have to schedule a review again so
soon, but USAID expressed a preference to Mr. Graves that we hold another
in 1973. Our staff, Executive Committee and officers all agreed it was only
practical to schedule our reviews together due to their great demands upon
the time of our scientists.

fith best wishes for the holiday season, I am

incerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar



NNTERNATIONAL INVUITTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

C0 C)YO ROAD, PMB, 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Lagos Office:
TJ d 2 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE

PO. BOX 145 IKEJA
ca RO'UNL. lkutA, Tekphon- Lagos 33931

7 December 1972

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Harold:

It took two weeks for your letter of 22 No vember to reach Ibadan but we
appreciate having it for the important information it contains.

One important discrepancy needs to be mentioned and that is in our USAID
funds which, according to your letter, amount to $1,200,000. During my
absence from Ibadan last week, at a time when John Nickel was also
away, USAID brought an extension of our agreement to Ibadan for signature.
This was signed by Bob Mitchell for the IITA since it was required by AID
that the signature be affixed on or before 30 November. The extension of
the agreement provided for a sum of $750,000 for the year 1973. 1 am
wondering whether you can help us to clarify this matter since it involves
a rather substantial difference of $450,000 which could be quite important
to the operations of IITA during the next year.

You had mentioned earlier that the Belgian Government would provide us
with 10 million Belgian Francs for 1973 in contrast to 19 million for 1972.
One problem with the latter is that thus far the funds have not been deposited
into our account and the year is rushing to a close. I have cabled Mrs.
Vervalke requesting her advice concerning the action the Belgian Government
might still take before the close of the year.

We have had no indication of the intentions of the West German Government
although at the time John Nickel visited there on his way to Washington
in October, they had expressed the hope they could provide us with
$125,000 before the close of this year because of commitments which the
ITA had obligated itself to with the promise of German support of the program.

No payment has been made and it is not expected that there will be any
support from that source during this year.

We are looking forward to your next letter concerning the possible action
of the World Bank Group concerning the gap which is apparently going to
occur between the amounts subscribed by other sponsors and the approximately

-$5,500,000-
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Mr. Harold Graves
7 December 1972
page 2.

$5,500,000 we will need if the dormitories are to be constructed. We're
quite anxious about this as our contractor is beginning to -demobilize and
if we are unable to state our intentions soon the costs are more likely
going to escalate.

Thank you so much for your continued help and with best wishes for a
happy holiday season, I am

Si cerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar



December 7, 1972

Dear Herb:

In a recent letter you mentioned that you would be willing to
receive any su-:;ertions which the Consultative Group Secretariat

miht h .ve for tr :.enda of the =eeting of institute directors in
Bellagio next February.

Our surgestion now is that a revised and expanded version of
Hike Ibiddy's earlier draft on uniform budget practices and financial

reporting by the international ao-ricultural research centers be put
on the a enda. You will remember that the earlier draft was dis-
cussed at the meeting of institute directors on August 3, during
International Centers Week.

As a result of this discussion, 1ilke Ruddy had asked the insti-
tute directors to comment on his draft by October 1. Comments have

been received from CI1TI, ICRISAT and your Institute. On the basis

of these comments, Aike is substantially revising and expandin, the

budget section of his earlier draft and we hope that the new paper
will be in your hands and the hands of the other institute directors,
if you agree, by January 1. If this paper should be put on the
agenda of your meeting, Mike would be coming to Bellagio to receive
further comments and to answer questions.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Fxecutive Secretary

Dr. H.R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical

Agriculture
P.O. Box 5320
Ibadan
Hi geria

cc: Mr. Ruddy

FHK/HG:mmcd



December 5, 1972

Dr. H. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture

Oyo Road, P.M.B. 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

Dear Dr. Albrecht:

This is to add to the information in my letter of November 22,

concerning the financing of IITA's core and capital budget for 1973.

As you know, we are using a figure of $5,510,000 for the sum that

needs to be raised. Against that, specific amounts (subject in some

cases to legislative or other approvals) are being committed as follows:

Canada $ 750,000
Ford 750,000

Netherlands 125,000
Rockefeller 515,000
United Kingdom 540,000
United States 1,200,000

Sub-total $3,880,000.

On the basis of what has been said to you and the Consultative Group staff

on various occasions, it seems reasonable to suppose that Germany will make

a contribution of $750,000 to IITA's core and capital budget in 1973. For

my own part, I guess, in addition, that, since the Belgian contribution to

IITA in 1973 will be smaller than in 1972, the set-aside for special projects

will not be any larger than it was in 1972, so that perhaps $130,000 of the

Belgian grant for 1973 would be left for core support. Two more commitments

to IITA therefore could be added, as follows:

Belgium $ 130,000
Germany 750,000

Sub-total $ 880,000

Total $4,760,000.



Dr. H. R. Albrecht - 2 - December 5, 1972

This would leave $750,000 to be found. It is being proposed to the

Executive Directors of the World Bank Group that the Bank Group make a

contribution to IITA for 1973 in this amount, to be usable without re-

striction within IITA's core and capital budget. The decision of the

Executive Directors will be taken in mid-January, and I will of course

let you know the outcome promptly.

The Bank funds, if the Executive Directors approve, would be avail-

able by about January 19. The question has yet to be considered, however,

of whether the Bank contribution, beginning on about that date, should be

made in several installments and, if so, how many.

The answer, I suppose, depends on the cash flow you require for the

capital prnrtion of your budget, and beyond that, on whether 
you intend to

finance your capital expenditures out of the Bank contribution or the

German contribution (which might be available beginning May 1) or partly

out of both. When you receive this letter, will you let me have a cable

commenting on your cash flow requirements, please?

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

cc: Dr. F. F. Hill
Dr. Lowell Hardin

HG:apW



December 4, 1972

Dear Herb:

By now, you will have had my cable indicating that there is certainly

no objection from the standpoint of the Consultative Group Secretariat to

your combining your in-house and external review procedures. Guy Baird

at USAID says that this sounds sensible to him, also.

At the Consultative Group meeting, there were no revisions of the

paper on review procedures which I sent you. it was agreed, in other

words, that there would be an annual progress report from the Consultative

Group Secretariat, and that there would be external, in-depth reviews of

program content at intervals of more than a year.

In the latter case, the Consultative Group expressed a desire to have

institutes inform the Chairman of TAC of the persons whom they intended to

choose as members of external review panels, so that the Chairman could en-

dorse the selections if he agreed with them, and so that he also could con-

sider whether it would be desirable to augment the panel.

The kind of review conducted at IITA is not the kind of in-depth review

mentioned in the paper, since it occurs annually rather than at longer inter-

vals. We would not have any doubt, either, that the individuals chosen for

the IITA panel would be well qualified. On the other hand, there might 1e

an advantage for IITA to be able to say, in its annual report and other pre-
sentations, that the selection procedure envisaged by the Consultative Group
was pursued in this case.

If it would not present you with any insuperable difficulties, then,
we would very much appreciate being informed of the choices you have in

mind for your 1973 review. Sir John Crawford is arriving here in mid-

January, and Mr. Demuth would discuss the matter with him at that time.
We would advise you of the results by cable.

I realise that with respect to the time factor this all may be rather

tight. and that there may be other problems about it. Please let me know

what you think it is feasible to do.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Dr. R. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
Oyo Road, P4.B. 5320
Tbadan
Nigeria +
HG:apm
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24 November 1972

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Harold:

I now have several of your letters which were held up by the strike of
the posts and telecommunications people. I'll answer parts of each and
try to catch up with the rest after we've had a chance to talk with John
Nickel and other members of the staff concerning certain matters.

We became aware of the failure on our part to make request to ODA and
had rectified this point before receiving your letter. The Treasurer is
responsible for flagging such deadlines and I guess in the shift in assign-
ment from Jim Anderson to David Pritchard this item was lost in the shuffle.
The requirement has been dropped for 1973 and thereafter.

We had been alerted while in Brussells that the Belgian contribution would
be substantially less in 1973 than in 1972. This could cause us some
problems since the Belgian group is quite determined to impose restrictions
on the grant - if we must deal with no more than 10 million Belgian Francs
there may not be too much left over for core support. However the situation
may not be quite as bad as meets the eye since funds earmarked for certain
projects can be extended into 1973 and therefore won't have to be financed
again out of the new 10 million franc grant. At least so one would hope.

There is added a page which lists our calendar for years through 1977.
The dates for Board meetings, meetings of the Executive Committee, in-house
and external reviews are included. Our schedule of seminars is now-ia-the
PEocess of being developed and we'll send you such information when it
has been assembled. This is in the hansofrWdResour~new
training officer, who is also responsible for the logistics of our seminar
and workshop program and is new enough on the job not to have been able
to get things lined up so promptly.

We have decided that we will run in-house and external reviews concurrently.
This is to save the time of our staff who have, in the past two years, been

-spending too-
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Mr. Harold Graves
24 November 1972
page 2.

spending too much time preparing for and presenting two dtfferent reviews
each year. Since it is necessary for us to have an exter Ial review in
1973 we will rush on with the job of finding some peopl to do it the
week of 18 February, but frankly I don't know whether e'd be right or
wrong in handling it this way due to the terms of age a item 9 which
I gather was approved when the consultative group m t early this month.
Your early advice is requested in the interest of tim . Is there a revision
of agenda item 9 which outlines procedures?

Since our budget and program details are developed after our rev ws t
Would probably be best if the consultative group team were to visit some
time during the i$o~efEween the last week of March and the middLe of
April. Although this would bring them here during the height of our planting
season, it would be early enough that the documents could be finalized
for presentation to our Boards of Trustees meetings during the last week
in May.

Thus far no IITA reviews have been closed and since they have nowbeen
combined I don't suppose it would be handy for us to do it that way. So
we would state that any members of the consultative group would be
welcome at any time and including, of course, the TAC which already had
an observer at our external review this past June.

More later and meanwhile we look forward to getting your report on the
IITA financing for 1973.

S cerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar
encl.



November 22, 1972

Dr. n. R. Albrecht
Director
luternational Institute

of Tropical Agriculture
Oye Koad, P.W. U. -3!O
Tbadva
Nigeria

Dear Dr. AlbreChti

As you know, msAbera of the Cosultative Group o 1terattfOnl

Agricultural Research MAt to Washingto. and, avoun other tivgp, made

statments of their Intentions about grants to the irterrational &gri-

cultural research centers for 1973. Statmeots oucerntri" the tUter-

national lustituto of Tropical Agriculture are sumarized below.

The Chairman of the Consultative Group informed vembere that funds

had not yet be.n provISdM in 1971 for IfTA's capital budget for that

year, ro that it was probable that this itan would have to be carried

over into 1973. The effect would be to increase ITA's 1973 require-

asutg by about 700,000. The capital budget would rise to about

$1 milliou, and the total budget for care and capital would rise to

approximaly Y 5-1/2 million.

The U._J, representative observed that the British fifaucial year

begins in April. its had adjuuted his figures. however, to cover the

calandar year, the figures therefore straddled two financial years.

He ezplaiued that the British pledges were for "unrestricted cor*

bu4get prposes.... although we my for our own presentational pur-

poses identify these coutributlos with particular features of the

programs of the i stitutes." The payment of fritish grants, he soad,

would be wide in advance, in equal quarterly installmtuts. on the

receipt of requosts by the centers for payment. The U. K. grant to

IITA, he said, would be L23,UOO (about $540,004).

The Netberlands representative declared that in 1973, subject

to parliaMetLary approval, hias Governmant would continue its contribu-

tiotts t. IITA in the amount of 125,U0k. This would be an unrestricted
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coatribution to the core budget. For 1974, also subject to parliamentary

approval, the grant to IITA would be maintained at the same level at least.

The situation with respect to 1973 disbursements, the Netherlands

representative said, was somewhat vague. Elections were being held in

Holland at the and of November, and it was not certain when a new parlia-

ment would approve the necessary appropriations; but he thought it would

be sometime in the beginning of 1973.

The representative of Belgium stated that he was not in a position to

state a commitment for 1973. Provilionally, however, it was intended to

make 10 million Belgian francs (about $220,000) available for international

agricultural research in 1973; and this amount would go to IITA. For 1974,
it was hoped there would Ie an increase in the grant to IITA. (The Belgian

represeutative did not say what part of the Belgian grant for 1973 would be

used for core and capital support as opposed to special projects.)

The representative of the German Federal Republic indicated that

parliament would be asked to approve a budget of DM 6 million (roughly

$1,950,000) for international agricultural research programs supported by
the Consultative Group for 1973. It was not possible, however, to say when

parliament would act. Among the programs which would be of special interest

to the German Government, however, would be that of IITA. The German delega-

tion was not in a position to express any commitment for 1974.

The representative of Canada said that his Government had a firm com-

mitment to IITA in 1973 amounting to $750,000. He explained that 1973

was the final year of the existing Canadian agreement with IITA. In view

of the valuable work that the Institute is carrying out, however, approval

would be sought for a grant of at least $750,000 to XITA for 1974. With

respect to 1973 disbursements, it is expected that payments would be avail-

able by mid-year.

The representative of the Ford Foundation indicated that the Founda-

tion, in allotting grants, would give preference to the four original

centers (including IITA). Grants would be for unrestricted support of

core programs; use of funds for capital budgets would have to be negotiated

with individual institutes. Disbursements would be quarterly. Terms of

the grants to individual institutes would be worked out in November and

December, and disbursements could begin in January.

'.he representative of the Rockefeller foundation also indicated a

preference for the original institutes (including IITA); specific amounts

of grants remained to be determined. Staff recommendations would be con-

sidered by the Foundation's trustees in December; approved grants would be

dibbursed in their entirety shortly after January 1.
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The representative of the United States 
indicated an intention of

providing $1,200,000 for IITA in 1973. 
In principle, the United States

was prepared in 1974 to provide up 
to 25 per cent of the financial re-

quirements of the institutes.

These Statements of intention indicate a substantial 
degree of support

for ZITA in 1973 - over $2,600,000, without taking into 
account the grants

in prospect from the Ford and Rockefeller 
Foundations and from Germany.

it seems probable, nevertheless, that the intentions so far eWresed will

leave part of IITA's 1973 cash requirements uncovered; 
and the World Back

Group is now considering what it can 
do toward closing the gap. I would

expect to write you again concerning the 
position of the World Rank Group

before the middle of December.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

HG:apm



November 13, 1972

Dear Dr. Albrecht:

You will remember that last month I sent you, and invited your cormients

on, a paper making a number of suggestions about ways 
of conducting reviews

of the programs and budgets of the international 
agricultural research cen-

ters. The paper itself, as you will have recognized, was in large 
part

simply a summary of the discussion of this subject which 
took place during

International Centers Week, with Center Directors and Trustees 
participating.

The suggestions in the paper, you may also recall, were chiefly directed to-

ward adapting existing practices to make them as useful as possible both 
to

the Centers and to members of the Consultative Group. 
An additional copy

of the paper is attached for your convenience.

The proposals made in the paper were discussed 
by the Consultative Group

during its formal annual meeting in Washington on November 1 and 2. The

Group generally approved the suggestions made in the paper, 
and agreed that

they should be tried out on an experimental basis; after 
a year or so, they

would be considered again and, if necessary, modified in the light of ex-

perience. Members confirmed that the Centers should be asked 
for their

general views, and it was envisaged that Directors 
might wish to consult

their Trustees in the matter. It was of course understood tbit the concur-

rence of Centers would be required in particular arrangements affecting 
them

individually.

I am now writing to enlist your cooperation 
in carrying out two of the

proposals made in the paper. One concerns progress reports to be made by

Consultative Group staff; the second has 
to do with a long-range calendar

of reviews.

Progress reports by Consultative Group staff are described on pages

3,and 4 of the paper prepared for the Group. For the purpose of preparing

such reports, the Consultative Group Secretariat would like in 1973 
to send

a team of two or three individuals to your 
Center who would be concerned

with describing the progress made in the 
previous year and with analyzing

the program and budget for 1974. At least one member of the team would be

a senior agricultural scientist or administrator 
(for instance, Mr. L. J. C.

Evans, now Director of the Agriculture Department of the World Bank, who has

agreed to serve as a consultant to the Consultative 
Group Secretariat after

his retirement on March 31, 1973); the other would be a budget expert.
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We would propo"s that the te' a visit would last five days or Is,

awd that it be mad at a time whe your program and bsdget propoesaS ware

in fisal for or reaWWWably close to it. I would be gratoful to laro

frm you what specifit dates wald, from your point of viev, be suitable

for saih a visit. It would be particularly helpful if you 6o44 saggest

alteruativw dates as wall, sine. tho bodetiag season is reo ativoly short

and the maeers of ar team may have to visit several .esters dung this

tima.

The matter of a long-ra"e calendar is disc1ssed i the review paper

*a pa"a 6 and 7. As the paper indicates, w would be grateful to have

from yen a tewtativa schedule of in-house reviews, external rovie, *smi-

ears and executive =ovittee ad Trssteas' .etinga through 197?, to the

ertant that wsnh a schedule bas been vorkd out, indicating which revies

would be closed and which would be op. to represeatative of hmbrs of

the Cassiltative Group. We appreciate that the later years of such a

schedule are like1y to be quite pseculative, but novertheless would like

to have any Indiaation of events that you Can give this far in adVance.

sinetrely yours,

Isreld Graves
bseutive Secretary

Dr. a. . Albroaht
Director
!ntarnatitoA&l IAStitute

of Tropical Mgrioulture
0yo Road, P.W.Z. 5320
lbadan
Nigerla



November 9, 1972

Dear Herbs

Here is a combinad oalendar of events for the centors and
institutes in 1973.

Just in ease Bukar Shaib has not had a chanoe to mention it,
let me report that in the course of the Consultative Group meet.
ing, Mr. Mathieson, representing the U.K., observed that disburse-
mats of British grants were mad quarterly and in advance, on
receipt of requests from institutes for such disbursementa* He
romarkod that IITA had not made requests for payments for either
the July quarter or the October quarter.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enolosure

Dr. H. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute
of Tropical Agriculture

Oyo Road, P.W.B. 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

HNG:lc



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

International Agricultural Research Centers and Institutes:
Calendar of Events in 1973

January 5-7 -- ICRISAT: Meeting of Governing Board

January 24-28 -- CIMMYT: World Wheat Seminar

February 1-7 -- IRRI: In-house Program Review

February 9 -- IRRI: Meeting of the Board of Trustees

February 11- -- Meeting of Center Directors, Bellagio

February 19-24 -- IITA: In-house and External Program Review

February 28-March 1 -- CIAT: Seminar on the Potential of Field Beans
and Other Food Legumes in Latin America

April (3rd week?) -- CIMMYT: Meeting of Executive Committee

April 23-27 -- IRRI: International Rice Research Conference

May 14 -- CIAT: Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees

May 14-15 -- CIP: Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees

May (last week?) -- CIMMYT: Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees

May 27-June 1 -- IITA: Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees

June 22 or 29 -- IRRI: Meeting of the Executive and Finance Committees

July 30 - August 3 -- International Centers Week

October -- IRRI: Workshop on Cropping Systems in the Humid
Tropics (tentative)

November 9, 1972



November 9, 1972

Dr. H. R. Aibrecht
Director
lnteraational Institute

of Tropical Agriculture
oyo koad, P.W.B. 532C
Ibadan
Nigeria

Dear Herb:

Many titanks for your letters of Oct*Ver 16 and 21.

John Nickel will have told you about tlt talk we had while he was

in Washington. Following the meeting of the Consultative Croup hare

last week, there is a little more to report on the Aelgian situation.

The 3elgian representative was Mr. Poruler, of the Me1ian Adinistra-

tion for i'evelopment Cooperation, and I t vt h ' i' one of the

pQople you wat in orussels. He stted irn r e Cort tative Group Meet-

ing that the Belgian funds for international airicultural resaarcli in

1'73 would amount to 10 million Belgian francs (it was 20 million in

1972), and that this amount would go to IITA. Outside the meeting,

he told m that the funds probably would not actually le appropriated

and available urtil mid-1973.

Popular was not able to tell a what part of the Belgian grant

would Ue for special projects and what part would be for IITAtu core

activities. We discussed fairly intensively the question of restric-

tioaa on the Belgian grant. I put it to hic that the Belgian con-

tribution for 1972 really had been mere bilateral than multilateral

in character, and that of all the governments in the Consultative Group,

Belgium was the only one that was acting in this manner - as he himself

could see from his attendance at the Consultative Croup meeting.

Populer showed sympathy for the idea of trying to get less restric-

tions on Belgian money, and promised to do what he could about this when

he got back to Brussels. On the other hand, he was not very optimistic

about his prospects, and he did not seem to understand, any more than we

do, why the development aid people in Brussels say one thing and then do

something alse.
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e d1d stress that it was quite important, in his opinion, to
have the support of the scientific community in Belgium for this
kind of activity, which was why Srussels thought it desirable, to

the exteut possible, to bring 3.lgian scientists into the picture.
(I heard from a non-Belgian source during the Consultative Croup
metiag that Belgian research contracts under Belgian bilateral aid
to the former Relgian territories in Africa had been severely reduced,
and that the Belgian* therefore were trying to keep their scientists
happy by giving thea work under the IXTA grant. This is not neces-
sarily true, but it is plausible, and would explain a lot.)

With respect to the 1973 external review, mentioned in both your
letters, I guess we both understand by now that USAID, at least for

the time being, is not willing to forego it. I do greatly appreciate

your long and thoughtful letter, commenting on proposed review pro-
cedures. Dick Demuth and the Secretariat, I may say, share your view

about the initiative end responsibility of institute trustees; we
would certainly resist the idea that the exercise might become entirely
the functiou of the Consultative Group with scheduling and nomination
entirely in its province.

On the other hand, I am sure that our paper was not entirely clear
on external reviews: we did not mean that there would be years in which
there would be no external review at all (although there might be); what
we meant was, as Jerry Grant suggested, that a center, instead of re-
viewing its entire program with an external panel, might review one
thrust one year, another threat the next year, and so on. IM any ease,
we expect that the review question will be worked out with each in-
stituta acording to its own circumstanes. I'll be writing you more
formally about this in a day or twi

I also hope to be writing you very shortly about the financing of
IITA's 1973 prograa.

sincerely,

Earold Graves

HG:apa
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NTERNATIONAL NSTITUTE OF TROPi AL AGRICULTURE

OYO ROAD, P M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Lagos Office:
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KO. BOX 145 IKUA
ca P OUNO, IKTA elephone: Lagos 33931

21 October 1972

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Harold:

Your letter of 12 October was received yesterday and while I haven't had a
good opportunity to really study the CG agenda item 9, review procedures,
very thoroughly I will send what few comments I have before taking off for
a visit at FAO in Rome next week. Unfortunately John Nickel has been delayed
in returning to Ibadan so I can't incorporate his thinking but will ask him to
send you any thoughts he might have.

I have no particular comments to make on the matter of the reports as treated
in the paper. I am sure the suggestions made are, for the most part, workable
but I think some evolution will come into play so that over the next two or three
years we'll develop the kind of reporting we and the sponsors will be satisfied
with.

I think that once we get our schedule for the year adjusted to Consultative
Group operations, we'll be able to prepare a tentative schedule of all institute
events through 1977 as you propose. We are moving all of our events up so
we can be through with our Board meeting before the end of May each year and
so we will have no difficulty in setting some tentative dates for Trustee and
Executive meetings and In-house and External Reviews. Seminars is another
matter - I doubt these could be identified much before two years in advance
except for the routine kinds that the institutes come to offer periodically in
the line of regular service to the constituency. The exciting, timely ones
can't be anticipated that far ahead and anyway there are still considerations
such as joint sponsorship (which is useful for us here in West Africa where
francophone participation is desirable, if not essential), availability of funds,
urgency of the topic, etc., etc.

The paper poses no problems for us insofar &s n-house reVieW are concerned,
but I think all of us need some more experience with External Reviews before
we can settle into a pattern. We've had them for two years now and CIMMYT

-for one-
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Mr. Harold Graves
21 October 1972
page 2.

for one and in each case the report of the panel has been directed to the
Institute's Board of Trustees. Insofar as I know, we are the only institute
required to hold an annual external review and this is written into our
memorandum with USAID, but even here it is provided that the report be
submitted to the IITA Board of Trustees - keeping the review an IITA function.
No other sponsor of ours has required we conduct external reviews. In the
light of the discussion in Washington, we have asked AID to agree that these
reviews need not be annual but rather be held every two or three years. We
have had no response from them on this point.

While I can see no reason to object to reports of external review panels being
made to the Consultative Group or TAC or whomever, I think all institutes would
be somewhat more comfortable with the proposals in agenda item 9 if they were
to illustrate a little more positively the role of the trustees as initiators and
governors of the evaluation process. This might be difficult to do if the
Consultative Group must confirm the nomination of panel members and if
members of TAC are to be eligible for service on review panels. One reaction
might be that the exercise become entirely the function of the Consultative
Group with scheduling and nomination being entirely in its province.

I am inclined to question whether members of TAC should serve on review panels.
I would welcome TAC representation on an observer basis but as members of a
panel they would serve in a position of dual influence and might therefore inject
some restraints which could diminish the the usefulness of the evaluation. So
far we have found our evaluations by persons wholly disassociated with the
institUBe to be quite valid and reliable. I think our sponsors have found them
useful since most of them monitor our work quite closely with the very
knowledgeable people. It is possible that evaluations made by TAC would be
most useful to the institutes and sponsors if they were completely and
independently under the jurisdiction of TAC.

I believe that if members of an evaluation panel are selected strategically
with the program of the institute in mind, no more than three are necessary
and allowing for observers, of course. I've never found a special corrolation
between the size of the panel and the value of its report and in this I include
experience with a number of panels reviewing university programs for accrediting
agencies. Also, there is the matter of cost - with expenses and honoraria our
external reviews in the past two years have cost us somewhere between $5000
and $6000 each.

You no doubt remember that it was decided when we were in Washington that
the institute directors would meet with their associate directors at Bellagio
the week of 11 February 1973. 1 am responsible for setting up the agenda and
would ask that if you have any suggestions of topics you feel the Consultative
Group would like the directors to address themselves to, please send them along.

-So far-



Mr. Harold Graves
21 October 1972
page 3.

So far the suggestions received from the directors themselves have assured
that we're going to have a very productive and interesting meeting, getting
down to some details which have needed attention for a long time. I think
there'll be a good bit of unification of procedures coming out of the meeting
and some badly needed coordination of research efforts. I think the meeting
is going to prove to be most worthwhile.

I'm sorry I've been this long and trust some of the comments might be found
useful.

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar



October 17, 1972

Dear Herb:

For the purposes of some quite preliminary planning, it
would be helpful if I could have a calendar of events planned by
ITTA for 1973, showing the dates, in so far as they have been
planned, of external program reviews and scientific seminars,
and of meetings of Executive Committees and Boards of Trustees,
together with indications of those at which you would expect
observers or outside participants.

Perhaps a combined schedule of events would be of interest
to all the centers. I am sending in calendar form the very
little information we have so far, and will send updated versions
as more information is received.

Sineorely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Enclosure

Dr. Herbert L. Albrecht, Director
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
Oyo Road PW.B. 5320
Ibadan, Nigeria

HG/jk
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16 October 1972

Mr. Harold Graves
Consultative Group on Int'l. Agric. Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Harold:

Your cable asking for information about John Nickel's arrival in Washington
arrived too late to respond usefully. With your offices closed for the week-
end the reply would have reached you at least a day after his arrival.

I'm sure by this time you have his full report on our visit to Belgium and his
to Bonn. I haven't heard what happened in Germany, but the Belgian situation
is both encouraging and discouraging as John must certainly have pointed out.

In the event that he does not have the dates for the several meetings which
we have scheduled for the IITA, I list them here as follows:

20-21 November 1972 - Meeting of Executive Committee of
the Board of Trustees

19-24 February 1973 - Annual IITA In-House Review

If it is necessary for us to schedule an External Review in
1973, this will be conducted simultaneously. Our agreement
with USAID calls for an annual External Review but in the light
of the discussions at the meeting in Washington we have asked
whether they would not agree to external reviews being scheduled
every two or three years as is likely at the other institutes.

27 May - 1 June 1973 - Annual meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the IITA

The members of our Board of Trustees and the countries from which they come
as elected at our meeting in June are as follows:

Bukar Shaib, Chairman Nigeria
F. F. Hill, Vice Chairman U.S.
H. R. Albrecht, Member S.
H. George Dion, Member Canada

-continued-
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Members of the Board of Trustees, IITA, - cont'd.

Frederic G. A. Fournier, Member France
Dennis J. Greenland, Member England
John J. McKelvey, Jr., Member U.S.
Jean Nya-Ngatchou, Member Cameroun
Thomas R. Odhiambo, Member Kenya
James T. Phillips, Jr. , Member Liberia
Armando Samper, Member Chile
Abdoulaye Sawadogo, Member Ivory Coast
Bernhard Schweiger, Member West Germany

There are still two trustees to be named by the Federal Council of Nigeria -
one will be a director of a Nigerian Agricultural Research Station and the
other will be a Vice Chancellor of a Nigerian University with a faculty of
agriculture. We are hoping these people will be named soon but probably
not before Bukar Shaib returns from extensive travel (mid-November?).

With all best wishes, I am

incerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar
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12 October 1972

TO: Members of the Board of Trustees

FROM: Secretary to the Board

SUBJECT: Annual General Meeting for 1973 -

This letter may cause you to wonder why we are planning so far ahead

but we realize all of our Trustees are very busy men and have heavy
schedules planned far in advance. We are, therefore, trying to arrange
the annual general meeting of the Board of Trustees of IITA at this time.

We are presently planning to hold our annual In-House Review the third

week of February. Early in March we will have preliminary drafts of the
1973 budgets prepared for discussion purposes. During the month of

April these budgets will be under review by the Director and his advisory
committee.

We are making the assumption that the Consultative Group of the World

Bank will be arranging their meeting approximately as they did in 1972.

It would, therefore, be desirable if we could meet earlier than last year.

It was also the wish of the Board through their discussions that they
have greater opportunity to meet with our scientists and learn first hand

of the research program. With all of these considerations in mind, we
would like to consider the week of May 20th for the annual general
meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Would each of you respond indicating if this would be satisfactory for
you. A cable response would be desirable as we could then indicate
to the various organizations that our meeting dates were set which
could be of some small advantage to the IUTA.

ar
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October 12, 1972

Dear Herb:

You may remember that at International Centers Week,

cousiderable time was spent in discussing how to review

center programsand budgts. A paper was promised on this

subject, for discussion at the Consultative Group meeting

this November 1.

A text finally has been produced, and a cany of it is

sent to you with this letter. As you will see, the paper

in general would leave the planning of reviews in the hands

of the centers and institutes themselves, but suggests that

as much opportunity a possible be afforded for participa-

tion or observation by interested members of the CG and the

Secretariat.

Any comments you would care to make on the paper, or

any amendments you want to offer, would be most welcome.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. R. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute

of Tropical Agriculture
Oy Road, P.W.B. 5320
Tbadan
Nigeria

HG:apm Identical letters sent to: Dr. Ulysses J. Grant (CIAT)
Hr. Haldore Hanson (CIMMYT)
Dr. Richard L. Sawyer (CIP)
Dr. Ralph W. Cummings (ICRISAI
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JOHN NICKEL WILL VISIT WASHINGTON WEEK 16 OCTOBER BRINGING

INFORMATION REQUESTED YRLET 29 SEPTEMBER AND REPORT

DECISIONS OUR MEETINCBRUSSELS NEXT WEEK

ALBRECHT



Mr. van Cameat Osteber 3, 1972

Navold raw,.

31selarean t to J A

Is a letter .f Septenbur 18, Dv. Herbert Albreaht, the DIXeeter

General of the Intoriatioml latitute for Twpical Agrieulture (UWT
mestle". that he has at been t ified by his bank that the elgisa
grant has ben depesited to XITA's a cemt.

Te will x.aumeg that the fund for the grant wI. appeoved by

the Belgias peritameat In the first week of July, and that a detailed

epesifaties about the purposes of the grat was gives to Dr. Albrecht

Is a letter from the Belgian Miietry of Fareign Affairs bafore the wad

of July.

I weuA be grateful if you eould inquire ebeut this matter. It

wed be espesIally apprslat*4 if ye could amtioa to the begisn

authorities the desirability of makisg this grat available to tITA

at a very early date, in ese" it has met beeo medo by mew.

Uzs*p



September 29, 1972

Dr. a. R. Aibr*cht
Director
Internatieal Institute of Tropical Agriculture

Oye Boad, P.W.S. $320
Vosdan
Nigeria

Duar Merb:

Mony thanks for your letter of September 18 and for sending
the draft material on agricultural seenmics. Ve will circulate

the economics draft to the members of the Consultative Group in
the net 10 days or so, and I am oure it will be quite helpful for

them to have this information.

By sow, you will have had my letter of September 19 about the

Cara situation. That situatiou is met improving with the passage
of time. Dr. Jensen, who deals with international .rgaisatiou

matters in the Ministry of UEnmic Cooperation, has bees in

Washington this week as a member of the German delegation to the

Annual Meeting of the Board of governors of the World lank, and I

talked to hin yesterday about the budget question. A memorandum

of what he told as is enclosed.

W are continuing to Infeom the principal donors to I1TA about

the uneortaintios in born. It seem likely that we must be prepared
with a course of action to pursue if the Germas drop out for 1972.

That would meas *&rxyig over the 1972 eapital item and adding it to

your 1973 requirements, and that these donors with some flexibility
and soe reserve capacity (this may mean mostly Canada and the World

Sank) should held heok in making their final 1973 allocations so

that they can eme forward, if seed be, to help meet this additional

need.

If this eactie should prove to be necessary, it can be decided

en by the first week of January. Ia the mamatim, it would be help-
ful to have yeur educated gues about what the proper smt for the

capital item would now be. It obviously would be different from the

amount you originally estimated for buses and dormitories in 1972.

Do you think you could send this off to us in the next two weeks or

so? We would like to have the estimate in hand by the time of the

Ceaumtative Group seting an November 1.



Dr. R. . Albrxcht - 2 - September 29, 1912

Thank you for tailing no about the fact that the Belgian grant to

IITA bee not yet bUen deposited to your account. I will sand the

Belgian director of the World Bank a note about the setter, and ask

his to take whatever steps he ema to se that payment is ad.

sinerely yours,

Harold Graves

Memo of HG to Files -- CGIAR: German Allocations, 1972,

dated Sept. 28/72.

HG:ap



INTERNATIONAL DEVLOPMENT INTERNATIONAL EANK FOR J INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 28, 1972

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: CGIAR: German Allocations, 1972

I had a talk of some 25 minutes this morning with Dr. Hans Jansen,
the director of international organization affairs in the German Ministry

of Economic Cooperation.

Dr. Jansen told me that the first attempt to invoke a special pro-
cedure to obtain funds for international agricultural research grants in

1972 had not succeeded. A second try was now being made; it was hoped

that the matter could be pushed up to Cabinet level.

In the meantime, it had been determined that the German contribution

could not be made to a special account established by the World Bank. The

German grants would have to be made directly to the centers or to the host

governments in question.

If the attempt to invoke a special procedure were successful, Dr. Treitz,

who handles agriculture within the Ministry, would probably leave at once

to carry out a series of bilateral negotiations with the centers or govern-

ments involved.

If it is not possible to invoke a special procedure, reliance will

have to be placed on the ultimate passage of the 1972 budget by the Parlia-

ment which will take office after the German elections on November 19. The

budget proposals certainly will contain the agricultural research items.

Action on the budget, however, is not likely to take place until after

December 1. Since German accounts are beginning to be closed at about this

date, it is likely that Dr. Treitz would have had to be sent out earlier

to negotiate the necessary bilateral agreements on some sort of provisional

basis.

In the meantime, the situation with respect to international agri-

cultural research grants in 1973 is utterly obscure. No budget has been

presented; it is not known what the composition of the next Parliament

will be, or what its mood will be with respect to the budget.

There is great nervousness in the civil service in Bonn about this

sitution. It is not possible to give information about 1973, since there

is none. It hardly seems to be the time for a visit to Bonn, Dr. Jansen

said.

Dr. Jansen quite understood that for the purposes of the Consultative

Group it nevertheless was necessary to make some calculations about German

grants for 1973. In passing he had indicated that the civil service



-2-

request for international agricultural research grants in 1973 would 
amount

to DM 6 million, or about $1.87 million. He agreed that it would be reason-

able to think that, of this amount, the Germans would allocate about

$30,000 to administrative costs of German participation in TAC missions

and the like, and the equivalent of $750,000 to IITA, together with a grant

of about the latter magnitude for ICRISAT.

This would leave the equivalent of about $275,000 unallocated. He

expressed great skepticism that any thought at all had been given to the

question of what might be done with this residual.

Dr. Jansen asked me what the effect on the centers would be if the

German funds for 1972 were not forthcoming, but then had to interrupt our

conversation. I told him that I would send a note to him in Bonn about this.

HG/jk
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Ibadan September 25, 1972.

Dr. Harold Graves,
Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research,
1818 H St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Harold,

I have heard from Mr. Derkinderen suggesting we meet in Brussels
sometime the week of 8 October for the purpose of determining which
phases of the IITA program for 1973 the Belgians will want to support.
Mr. Derkinderen has been advised we will arrange to be in Brussels
9-11 October. I'll give a report on happenings when I return to Ibadan.

To date the Belgian grant for 1972 has not been deposited into
our Standard Bank Ltd. account in New York. Under the assumption that
it will be forthcoming, I have advised the Ford Foundation that we
concur with your proposal that its grant to the IITA for 1972 be reduced
to $467,000. We hope the Belgian funds won't come so late they can't
be spent out before the year is passed. Thus far, there has been no
assurance that a variance from their fiscal year will be allowed. If it
can't, we will ask that the funds be converted to capital, which may be
possible since they are willing for the 1972 funding to be unrestricted.
We will no doubt need more than the $650,000 planned for dormitory
construction and two buses due to rising costs of materials and labor
since the proposal was first made late in 1971. As yet, no further word
from Bonn.

Will you be coming our way?

Best wishes,

S'ncerely yours,

H.R. Albrecht

HRA/feo

cc: Mr. Lowell Hardin, F.F. New York
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IfN ltRNAIIONAL INSTIT UlE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURKE

0)O ROAD P M B r320, IBADAN. NIGERIA

~ ~[4I ALagos Office

Ibadan September 27, 1972.

Mr. Joseph S. Chimento,
Project Manager
North African & Africa cc: Dr. Harold Graves

Regional Affairs Mr. D.L.C. Pritchard, IITA
Bureau for Africa,
Department of State,
A.I.D.
Washington, D.C. 20523

Dear Mr. Chimento,

Thank you for your letter of 11 September advising us that you have
been designated as Project Manager of the IITA project in the AID Africa

Bureau. We look forward to working with you.

I can well appreciate that there has been some confusion regarding
the IITA Capital and Operations budgets for 1972. As a matter of fact, our
fiscal affairs for the current year are still in limbo, largely because
the Belgian and German grants have not yet been received; the latter has

still to be acted upon in the Parliament, and this action is not expected

to be taken until after the elections in mid-November. Since the year has

only 3 more months to go, this gets a bit serious.

I have revised the table of IITA funding for 1972 as you have it

from Mr. Harold Graves as follows:

Grant Funds Received by IITA, 1972

Operating Capital Special
(Core) $US Projects fOTAL

Canada 745,625 745,625
Ford Foundation 467,000 2,250,000(1) 45,000 2,762,000
The Netherlands 81,500 43,500 125,000
Rockefeller Foundation 750,000 750,000
United Kingdom 170,875 57,500 228,375
United States 725,000 .,000 1,005,000
Belgium(2) 310,000 95,000 405,000
Fed. Rep. of Germany(3) 1252 3 S tC6250W 750,000
F.A.0. 4,592 4,592

Total $3,37 , 2$ V50 $144,592 $6,775,592

... /2
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INTER K4ATIO NAL I!NSTItT UTE OF T RO PIC AL A GRICULT URE

Mr. J.S. Chimento - 2 - Sept. 27, 1972.

(1) Does not include a recently approved grant of $771,000 which completes

the Ford Foundations contributions to the original building and

facilitation program, a large part of which will not be spent until 1973.

(2) These funds approved but not received as of 25 September, 1972.

Figures taken from letter of G. Derkinderen, 26 July 1972.

(3) These funds not approved by Parliament as of 25 September, 1972.

The IITA Treasurer, Mr. D.L.C. Pritchard, is preparing our next reimburse-

ment claim so it should be in your hands shortly. He will indicate how the funds

are to be distributed in the first two quarters of 1972.

I would appreciate having your advice as to how we should initiate action

on the next (Third) amendment to the USAID/IITA Memorandum of Agreement. This

has been finalized in the past two years in November and December. I assume we

must await actions taken at the Consultative Group meeting in Washington
1-3 November.

My best wishes to you and please give Don Atwell my greetings.

Sif e ly yours,

H.R. Albrecht
Director

HRA/feo
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/ OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320. ';ADAN, M'Gc::

Lagos Oiiice:
OrTehypne: lbadan 23741 (U ines) d9 SObO ARW10bU AV

P.O. BOX 143 IKEA
Cibl": TKOPFOUND, 1KLJA Telophone: Lagos 3393;

Ibadan September 18, 1972.

Dr. Harold Graves,
Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research,
1818 H St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Harold,

Being quite new as a research enterprise and never fully staffed in
Agricultural Economics, the I.I.T.A. has not published in the field.
Therefore, in addition to the documentation in our budget proposals
for 1972 (appendices H - reprint enclosed - and M) and for 1973
(appendices G and M) I can include some material which will appear in
our annual report for 1971. This is still to be edited.

I have not yet made arrangements for travel to Brussels. I have asked
Mrs. Vervalcke to set a date to her convenience but have not yet been
advised. As a matter of fact, we have not yet received notice from our
bank that the 1972 Belgian deposit has been made. Nevertheless, expect-
ing that it will, I assured Lowell Hardin we are willing for our Ford
Foundation grant to be reduced as per your suggestion. The allocations
of the Belgian grant for 1973 into operations, capital and special
projects cannot be finalized until we've had our sessions in Brussels.

I hope the German parliament does act by the end of this month so we'll
know whether we can go ahead with our dormitories. Our contractor will
hold prices through October but we would have to renegotiate the contract
if we are delayed beyond then. So sure would appreciate hearing from you
whenever you have any news on progress in the ministry or the parliament.

Best wishes,

H.R. Albrecht
Director.

HRA/feo

Encl.

Original to: 

Date: Cow unicatiofs
~/Z 7 74~-Section



THE NEW YORK TIMES - Wednesday, September 13, 1972 < IAj
,.6searf~h Uni S.. r 16 in aResarc Unt eeks Grnen Re-volution iNigeoria

s By THOMAS A. JOHNSON
0. pdlt The New Yorkrltmn

ADAN Nigeria, Sept. 8-
4unday Adepoju looked out
ever a cornfield and called to
$*eral workers marking off the
rows: "Make certain the lines
4r4 straight! They must be
tgraight!"
'Mr. Adepoju, a 1971 gradu-
te of the University of Ibadan,

qplained: "They must under-
sand that if we are to farm
scientifically, we must follow
the rules carefully." -
) The field is one of scores of
exp"'' -- tal plots at the new
41tL.Lional Institute for
Tropical Agriculture, which hasi
een carved from the jungle

here at Ibadan, 70 miles north-
east of Lagos, the Nigerian
Capital.

Green Revolution Sought
Like many Africans, Mr.

Adepoiu, an agricultural field
rssistant at the institute, is con-
fident that scientific rsearchl
aiplied to tradiional farmingI
methods will eventually bring
about a Green revolution here.
* "We cannot afford laxities

at any stage," he said, follow-
ing closely the progress of the Tr Now York TirmisThomas A .-

workmen as they stretched Nigerians planting corn at the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan.
measuring cords and placed Sunday Adepjou, agricultural feld assistant, is second from the left.
stakes in the hand-tilled field.
,The institute, which is now r countries will work at the insti-l enrc n vo1 n. #n

itoving stat h members and their -1 tute with 40 research assistants full-time training for scientlsts
famtilies onto the new $19-mil- NIGERIA cId -mostly Africans-and sometechnic'ans and locally r,lIon campus, is West Atrica's ' 600 Nigerian workers. cruited agricultural exnsion
link in a chai of international While much of the total workers who will pass on the
rbsearch centers. effort is directed toward find- latest technology to the Africanix Three others are the Inter- * ing as quickly as possible anpfarmers.ritional Rice Research Insti- ialternative to the traditional The institute, whose 2,300tiite at Los Banos, the Philip- bush-fallow or "slash and burn" r
pines; the Center for the Im- i N system of farming, problernslNigerian Government fou
provement of Maize arnd Wheat .that are not yet major in West years ago, has an annual budg-at Chapingo, Mexico, and the IAfrica are also being tackled. et of $3-miilion. It is jointlyInternational Center for Tropi- Dr. Abetini Aanaba Of funded by the Ford Fcunda-cpl Agraiture at Cali, The New Yor Times/S-et. 13 1972 Ghana. a soil microbiologist, 1s tion-which out up 8O Der cen
Colombia. Agricultural institute at studying the long-term effects of the development capital-The centers will combine the lbadan is to be a center of pesticides on tropical soils. and the United States Agency
work of scientists, technicians for research scientists "Of course this is not a major for International Development,ahd farmers in an effort to from 17 countries, problem here at present, but the Rockefeller Foundation, theincrease the quality, quantity it will be," said Dr. Ayanaba, Canadian International De-and variety of crops i the "We plan to package o o was trained at Cornell velopment Agency, the Britishsa get of University. He lives with his Overseas Development Adninis-1

Scientists rom Many Lands information in a variety ofiAmerican-born wife of three tration and the Netherlands~ScentstsFro May Lnds ways - reports, scientific'
The Ibadan institute, Walter journals, magazines, newsletrmontUs, the former Muriel Hall Government.

Rockwood,'its director ofers - and make it Lakeview, L.I., in a garden!.--.d.~er Rockdoodkeits available !apartmentatheistu.
communications, explained, is to governments, farm associa- a at the institute.
cbncentrating on research with tlons, universities and tol A S3-Million Budget
c .reals such as rice and corn, farmers themselves," said Mr. Scientsts with children live
grain legumes, such root crops Rockwood, an American fromis
as potatoes, cassava and yams Vermont. in ranch-style homes in a com-
and protein-rich vegetabies. Forty scientists from 17 munity that would resemble an

;upper-class Connecticut town
veTe it nct for the palm trees.

IBachelors are housed in dormi-
tories that look like small-town
Holiday Inns.

Twelve major structures are,
at various stages of coplleton.
They will house laboratories,
threshing and ' crop-drying
facilities, a greenhouse and ad-
ministrawive, erag-ering and
conferece accromndaions.

Mr. Rcvk'-ood sald :>a" the
institute hoped to hoid inter-j
national a.-iculturai confer-
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13 September, 1972.

Mr. Harold Graves,
Executive Secretary,
Consultative Group on International

Agrcultural Research
1818 H St.,
Washington D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Harold:

Thank you for your letter of August 28, 1972 regarding the exchange of
U.S. dollars to Nigerian Pounds. We will be pleased to discuss this

matter with the representative of your Lagos office when he contacts us.

In the meantime, our Treasurer informs me that he does not consider that

we are trading at an adverse rate but at the official rate established by
the Reserve Bank of Nigeria.

I note that after further discussions and correspondence between Herb Albrecht,
Lowell Harding and yourself, a mutually acceptable formula for the Ford

Foundation contribution to the 1972 core budget has been agreed upon.
We appreciate your continued and concentrated efforts in working out
these complicated inter-relationships and look forward to working with
you in the future on these matters.

With best regards.

Yo s sincerely,

John L. Nickel
Associate Director.
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Consultative Group on International
Si cultural Research

September 8, 1972

Dear gerb:

&s I tentionipd it: our quick corvtrwtin tibile -rou wre still in

Cleraville, I called AID roee Lltz 1ack to jay that u-e would i t appv

if tie At fitre for 1ITA could stay at tile origifa1 level of 715,
Since then, Don Atwell has called to say that the figure is now $75,"1.5

I'm glad to knw that the additional funds are available to ITA, and
have entered the aw figures in my books.

You maetioned that you probably would be going to Brussels for dis-

cussions concerning the Belgian grant to IITA for 1973. Will you let me

know as quickly as you can what agreem-nt you reach in 3russels? No

doubt the Relgiosnf will let me know in time; but they ar quite slow.

in the meauti, it would be helpful to know, since it will bear on the

allocations to be sought from other donors, how mnch of the Belgian grant
is for core and capital, and how much is for special projects outside

your basic program.

The matter of the German budget for 1972 i going to be taken up by
the cerman parliament at the end of September. At this noment, the pros-

pects appear to be good; the major political parties at last agree that

the matter *bead be dealt with as quickly as poesible, Apart from what

you may hear directly from Bonn, franz Faps or I will keep you informed

about the progress of the budget.

I m glad to know that from your point of view there seems to be no

reamon why the Consultative Group Secretariat should not b* interested
in Andersou, We have now been in touch with him, and he seems to be
receptive.

It is disappointing (although you will not be surprised) to report
that the Sank is not able to help on the question of Nigerian pounds.

It seems (contrary to the impression I had gotten from soeo of our people
here) that you already are getting the beat rate obtainab1o. Will you
msention this to Jolm 3ickel, and give "hi my apologies for my having
started off on a false scent?

Sincerely yours,

Dr. A. 1. Alhrecht Harold Graves
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
Oy Road, P.74.B. 5320 cc: Dr. Lowell Hardin
Ibadan, Nigeria

HG:ap



Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research

Identical letters sent to Dr. Hanson (CIMMYT), Dr. Grant (CIAT),
Dr. Cummings (IRRI), and Dr. Sawyer (CIP).

September 8. 1972

Dear Dr. Albrecht,

You may recall that it was agreed during the informal meeting of
the Consultative Group last August 2 that during the next meeting of

the Consultative Group, to be held in Washington, D.-C., from November

1 to 3, there will be a discussion concerning the socio--economic aspects

of international agricultural research. fembers were invited to send

any comments they might have on this subject, or any papers they might

wish to prepare, to the Secretariat for circulation to the other members

of the Group.

At the meeting, it was also agreed that the Directors of the Centers

would be asked to provide any information about the ongoing activities

at their Centers and future plans in the socio- economic field which was

not included in the documentation already provided for International

Centers Week. If there is any such supplementary information you are

in .a position to provide, we would appreciate receiving it by October

lv. We would then circulate it to the members of the Consultative Group

as background documentation on this item.

It is expected that the Sumnary of Proceedings of International

Centers Week will be circulated by the second half of September.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Dr. 11. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
P.O. Box 5302
Ibadan
Nigeria

FHK/HG/RHKRHD:mcj
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August 28, 1972

Dear Hal:

During International Centers Neek, we ftnally settled
te question of the Cerman allocation to IITA with Herb Albrecht.
Provided that the German parliament appropriates the full sum
asked by the German authorities for international agricultural
research grants in 1972, and provided that the Cerman authorities
are still willing, as they were when I saw ther early last July,
to grant to CIM iYT the balance of funds remaining after grants to
IITA and to the Initial fund of IC'IIAT, then the TITA settlec7ent
leaves $673 thousand equivalent available as a German grant to
ClIYT in 1972. This sum includes the $250 thousand for CIMMYT
to t-hich t ie Germans have been committed for some time.

As you know, German grants normally have to be exnended
in the calendar year during 'rhich they are made. The Bank Ptaff
has made a proposal under wThIcb the Bank Vould enter into a special
amreement with the rerman Government to receive Oeran frant funds
on behalf of the centers, in such a wav that both ITTA and CPhVYT
could continue to d1isurse their 1972 -rants beyond 1972.

In t~he case of TITA, the funds vill be used for nurposes
that were understood to be !art of the ITTA core and capital program
for 1972. The purpose of thi letter is to ask vou what kInd of
proposal you have in mind to ma! e to the German authorities concerning
the use of their -rant by CIYT.

Without yourbbinding yourself to anythinw, finally, it would
be helpful If tie Consultative lrou- Secretariat could kno as quiclly
as possible vhnt your Intentlons are and, more specifically, bow these
would affect your cash rertuirements for 1973. I presume that much
of the Oerrman -rant, if I t becarie availible, would te applied to your
capital bud et for l973: but I ould approciate kno,ng pecificallv
whiat tile arit;,mtic nhtlool, l17e.



- 2 -

We have yet to hear from the %ermans 1hether our proposed

agreement for receiving funds is acceptable to them and we have no

news, for the tire boine, concerning the outlook for german budget

proposals to parliament. Ue ill keen you in touch with thiee two

matters and later iill suggest for your connideration what time and

method vight 1e appropriate for directly atvroaching the (erran

authorities on the question of CTh-YT.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretarv

Mr. Haldore Hanson
Centro Internacional de !eJoromiento

de Maiz y Trigo
Londres 40
Nexico 6, D.P.
Apartado Postal 6-641
aexico

HG:pa

cc: Dr. Pino - Rockefeller Foundation

Dr. Hardin - Ford Foundation

Dr. Baird, USAID
Mr. Kaps



Auus 8, 1977

Daer John-

Many thran o for vour note a-4 for the conias 'ou ent
recordjsng ceanges of Nic rlan Pounds and U.S. dollars for tC
account of TITA. T -o a nut to our cs peoele er the u gticn
of how the Rant rA t a0r-rach this matter, 'nd i -u ested
that te first need to -now ,oekat miore rbout the refons "or t 'e
dveree rate at M1ch IITA is traAnpi -- wether th i a ni7 Pe

-atter of exchwge retulatione, vhether an unr ce sarily hip:
eorlission is being charred, and whet er there are preferable

alternative procedures tT4.Ich t e man olti-'stelv imi~'t be able
to perouade the donorf or the ierian authorities tl scco-t.
I imagine that the n)t rter will 1e for romeon e in our Lao-
office to come see you aCout thli atter, and ill let you kow

VLen this eer If ly to uapen.

It was a vneaaure tO see you snd LorE Albrecht in
Waohington*, and !oe tat are all now headed for s-on

~rnoot siiip tother.

Sincerely,

tarold 7rave
bxecuttve Secretarv

Dr. John Nickel
Aasociate Director
Interni-tional Institute of Tropical Agriculture
Ovo Road, P.3.B. 532f'
Ibadan
Nigeria



Mr. H. Mirza August 25. 1972

Harold Graves

International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IA) Ibadan

As you know, the International Institute for Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) at Ibadan is one of the agricultural research
institutes receiving financial support from the members of the
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research, of
which the Bank is chairman.

IITA receives support from several donors and in several
currencies, but the principal currency it receives is United
States- dollars a large part of its disbursements, on the other
hand, are made in Nigerian pounds. It has come to my attention
that IITA is having to pay n very higb U.S. dollar price for
Nigerian pounds. Attached is a shleet of paper showing evidence of
two recent conversions. In both of them, IITA appears to have
paid well over $3.00 per Nigerian pound, and in one appears to
have paid as much as $3.25 per Nigerian pound.

I do not knoT7 whether IITA pays the price it does as a
result of a hiigh banking commission or an extraordinarilv adverse
exchange rate, or both. I am wondering, however, if the Bank's
resident office in Nigeria could look into this matter. If the
office could give us a factual report on the situation, we could
then consider whether there were steps the Bank could properly
take to help IITA obtain a better conversion rate.

HG:pa

cc: Mr. Rotberg
Mr. Prins



FORm No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 24, 1972

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: IITA

I telephoned Dr. Hardin at the Ford Foundation yesterday

afternoon to ask whether he believed that we could now proceed

according to the pattern of 1972 grants to IITA which we discussed

with Dr. Albrecht and Dr. Nickel during International Centers Week.

(This pattern is set out in the attached table under the heading,

"Alternate Model".) Dr. Hardin said he believed that we could

so proceed.

I then telephoned Mr. Atwell of the Africa Bureau at

USAID and said that the Consultative Group Secretariat would be

quite happy if USAID were to decide to leave its current grant
to IITA at the original figure of $725,000. Mr. Atwell said

he was pleased to know this.

HG:pa

cc: Dr. Hardin
Dr. Pino
Mr. Kaps



EST. 1972 ALTERNATE MODEL

Core Coerations ($'000)

Ford 750 467

Rockefeller 750 750

USAID 725 725

CIDA 746 746

ODA 171 171

Netherlands 81 81

Earned income 50 50

Belgium 343

3,273 3,333

CONTINGENT

Core

Germany 125

3,458

Capital

Germany - 625

Total 4,083

Budget 3,882

Additional to Budget 201
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IKO >UND KfSA T21sphone- Lagos 3M93

8 August 1972

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20433 cc:Mr. D. L. C. Pritchard

Dear Harold:

Just a note to follow up on our discussions in Washington at which
time, as I understood it, you thought the World Bank might be of
assistance in helping us obtain a more favorable rate of exchange
in the conversion of U.S. Dollars to Nigerian Pounds. Any informa-
tion you could send on this would be greatly appreciated.

For your information a copy of our most recent transaction of this
type is enclosed.

May I take this opportunity to express my personal gratitude to you
and your staff for the excellent organization of the recent International
Centers Week and for the many courtesies and fine arrangements made
for Director Albrecht and myself which made our participation both
pleasant and useful. I enjoyed meeting you and would like to thank
you for the pleasant and congenial luncheon we were able to have
while discussing a difficult topic.

With best regards.

Yours sincerely,

John L. Nickel
Associate Director

ar

kle sc1 &U;4i
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August 4, 1972

Dear Don:

With this note, I am sending you a copy of

the letter to IITA from the Belgian Government,

stating the terms of the Belgian grant for IITA

for 1972. Will you please share this with

John Cooper?

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Mr. Donald Atwell
Assistant Director for Program
Africa/TAC

Room 200 SA-2
Agency for International Development
515-22nd Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20523

hG:
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Cotigu~p~~ 4 (rrp on Internatongi
Research

Files July 26, 1972'

Harold Graves

IITA

I talked this morning with John Cooper of AID concerning the AID
grant to IITA for 1973.

As part of a transaction also involving CTMOYT, it had been

agreed last spring that the American contribution would be reduced

from $750,000 to $500,000 in order to make way for a German grant
to IITA. On July 24 1 had telephonedto Cooper to ask whether AID

would be able and willing to restore the contemplated contribution
to TITA to its former level of $750,000. I indicated that this
possibility was part of a formula that I was proposing to IXTA and
the Ford Foundation in order to settle, once and for all, the ques-
tion of 1972 allocations to IITA.

Mr. Cooper indicated that he thought AID would be willing and
able to return its grant figure to $750,000. He would discuss the
matter with his colleagues and let me know later on.

In talking with Mr. Cooper this morning, I reported that the

proposal I had made to IITA and the Ford Foundation had been dis-
cussed with Dr. Albrecht of TITA in New York yesterday and had not

been accepted. In these circumstances, I said to Mr. Cooper that
I would like, for the time being, to reserve the privilege of dis-
cussing further the AID grant to TITA. The purpose of this dlscus-
sion might be to reopen the question of the addition to the AID

grant to CIMMYT for 1972.

That addition was to have amounted to $250,000. For procedu-
ral reasons, arrangements could be made for only $165,000. I men-
tioned to Mr. Cooper that I might now wish to see what prospects
there were for restoring some or all of the $85,000 shortfall, and
that while I did not know, this might conceivably have some effect
on the TITA contribution. Mr. Cooper said that he understood the
problem, and that he would appreciate my telling him if I decided
to take up this matter once more.

HG sj c



ConS ative Group on Internattoftal
Ag cuitural Research

Mr. van Campenhout July 25, 1972

Harold Graves

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research:

Belgian Grant to IITA

I am greatly disappointed and surprised by the contents of a

letter I have received from Dr. H. R. Albrecht, the Director of the

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. I do not know

whether Dr. Albrecht's report is accurate: but he reports that of

the Belgian grant to IITA for 1972, the ejuivalent of $90,000

(somewhat more than 20 per cent of the total) is restricted to pur-

poses specified by the Belgian authorities and additional to the

1972 program approved by the IITA Board of Trustees and presented

to the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research.

This is quite contrary to the assurance I received from the

Belgian authorities when I visited Brussels last June 27. My
memorandum about that visit, of which you have a copy, reported as

follows:

"On June 27, I spent an hour and a half at the aid offices of

the Belgian Foreign Ministry, with Mine. S. Vervalcke, the adminis-

trator of multilateral aid, Mr. Stevens, her personal assistant,

Professor Germain of the University of Louvain and Professor de Langhe

of the University of Ghent, both of the latter being technical ad-

visers to the Ministry.

"The purpose of the meeting, from my point of view, was to

obtain the assurance of tme. Vervalcke that the Belgian grant to

the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) for 1972

would be made in unrestricted support of the Institute's core budget.

I explained that this form of support was necessary in order to

harmonize Belgian support of TITA with that of other donors,...

"Mme. Vervalcke agreed that Belgian support in 1972 Tould be

given in unrestricted support of the core program."

I take it that there is as vet no final agreement between IITA

and the Belgian authorities; and It therefore remains open to the

Belgian authorities to revise the agreement to correspond to our

understanding of June 27.

cc: Direction de la Cooperation multilaterale
Administration generale de la Cooperation

Brussels

h*Ps



Consultative Group on Internattona!
Agricultural Research

Mr. Van Campenhout July 19, 1972 CC.

Harold Graves

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

You may remember that in order to make room for the Belgian
contribution for the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), it was necessary for other donors to change the amount of
their grants to this Institute. The funds to be changed, amounting
to some $435,000 are being held in suspense, pending confirmation
that the Belgian parliament has in fact appropriated the funds from
which the Belgian grant to IITA is to be made.

The suspended funds, when released, will be made available to
the International Wheat and Maize Improvement Center (CIMNYT). In
the meantime, CIMMYT is experiencing serious difficulties because
of interruptions to the flow of funds from donors.

For this reason, I stressed to the multilateral aid administra-
tion of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, when I visited Brussels
on June 27, that it was of the utmost importance that I receive word
as soon as possible when the Belgian parliament had taken action.

Mr. Vanormelingen has the impression that the appropriation in
question in fact was passed in the first days of July. Up to now,
however, I have had no word from Belgium, and a cabled inquiry I sent
to Brussels on July 5 has been ignored.

The other donors involved cannot act to release the funds in
question without some confirmation of the parliamentary situation.
May I therefore request you to look into this matter?

I would be grateful to have a brief written statement about the
parliamentary situation. Since the matter has been urgent for some
time, perhaps I could suggest that a telephone call be made to Brussels
to ascertain the facts.

cc: Mr. Hardin, Ford Foundation
Mr. Atwell, USAID

HG:sjc
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1 This report is based on visits to C AYT in April/aY 1972 at the

tine of the E:ternal Prograr Review and the meeting of the Loard of TrustL&'

TR:-cutive and Finance Conmittc C.

2. I participated as an observer during the work of External Program

Rcviuw Pnel. The Panel menbers were:

Dr. A.B. Joshi - India

Dr. Vernon W. Ruttan - USA

Dr. ILoward Steppler - Canada

Dr. 1assan Ali El-Tobgy - UAR

Vie Revie, Pane). prepared a 
22-page report, making 32 specific recornenda-

tio s v oil 13 C1 l rprT activiti -s to the CIM T Board. (A copy of this, together

wtios th1 staff's coments, hts alrn ndy been forwarded to members of TAC.)

I CO:1V7 hith the findinis of the Pcael's report, except for a qualification

with regard to the reco~meundatiovs about barley (para 7).

3. Under the energetic leadership of its new Director, CIMMYT hais

trinde considerable progress and has established a sound base for consolidfl nt 7 n

its alreay substantial gains. CIN'1YT programs focus on bread wheats, durum

wheiats, titicale, barley, maize, and sorghum (with emphasis on high cleva-

tion tolerance to cold temperatures).

Bread Wheats

4. lajor effort has been directed 
to broadening the germ plasm 

base

of the 4. eats proven successful in Mexico and other countries where spring

h eats rown. It appears, however, that a yield plateau has been reached

in bread whets, thouc-h vork is continuing to lrprovC the genetic resistinze.

to di:aSC h pest attacks. The next breakthrough is likely to be achieved

more as a n ist f tapr s. t i the understanding of wheat physioloY

than in g enetic iirrove mnts. The Review Panel therefore recoended th; t

More Ce1phasis be given to programs directed at that particular subject.

Durun Uheats

5. The program is relatively new, having begun in 1968. Field sncctks

to date is iost ijprcssive, with obvious advantae hiving been taken of

snin-off frovi the bread wheat raterials and trhniques uetd in that progprarc.

Thore is every reason to hopo for rajor breakthrouhs within five years,
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L:: 1 rcwL in the develoipnent of ;hort straved, hip4h yiel ding, -

rei ti v rio. C SLperior to any Duru:if- previcu: ly usLu' . or .

1*ihre is also a clot2 rela-tiurrnip betI on

' :Lile prc'prn ms.

6 CI:i-YT started a linited progrorn on Triticale in 1964 -

6 tc, dcarIin h s b o n in troduced together with 11ylcn' 2 in

e rC ist ro." Diol o1 'c,l evailuation, using chiclii; c-i

h s<: a rmr.crll nutritioreAl qu li.y - e::crdinpv COnVen C

in ae: e br.diig p-lpulatio-s. Despite the srivell. ee .

thor! siLuld be a ,omd foedgrain riarket for the selctie : . 1.

which out~yeld conventional grains. Triticzalc is likely to P):0,"c

cold a1(n1 drought tolerant and to carry a higher protein quelity .

of its vhat or rye parents.

]3arlev

7 The External Pro-ram Ikvi. Panel tid rot sipport 1,o L

' vor: oa barey at CTI'eT. The "nuel felt that the 'e11

a -rc->r: -Tht lead to a con3rdvrabl:: :Insion rA thi airh -CL

of L1.: Ccntc . The Panel streserd zhc irportcnc of conc, trL

re~c~rch acc.ivit~i -s on aceatn and and avoidirg the disper - -

.h.sgf c~ ClahY , however, argucd .in .avor of continnll:i

- T.hc:w coe:; .ercd that the discov-ry Oi the n y r.,!%;

0 f fi- (.cullunt possibiliticS for inproving the nutriLO v1N

as a hu'nn fcud, his opened exciting po sibilities to ir.:proCe pr

varictie s. I enorse the Panel's vicw that dispcrsion of cf:ort -

av i - and no major research program in barley ihould b! perCt

d{0o1ver, until. Such tiLime aL arrZn-gcfmantsl l.re tnde for major r

at so.o ether Center, I consider that a s;;all zi.ounlt of rcnerc:I I

contincTd at CIEN2,T. A very limited barley improvcinec-t pro,, -c

at wideninv the penetic base of the germ plaism prcs.ritly

could be undertaken during the next tvo years with clearly dofincK terns c

reference and with a strict budget ceiling not exceeding $40,0OC -. .

faize

8. Work at CIEfYT has already introduced the dwarfing characteri :

together with il-proved disease resistance and fertilizer respCnsi.<nCs

tr cica. maize. It is hoped that the 1972 trials, currently bei r

will pro'.e that higher protein rnize populations are feasible. I.

lsine :.aize selections, which are open pollinated, have shown ia Cl-

ability from near sea level to 5,000 fcet. Major breakthroughs b
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9. c:"'YET's sall t sting prograr has been carriod out for s 1

r i 1 to dmvelo-' or)hu varieties and populatiorls s1ite to

a L itu CV o, J t. : - hL;c varic ties and ao'laticns siou.

naunti nz- or C T or two more ',ears i.n order to prCeerv t:iC,

i 1 n1or,,'.;u-n instituto, ICRISAT, has an oppo r tuiy to c -

its CroIrL nd decide the future direction of high-altituie nor r

Fi natc , 
to cover maiteancO of th germ plasm will be )-mC in z..

line it in t;e C--i !bude t for 1973-74 in order not to divert ren'a

frr a: o recarch.

Out-rIch Pro-rars

10. The Out-Reach Pregrar's cover the international services rendered

to whwat and rmaize-growing countries, including:

(a) Consuitations between CITMYT staff and individual

governments;

(b) :a tional nurserv trials;

(c) Developing national staff capability;

(d) n.'nig national cereal camnaigns as well as re;ional

networks; and

(e) Conducting international workshops.

Thes;e out-reach progrxf.s are a very important part of CIETiT's work, wnd they

appear to have made a trei.iendous impact in the countries in which CI'<YT h:is

been operating.

PI-an Puebla

11. The Plan Puebla was started in 1967 as a pilot program, the original

objective being to determine whether specific effort with small farners would

result in change. Following five years of work, it has been proven that

small fari.!ers can be reached and can be induced to adopt new technology.

llorvcvcr, dcspite najor offorts, the Plan appears to have reached only about

1'2 of tle farmers in ti1e area and participants are only achieving somc 507

of thie yield increases achieved on deconstration plots in the same area. The

E:tern) 1 Pro -;ram Review Pz,110 recom-lendcd that direct involvement in

execcut in , or m:imi'lng developnotit projects should be avoided and CL7XT 's

role 1hc(] , h purely one of ;ictinjg in an advisory capacity. It was also

rcco: :uded, hovever, that, there was a great need to improve the delivery

syster" for ne agricultural technology, that is, the nix of forces that

p:icm' I thizO diffiision of nee teclhnologv - extenwion servicLiS; infrastructure,

Mubl i c policies garning s tmo rt priccs; in puts; marheting credit; and

So on, and it Is capec ted that the recently st rencthencd economic staff of

C:::. V ill undertake this. Several studies are underway or planned in this

conwn-c L i on.
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to dec-o 1:00 tint fEca"Mit-7 low atial of

locations, iW u1n- the provision of family quarLers at u-..

13. DMtc. 1: or the ' IO alrcdy been circulated un]: r snr-;-

cover to rr-I)Cers of T2,C. 11e bud >'t for 1973 is S3 .003 nillicn 7. ur

follrrs

US$ nillion

Unr'-C'tricted core operations 4.014

Capi tal expendituros 1.183

Restrictc'd core operations 1.066

Special programs 1.740
8.003

Less incore from sales, etc. _02_252

$7.751 $4.9n5

Funds for the restricted core operations and the special progrcvs are for

continuin; specific operitions and arc financod by rIord Foun ,etion, !"c*---

fellur Fou-nd Lion, US1.D, U.DP, Intcr--Ancrican Development >anK a

Government of Zaire.

14. The budget request is for a total of $5.197 million of

$1.183 million is for capital expenditure. This is a 21.(' incrols over

the 1972 buda-et request. CI s:YT's capital cxpondi tures %:ould . Q y:.

by io 2.91 vozr 197., nud their unrastricted core W2dt Ly 25 .

td c" &Q.i' t of 1?2. Allowing for antip- 'aed

LhWs;lons n n'-t towl of o4.*!,3 illi'on to bp requasted Cron tho Conovil

tiv Croop Qn :973.

15. The capital co.it increasus include sotio $361,000 cnrr ovo-

1972 when M nur grants provd to fiance the cpi ta 1 w.

arp:o\' Cli trustre S. 'ThU 0hr m-njor itc1ns are the of 1"o

jr-ri p n Q ty, st five St LionA5, Luildins and k'Ohiclcs. POIR.

com:leLion of thse o:arks avch an.:r capital bulpet requests s z D

CX .N QftuM yCirn.



1,r 1(C7or b' . t increases resu t tr L

- e a stat pcmiLic nc inc ;re.0

Coi LT, ~or, .:um 3 1 ,0, winter wcat -i t -nc r

LA",d i-crc'are tra in in. activitis.

7The cost increnses anr rcasonhble in relzi) @fl t-, t rov

t 

of Tr tea of ~- The id7inistritive costs are, .o,:evr,

o 6 or tye urestrctcd core budect which seers rat*er v'th it is

divl-EIC."'It to tcu - tc- wi-th previous budcts as they crc parel

on n cret b':.sis but as far as can ba ac thi p-rcrt!-
n lan in 19172. C"' T charg s an :dx- r)C e

1 Of (-diecCt ecats oE the grant 0 '::. t- tL o o c C

- 1  c - r sa.-. There may be n cd to adjuft Lii .i to -c:-flcact

cr2t t e s.. rinr of r: inistrative coFts. These costs n ied to be watche

c; fully. o co-rarativo figures are available to chec this percentve with

other 1nternational- Centers.

1. There has been a marked improvement in the presentation of the

budEet this y-ar, and this is part of the rovrefont towards standarei.atiofl

Of for ll1 International Centers. There is no acinistrati\

nali ;, suc, but the terns and conditions of service of t- staff d n

ra with those of ether international centers as they sfiould do in

order to attract staff of the right caliber to C1h'-T. 1r. llv-nsen stated

t it proposd to attempt to stindardize the terms and conditions of

sler..ce of - a11 the staff of the International Centers at the fcrticoing

ertOa Centers This move should be eaccuraged. Overall, the

budget request is reasonable in relation to the work program.

GFTrnell :'c-m:MST Agri. Projs.

cc: messrs. Chadenet, Baum, Ripn.'n, Lee, van dor Tak, Evans, Wapenhans

-IcIvor, Adler, Takahashi, Frnnsen, Jones, Forcum, Graves

(Development Services)

Central Files

July 12, 1972



Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

July 12, 1972

Dear Don;

Here is the memo I promised on my conversations

In Bonn. No doubt you will pass it along to

John Cooper.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

rnetORre memo to Files, dated July 7 - CGIAR: Germany (and IITA)

1r. Donald AtAell
Assistant Director for krogram

Africa/TAC
Room 200 SA--2
Agency for International Development
515 - 22nd Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20523

HG:ap



INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TKOPICAL AGRICULTURE

OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Lagos Office:
t T ephoe: ibadan 2374~1 (> 1Unyi SOB0 AROBODU AE

P.O0. BOX 145 IKEA

A T iOUND, IKJA felephone: Lagos 33931

10 July 1972

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research cc:Lowell S. Hardin
1818 H Street, N.W. F. F. Hill
Washington, DC 20433 John J. McKelvey, Jr.

Dear Mr. Graves:

I returned to Ibadan Friday morning after a night in the sky enroute from
Brussels.

It was a pleasure spending some time with you in Bonn and I thank you for
inviting me to join you. My discussions with the Germans continued after
your departure for perhaps an hour and a half, centering largely on such
matters as liaison, cooperation with scientists from German universities,
training, etc. How this is to be worked out is still to be determined -
whatever the format, costs apparently will have to come entirely from the
funds which they will make available for next year, $750,000.

The Belgian Upper House had passed the appropriation bill by the time I
arrived so we are at the point where an agreement is being drawn up for us
to process perhaps in the next two weeks. I gather that shortly thereafter
the 19,000,000 BF will be deposited to our account. The same figure was
also mentioned as the amount to be provided in 1973, another 1,000,000 to
go to the computer project. The 1973 allotment will have to be voted by the
Parliament.

The Belgians are expecting that their support will be project-oriented. This
also applies for part of the funds for 1972. They are interested in some
possible cooperative effort a la our ODA-supported work joint with English
research agencies, this to be worked out through meetings to be held after
the summer passes. The Belgian interest is also strongly in the direction of
training, mainly focused on the three former Belgian Colonies of Africa. They
want to support this interest through funds for expenses of trainees from those
countries, library acquisitions in the French language and research of
particular concern to the Guinean Zone. Therefore, while the Belgians are
willing for the most of their 1972 contribution to be uncommitted, the following
provisos will be included in the agreement:

-continued-
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Mr. Harold Graves
10 July 1972
page 2.

For expenses of trainees $60,000
For the library 15,000
For program development

(expenses of Belgian and
IITA personnel) 15,000

$90,000

These items are additional to the 1972 program, leaving approximately
$340,000 as uncommitted. This, added to the $3,250,000 approved for
operations in 1972 comes to $3,590,000 which is $390,000 short of the
$3.88M total approved for the year. This arithmetic is not final for, as
you know, I pointed out some serious discrepancies in my letter to Lowell
Hardin dated 22 June 1972, copy enclosed. These amounted to $125,625
which together with the $390,000 cited above leaves us with an actual
shortfall of $515,625.

The situation with the German funding leaves us in somewhat of a bind.
We should get started on the dormitory construction as our contractor is
ready to remove his heavy equipment from the site and a delay will only
cost us more money. I have no hopes that the German funds will become
available before October or November so suggest we proceed with the
dormitory site engineering and purchases of supplies right now in order to
assure that the contractor can begin work immediately we have heard
definitely from Bonn. With so much interest generally among our sponsors
and constituents in training and now that WARDA has asked us to serve as
its training center, this would seem logical. The second building can be
started whenever the Germans have been able to resolve their problem.
There is no question of their commitment to the support of research and
training on the African continent.

Again, thanks for your good help and I look forward to seeing you later
this month.

incerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar
encl.
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Harold Graves

CGIAR: Germany (and IITA)

On July 3, Dr. Herbert Albrecht, the Director of the
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), and I
attended a two-hour meeting at the Ministry of Economic Cooperation
in Bonn. The meeting was chaired by Dr. Werner Treitz, the head of
the agricultural section of the Ministry. Others present were
Dr. Harms (who attended the first meeting of the African livestock
subcommittee) and Dr. Stryk (who is becoming a specialist on IITA)
of the Ministry of Economic Cooperation, Mr. Guido Osterhaus of
the Ministry of Economics and Finance, and four or five others
from the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Economic
Cooperation.

The objectives of the meeting, from my point of view, were
(a) to agree on the amount and form of the German grant to IITA,
(b) to learn what the intentions of the German authorities are with
respect to the balance of German funds for international agricultural
research, and (c) to see what steps could be taken to insure that the
German funds granted for 1972, since they would not be available until

late in the year, could continue to be used into 1973.

In a memorandum of June 19 to Dr. Stedtfeld, I had proposed that,
in order to make room for a new Belgian contribution, the German
contribution be reduced from $925,000 to $750,000. Of the new amount,
$625,000 would be understood to be reserved for the construction of
dormitories and the purchase of buses and the remainder of $125,000
would be considered to be an offset to IITA's losses from currency
devaluation. Dr. Treitz said that he agreed with this proposal -
remarking that the $125,000 balance would, in a formal sense, simply
be earmarked for running expenses of the Institute.

Before this meeting, however, Dr. Albrecht had indicated that he

thought the German grant should be kept at least $125,000 higher than
the reduced figure I had suggested. This was because some of the funds

which the Consultative Group book-keeping indicated were available for

IITA running expenses were, in fact, not available. I understood him
to say that he had spent $45,000 of the Dutch grant on capital
installations, that $23,000 of the British grant was specifically
earmarked for other purposes, and that an additional $57,000 of the

British grant was not available for running expenses. This tale was
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unfolded in two chapters, one at dinner the previous evening and
one in the car as we drove to the meeting at the Ministry.

I explained to Dr. Treitz and his colleagues that Dr. Albrecht
had given me some new information about his 1972 budget which put an
amount of $125,000 in question. There had not been time to consider
this information, so that I suggested that the amount in question be
reserved for later discussion and correspondence. This was agreed.

With respect to the balance of German support for the international
agricultural research centers, Dr. Traits said they would be willing to
make it available to CIMMYT. It would not be Iossible, however, to
support CIM"YT in 1973. The German authorities wished as a matter of
policy to concentrate their help on a selected few centers; and for
next year, they would be interested in IITA, ICRISAT and ILRAD.

The meeting began with an hour-long discussion of the question
of how to arrange for German funds appropriated In 1972 to be usable
in 1973. Under normal German practice, funds appropriated in a given
year have to be spent in that year or returned to the treasury.

Dr. Harms had been looking into this matter, and reported that an
exception could be made for international organizations. The budget
authorities were now studying whether the international research centers
could be considered to be international organizations.

If they were not so considered, said Dr. Harms, the alternative
would be to establish an international fund, with its own statute, to
which the German contribution could be made and from which disbursements
could be made to centers designated by the German authorities. I said
that I thought it would be possible for the Bank to establish such a
fund in cooperation with other international organizations or governments,
on the basis of some nominal payment by the founders. I said the legal
staff would be asked to look into this on my return.

Dr. Treitz expressed the satisfaction of the German authorities
that Dr. Bommer had been elected to the Technical Advisory Committee.

Dr. Treitz asked for particulars concerning the resolution that
had been passed at UNCTAD concerning the Consultative Grout. lie said
that he himself did not think the concerns of the Group should be
widened to include commodity questions, and he thought this ultimately
would turn out to be the position of his Government.

Dr. Treits also expressed the opinion that the next meeting of
the African livestock subcommittee would be in Europe. I said that this
had been agreed, and explained the special circumstances that had led to
the convening of the most recent meeting in Washington.
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Earlier, I had taken Dr. Albrecht with me to see Dr. Jaeckel
at the Finance Ministry. The budget question is still unresolved,
but is now beginning to be intensively explored.

HG:ci
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Harold Graves

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research:
Belgium and IITA

On June 27, I spent an hour and a half at the aid offices of
the Belgian Foreign Ministry, with Mme. S. Vervalcke, the
administrator of multilateral aid, Mr. Stevens, her personal
assistant, Professor Germain of the University of Louvain and
Professor de Langhe of the University of Ghent, both of the latter
being technical advisers to the Ministry.

The purpose of the meeting, from my point of view, was to obtain
the assurance of ?me. Vervalcke that the Belgian grant to the
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) for 1972 would
be made in unrestricted support of the Institute's core budget. I
explained that this form of support was necessary in order to
harmonize Belgian support of IITA with that of other donors, and
mentioned specifically that capital items in TITA's 1972 budget were
being reserved for German support.

Mme. Vervalcke agreed that Belgian support in 1972 would be given
in unrestricted support of the core program.

As for an agreement between the Belgians and IITA, I indicated that
there was no uniform practice among the members of the Consultative Group
in such agreements. I gave 4=e. Vervalcke a copy of the correspondence
from the Dutch Government to the Centro Internacional de Agricultura
Tropical (CIAT) as one example, in this case very informal, of the way
these matters were handled.

Mme. Vervalcke explained that the Belgian budget was still waiting
the approval of the upper house, which might come momentarily. Once
agreement had been reached between the Belgian authorities and IITA,
several weeks would still be required before payment of the Belgian
grant could take place.

Mie. Vervalcke explained that it was the intention of the Belgian
authorities to support IITA again in 1973. I asked whether it had been
noted that other projects in Africa, notably ILRAD, might come forward
for support in that year; it had been noted.
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In answer to a question about the level of Belgian support for
international agricultural research in 1973, Mme. Vervalcke said
that a figure of 25 million francs had been recommended; but that
a decision had been made to leave the amount at 20 million francs,
as in 1972. (1 inferred that this whole sum would be put at the
disposal of IITA.)

4Ime. Vervalcke said that she expected to see Dr. Albrecht, the
director of IITA, in Brussels on July 4. 1 promised to give him
details of the time and meeting place when we met in Bonn on July 3
(and did).

During and after the discussion of these matters, considerable
time was spent in a discussion and clarification of the form taken
by research center budgets and by donor grants, especially with

respect to core grants, restricted core grants and outreach programs.

I gave Mme. Vervalcke the late drafts of the International
Centers Week papers on agenda items 2, 3 and 4. It was said that
Professor de Langhe probably would attend Centers Week, and that
Professor Germain would come to the Consultative Group meeting in
November.

I also gave Mne. Vervalcke, at her request, the June 20 tabulation
of Consultative Group allocations to the international research centers.
She wished particularly to see what other donors were supporting TITA.
I asked her not to mention my figure for German grants in any discussions
she might have on this subject, and she agreed.

cc: Kr. van Campenhout

cc: Mr. Demuth

HG ci
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Harold Graves

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

There is a puzzling feature, on which I should like to comment, in
the letter of June 8 from the Belgian Secretary of State for Development
Cooperation on the subject of the Belgian interest in the International
Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA), about which you kindly gave
me a report on June 13.

In the letter, according to the information you gave me, the
Secretary of State remarks that the Belgian representatives at the
Consultative Group meeting in Washington last December had specified,
under point 3 of the agenda, that Belgium intended to make a million
francs available for the CARIS project sponsored by FAO and nineteen
million francs available for IITA.

I am afraid that the Secretary of State has not been correctly
informed. In fact, the verbatim transcript shows that the Belgian
delegation informed the Consultative Group meeting that Belgium intended
to make twenty million francs available for international agricultural
research, but that it was not possible, for the time being, to give any
indication of how these funds might be allocated to individual activities.

As you know, I visited Brussels on May 3 for the specific purpose
of discussing with the Belgian authorities the question of how Belgian
support for international agricultural research might be allocated.
At that time, I was informed that a decision had been made to grant
one million francs for the CARIS project, but that no decision had been
made concerning the balance. No mention was made at this time of a
possible grant to IITA, since, as I had on two occasions informed the
Belgian authorities, the needs of this center already had been met by
other donors.

Nevertheless, the availability of Belgian funds for IITA is very
welcome. In recent days, other donors in Bonn, New York and Washington
have been consulted, and reductions in the support for IITA have been
arranged in order to make way for the Belgian grant. In Brussels on
June 27, the Belgian authorities assured me that in 1972, without
prejudice to any specific arrangements that might be made for future
years, the Belgian funds in question will be made available without
restriction for the core program of IITA.

cc: Direction de la Cooperation multilaterale Prof. R. Germain
Administration generale de la Cooperation Laboratoire de Phytotechnie
Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres Tropicale et Subtropicale
Building "A.G." Universite Catholique de Louvain
Place du Champ de Mars, 5 Kardinal Mercier Laan 92
1050 Brussels 3030 Heverlee
Belgium Belgium
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SPECIAL DELIVERY July 5, 1972

Dear Sir John:

In Bonn earlier this week, Herbert Albrecht, the Director of

IITA, handed me a copy of his Institute's budget and program pre-

sentation for 1973. lie said this was being dispatched from Ibadan

by mail to all the participants in International 
Centers Week.

Since the mail from Ibadan may be somewhat uncertain, however,

I am taking the liberty of sending you this copy direct. 
I also

have sent copies directly to the other members of TAC.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Harold Praves

Enclosure

Sir John Crawford
Vice-Chancellor
Australian Nlational University

24 Balmain Crescent

Acton, A.C.T. 2601

Australia

cc: All members of the Technical Advisory Coanittee

Dr. Peter Oram - rAO, Rome, Italy
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'INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

MINUTES
of the

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

June 1972

Members Present Members Absent
H. R. Albrecht Robert K. A. Gardiner
A. Hugh Bunting H. A. Oluwasanmi
Guy Camus D. L. Umali
H. George Dion
F. F. Hill Also Present
Y. K. Lule J. C. Anderson
John J. McKelvey, Jr. J. L. Cooper, USAID
J. Nya-Ngatchou Arthur D. Leach
L. K. Opeke J. Robert Mitchell
A. Samper John L. Nickel
A. Sawadogo Mr. Stryk, West German Govt.
Bukar Shaib B. N. Webster, TAC

FIRST SESSION, 12 June 1972

The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees of the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture was called to order by Chairman F. F. Hill
at 8:35 a.m. on 12 June. Dr. Hill announced the absence of Dr. H. A.
Oluwasanmi, Dr. Robert K. A. Gardiner and Dr. D. L. Umali. He welcomed
Dr. Armando Samper of Colombia, South America and Dr. Abdoulaye Sawadogo
of the Republic of the Ivory Coast who were attending their first Board meeting.
Dr. Hill also welcomed Mr. Stryk of the Ministry of Economic Cooperation
who was an observer for the West German Government.

The minutes of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Board, held in September
1971, were declared approved.

There were no matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting and
the Board then considered the financial report with discussions led by Mr.
J. C. Anderson, the Treasurer. He explained how the financial report was
set up and mentioned the Institute had proposed to the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations that the unexpended monies from the 1971 Operating Budget be
applied in 1972 to capital expenditures for construction and in the purchase
of scientific equipment. The Foundations agreed, resulting in the transfer
of $257,000 to the Capital Budget. Mr. Anderson explained that the format
and principles of the budget for 1973 were determined in a meeting of
institute business and administrative personnel along with Consultative
Group representatives. One result was that items valued under $100 have

-been removed-
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been removed from the capital inventory and included in the supplies and
expenses item. The latter also includes supplies that have not as yet
been consumed. The Treasurer mentioned the operating interest income
had dropped to $15,000 (from $45,000 the previous year) due mainly to
losses resulting from devaluation of the dollar which losses the Institute
has debited against interest earned from the deposit of operating funds.

Mr. Anderson explained that the unexpended balance shown in the capital
fund represented construction costs outstanding and unordered owner-
purchase materials. All capital funds required to complete the Institute
in 1972 have been received or are pledged. He explained that although
capital funds can be held over into the next fiscal year, operating funds
can not. In response to a question from Mr. Lule, Dr. Albrecht explained
the architect's fee is charged against capital at cost plus 150% and Dr.
Leach explained further that the cost of assistance received in purchasing
construction materials is included in the fees paid.

Dr. Shaib requested that in the future the auditor's report be mailed to
Trustees in advance of the meetings. Dr. Hill also urged that insofar
as possible, all documents be mailed to Trustees prior to the meeting.

The Chairman asked for a motion to accept the financial report. Dr.
Bunting moved, seconded by Dr. Dion and the motion passed unanimously.

Dr. Bunting, Chairman of the Research Committee of the Board, reported
on the progress of research at the Institute. His report to the Trustees
is included in these minutes as Appendix B.

Dr. Hill asked for comments and discussion by the Board on the Research
Committee report. He said it was fair to say that the amount of time spent
and the closeness of collaboration between the staff and the Research
Committee of the Board has been exceptionally noteworthy at IITA. The
give and take between the Research Committee and the Institute's staff has
obviously resulted in an effective relationship.

There followed a discussion on the role of the Board Research Committee.
Several members expressed the thought that the staff should report directly
to the Board as a whole rather than through the Research Committee. It
was evident that there was a general feeling that the Research Committee
should concern itself more with research policies and priorities, especially
as they relate to objectives of the IITA as laid down by the Board. The
Committee would then be relieved of the detailed evaluation of programs
underway, leaving such analyses and appraisals to the annual review
conducted by a panel of external examiners. The work of the External
Review Panels of the past two years has been regarded as indispensible.

-It was-
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It was left to the Director and the Associate Director to work out details of
more direct reporting by the staff to the Board and to schedule the visit of
the External Review Panel early enough that its report can be circulated to
the members of the Board in advance of its annual meeting.

The attention of the Board was brought to the need for conducting outlying
research and testing in different ecological zones. Such work could be
done most efficiently and effectively if it were conducted entirely within
Nigeria. It is difficult to move seeds and plant materials in large numbers
due to quarantine and transport problems and extensive travel of staff is
expensive and time-consuming. It is not intended that this aspect of the
IITA would curtail useful cooperative programs to be planned with other
countries.

Although the Decree establishing the IITA would permit the Institute to
establish substations within Nigeria it has not ever been considered that
such a policy should be pursued. It has always been felt that any work
conducted off-site be done cooperatively with existing national stations.
It was then concluded that arrangements for work in Nigeria are to be
worked out with the stations located in the several environmental zones
where IITA materials and practices should be tested for their usefulness
and adaptation. It was asked that all cooperative work be reported to the
Board.

Dr. Sawadogo, in referring to the Research Committee report, commented
that the activities of the Institute may be too limited geographically.
Obviously, the results obtained can also be used in other countries in
Africa. He encouraged the development of more cooperative efforts with
other countries in Africa where there are many areas in the humid tropics
where there is little or no research underway. IITA ought to cover all the
zones in Africa which are not being attended to by other Institutes. He
stressed the importance to cooperating countries of the training aspects
of IITA.

Dr. Shaib noted the change in priorities suggested in the work of the
IITA and requested discussion on the point. The policy recommended for
change reads:

"the IITA will accept world-wide responsibilities covering all
climatic regions for research on cowpeas, soyabeans, pigeon peas
and lima beans among the grain legumes and on yams, Colocasia
and Xanthosoma and sweet potatoes among root and tuber crops.
(Minutes, Annual Meeting September 1971)

It was explained there were two reasons for change: First, the establish-
ment of the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics

- (ICRISAT)-
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(ICRISAT) with its responsibility for crops grown mainly in the more arid

tropics and second, the size, staff and funds available to the IITA.

The change recommended was approved by the Board as follows:

International responsibility:
cowpeas
yams
sweet potatoes

Regional responsibility:
rice (backstopped by IRRI)
maize (backstopped by CIMMYT)

cassava (backstopped by CIAT)

pigeon peas (backstopped by ICRISAT)
soyabeans

Exploratory:
grain legumes -such species which appear to be well adapted

to the humid tropics such as yam bean, winged,

bean, jack bean, rice bean and lima bean

roots & tubers - coco-yam and potatoes

Dr. Shaib suggested the Director and Associate Director prepare a report

describing the work of the various institutes. Dr. Hill commented that

the Institutes should be free to select for their programs the types of crops

for which they feel they have the staff and facilities required. Dr. Albrecht

added that it would be unfortunate if the IITA were placed in a position where

its influences and the worthiness of its research would be limited because

constraining geographical or ecological lines have been drawn. He said all

Institutes will have to contribute to each others usefulness and indicated

IITA should at this early stage of its history keep some options open.

Dr. Sawadogo expressed the hope that plantain would be added to the list

of research commodities at IITA. This suggestion met with general approval

for consideration for the future and the staff was asked to make preliminary

feasibility investigations.

The Board received the reports of the External Review Panel (Appendix A.)

and the Research Committee of the Board (Appendix B.) with satisfaction

and appreciation. Dr. Nickel proposed a special word of gratitude to Dr.

A. Hugh Bunting for the tremendous work he has done in leading the

Research Committee.

-The Chairman-
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The Chairman called for the Director's report. Most of the things the
Director spoke on related to the status of the Institute and decisions to be
made, with references made to the draft of the annual report distributed to
Board members. He called attention to the items concerned with the capital
funding requested for completion of the Institute and reported the Institute
now plans to have completed its recruitment of staff and the occupation and
facilitation of all buildings by the end of 1972. Since the building program
was initiated late in 1968 the Director said there had been a slippage of
one year from the original target completion date, 31 December 1971.

Dr. Albrecht reported on the grants from The Netherlands Government and
from ODA stating in both instances these will be applied to operations and
acquisition of apparatus and equipment. The ODA Grant was initiated this
year, in April 1972, in the amount of $250,000. Of this amount $57,500 is
for capital expenditure. The Netherlands Grant was $125,000 of which
$43,500 is to be used on purchases of scientific apparatus and equipment.

The Director reported the Will M. Myers Laboratories had been occupied
early this year and it was hoped the move to the other laboratory building
could be made by the end of July. The two dormitories are ready for
occupancy but since the food service is not yet functional the Institute
must keep the training program at a low ebb until this facility is completed.
The food service will be ready about the middle of September or first part -F

October. Because of this delay and the fact that the calendar of the ,
program is comparable to that of the academic program at universities, full
activation of the training program will no doubt not be possible until after
the first of the next year, 1973.

Progress is being made on the Administration Building and the room for the
computer is completed. At this writing the IBM equipment is being placed
into position.

The library is in its new location although not settled; however, the lease
for the Bodija Center was expiring and the library was moved even though
the equipment was not yet installed. Dr. Albrecht reported on the signifi-
cant progress of the library since it was started.

Progress in the procurement of scientific apparatus, farm machinery, etc.,
has been substantial but as it became evident that there would be a shortfall
in capital funds available for this purpose a slowdown was placed on the
purchase of additional new equipment. A request has now been made to
The Ford Foundation for a grant of $771,000 to offset the deficit. The
Director explained this will be the final grant to be made by the Foundation
so far as the IITA capital program is concerned. Fortunately, it would appear
there will be more space than immediately required in the laboratories and

-services-
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services buildings, the Director said, and this will provide the Institute

with some room for ultimate expansion of its program to accommodate
visiting scientists and presently to allow for some shorter-term coopera-
tive work with international agencies with objectives similar to those of

the IITA. The FAO rice mechanization project is an example.

Dr. Albrecht mentioned the serious effect the Adebo Salary Award and the
devaluation of the dollar had on the Institute's budget and as a result it
has been necessary for the staff to review very closely the operations
requirements for the year. These actions have also caused problems with
capital funds, being responsible for much of the deficit referred to above.

Clearing of land continues but so far is restricted to the east side of the
reservoir. This year about 101 hectares were ready for planting. It is
assumed that in the course of the next several years the Institute will
continue clearing about 50 hectares per year. He reported the second
farm pond was receiving water for the first time. The pond is to be used,
among other purposes, for gravity irrigation studies now being planned.

The contacts being established by the Institute with other research stations
of West Africa were further enlarged with the first of a new seminar series
held the last week in May. The seminar, on soil science in the tropics,
enrolled the largest number of participants of any yet held. Two more are
scheduled during the remainder of the year. The Ford Foundation/Lagos
has been the source of support for these seminars which are also sponsored
jointly with IRAT. The delegates coming from many countries south of the
Sahara have participated enthusiastically and constructively; it is felt that
through the series of seminars many agriculturalists have become quite
familiar with IITA and with its aims and purposes.

The training program though in its third year has not been large due to
limitations of space. Just recently four men from Ghana returned to their
country after spending time here studying rice diseases. This spring the
University of Wisconsin awarded the first Ph.D. degree for research work
done at IITA and soon another will be awarded by Cornell University and
one by the University of Reading.

Dr. Albrecht reported the Institute has been very much involved with the
programming and planning for the West African Rice Development Agency
(WARDA). Dr. James C. Moomaw has helped in writing up WARDA projects
and developing its strategy. The Director is a member of the WARDA
Technical Committee. It is hoped that IITA can initiate active cooperation
with WARDA by year's end.

The Institute is cooperating with Sierra Leone in research and training meant
to enlarge the country's production of rice. Discussions have also been held

-with other-
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with other countries on cooperative rice and maize work, especially Liberia,

Cameroun and Ghana, on land use with Togo, and the Institute is partici-

pating with CIMMYT on a maize development program in Zaire.

The Director announced with regret the resignations of Dr. Douglas Hedley
who is returning to his home country (Canada) and Mr. James Anderson who

is returning to the U.K. to establish himself there. He expressed regret

that Dr. Arthur Leach was leaving but added that since he was joining
ICRISAT, he would remain in the Institute network so IITA hopes it can

continue to have contact with him.

Dr. Albrecht said that staffing had been delayed somewhat because of

physical limitations. The Institute was being established staff-wise on

an international basis (15 countries represented thus far); among Africans,

four Nigerians and one Ghanaian in the international staff category have

been engaged to date.

The working relationships established with the University of Ibadan will

serve as a pattern for other similar institutions in West Africa. A number

of IITA staff are now adjunct members of the Faculty of Agriculture of the

University of Ibadan. A seminar series has been established by UI and IITA

with responsibility alternating between them, month by month.

There are still some problems with mis-shipments, visas, plant qual

etc., but it is hoped that eventually these will be solved. There have been

regular contacts with international agricultural agencies operating in the

area and these have been most helpful and very much appreciated.

The Director viewed the training program as becoming increasingly more

significant with the passage of time. It is apparent that a well developed

training center in agriculture for West, Central and East Africa has tremendous

potential, officials of all countries contacted having expressed the hope that

IITA might give assistance in these areas. Dr. Wade H. Reeves, who has

had fourteen years of experience in French-speaking countries of West Africa,

will join the staff in July as Training Officer.

The Institute will soon begin its publications program now that its Communi-

cations and Information Officer has been employed. It is the Institute's hope

that its training and research activities 'will be fully as useful to the franco-

phone countries as to the anglophone.

The Director concluded his remarks by stating the Institute now has a staff

of nearly 700 people, many of whom are employed seasonally. With the

exception of 40 or 50 persons all are Nigerian.

-The question-
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The question of whether there should be an appointment committee within
the Board of Trustees to help with selection of staff stimulated consider-
able discussion. Dr. Shaib suggested the Board authorize the Executive
Committee to have some responsibility to discuss the matter of appointments
with the Director as may be desirable. It was noted that there has been at
most international institutes no recruitment of permanent staff from Africa.
It was explained by the Chairman that the international institutes are all
faced with the problem of securing qualified people but they should not do
so at the expense of national institutions which cannot be left without
adequate scientific research people. It was decided to leave the matter of
recruitment procedures as they now stand.

It was moved and voted unanimously that Building 500, Administration, be
named F. F. Hill Hall.

The meeting adjourned and the Board Members toured the IITA building site
and its experimental areas during the remainder of the afternoon.

SECOND SESSION, 13 June 1972

The meeting was called to order at 8:45 a.m. Unfinished business was
first discussed. Dr. Albrecht called on Dr. Mitchell to explain the revision
of Decree No. 32 which had been proposed to the- Federal Government with
copies going to Board Members. There was lengthy discussion on this
matter and finally at Dr. Shaib's request, it was decided to submit the
proposed revisions to IITA legal counsel for rewriting before submission to
the Government via his office. Copies of the revision will be sent to Board
Members when received.

The matter of donor representation on the Board was a principal point of
discussion insofar as revision of the Decree was concerned. Dr. Hill stated
that Ford and Rockefeller Foundation representation on the Board of Trustees
was provided because at the time the Institute was established principal
funding was by the two Foundations. When later it became apparent that
the Foundations could not themselves finance the institutes at the level
felt necessary other sources of funds had to be sought. The suggestion
was made at Bellagio that any donor ready to contribute unrestricted funds
to the core budget on a full-share basis be entitled to representation on the
Board. CIDA, the first outside donor to IITA, was invited to have a repre-
sentative on the Board and accepted an elected post. USAID made the
decision not to accept official representation on the Board and elected
instead to send an observer. He explained that in setting up policies for
ICRISAT it was decided that the donor group as a whole would be represented
by three members on the Board.

-Dr. Hill-
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Dr. Hill stated the two Foundations would not insist on ex-officio member-
ship on the Board of Trustees. Dr. Bunting said the Board should ensure
that the two Foundations continue to have representation. Dr. Shaib
recalled that the Decree establishing IITA is more or less an agreement
between the Government of Nigeria and the two Foundations.

Mr. Stryk, an observer to the Board Meeting from the West German Govern-

ment, explained when West Germany was invited to support the Institute
they were given three proposals: (1) to finance a project, (2) to finance a
program, (3) to take a full share in its support. The German Government
decided to take a full share ($750,000 per year from 1973 onwards). He
felt there were two possibilities for Board membership by donors, (1) add
an article to the Decree which provides that full-share contributors can
nominate a member to the Board, or (2) the Consultative Group choose
donor members to serve on the Board.

Dr. Albrecht explained the background of negotiations with the West German

Government stating the first visit (K. Caesar and H. Glimm) was in March
1971 and at that time the matter of membership on institute boards was pretty
well cast in the context of the previous Bellagio sessions which indicated
that full share donors would have representation on the Board. This concept
was detailed in the report made to the German Government by the visitors.
This year IITA was visited by Dr. K. Caesar of the Technical University of
Berlin and Mr. B. Schweiger of the Ministry of Economic Cooperation and
the matter was raised again with a strong indication that the German Govern-
ment considered ex-officio membership would accompany full-share sponsor-
ship. In discussions it was agreed that the matter would be brought up for
consideration by the Board and if approved there, recommended favorably to
the Government of Nigeria. The negotiations between IITA and the German
Government have rested at this point, not only on the issue of membership
but from the financial aspects as well.

On behalf of the Board, Dr. Hill expressed sincere appreciation for the
interest of the German Government in the IITA.

Dr. Bunting felt the Board should choose its own members but provision
should be made so the Board can choose certain members from among the
donor agencies. Several Trustees supported Dr. Bunting in this view, with
some favor expressed for the ICRISAT approach.

Dr. Shaib said the matter had to be taken to the Nigerian Government. He
said under the terms of the Decree it is one thing for the Government of
Nigeria to come to agreement with the Foundations but another matter to
transfer this agreement to the Consultative Group which represents govern-
ments. He suggested that in the two-year period ahead this could be

-reviewed-
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reviewed by the Government of Nigeria and the Board of Trustees. It was
suggested that since there were several vacant seats on the Board a member
from West Germany be elected for the next two years.

Regarding extending the term of office of the Trustees to three years, this
was reaffirmed as per discussions at the September 1971 meeting.

There was considerable discussion on other points in the revision of Decree
No. 32 and it was moved by Dr. Camus, seconded by Dr. McKelvey, that
the recommended amendments, discussed in the meeting of the Board, be
approved with the understanding that the implementation will be taken up
by appropriate staff members of the Institute in consultation with Dr. Shaib
and be submitted afterwards to the Government of Nigeria. The motion was
approved unanimously.

The next item of business was the revision of the By-laws. It was decided
to wait with the changes in the By-laws until the final action on the revision
of the Decree has been taken by the Government of Nigeria.

Other problem areas --

Regarding importation of samples (agricultural chemicals mainly) Dr. Shaib
said it is possible to get these into the country and suggested this be
discussed with Dr. L. K. Opeke.

Acquisition of land facing the IITA entrance. Dr. Shaib said the gazette
notice has been prepared but not published. The title to the land occupied
by IITA is being processed by the Ministry of Lands and Housing.

Land for an office in Ikeja. The original site offered being found in dispute,
Dr. Shaib suggested the Institute contact the Lagos State Government directly
to determine the availability of another favorably located plot.

Plant quarantine. It was decided that discussions on this matter should be
continued between the Institute officials and the quarantine officials.

The meeting adjourned for lunch at 12:30 p.m.

THIRD SESSION, 13 June 1972

The Chairman opened discussions on the budget request for 1973. Dr. Albrecht
explained that the budget request anticipated complete facilitation of the
Institute by the end of this year. The budget, as presented, takes into
consideration the new proposals which the Research Committee has reviewed.
As mentioned earlier, the Director said the IITA would reach the end of Ford
Foundation capital funding as presently visualized in 1972. He reported that

-in response-
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in response to action taken by the Board last September, construction of
a clubhouse for the workers has begun.

Although the budget had been set up according to the formula requested by
the Consultative Group, the Board Members found it somewhat difficult to
understand the presentation. It was suggested that a more simplified,
explanatory table be included in the next budget offered so Board Members
could see at a glance the budget requested and the numbers of staff involved.

Dr. Nickel described the process of budget preparation explaining that the
Consultative Group wanted all institutes to present their material similarly
for ready cross reference and to assure that all vital information was pro-
vided. All figures for staff include perquisites. Each subprogram is built
up to maximum staff by 1977. , Most trainees expected at IITA will be fully
supported by their sponsors so provision for trainees in the budget is modest,
set first at only 25 and building up to 30.

Mr. Lule formally proposed the adoption of the budget presentation, seconded
by Dr. McKelvey and passed unanimously.

The next item was the addition of an Assistant Director for the Institute.
Dr. Nickel said he had reluctantly come to the decision that an Assistant
Director was needed, but with the growing responsibility of international
type arrangements and in the campus research program it was felt there was
inadequate time for the Director and Associate Director to carry out all the
administrative and research responsibilities. Dr. Hill said the institutes
generally had underestimated the size of the administrative and public
relations functions that must be dealt with in organizations of this kind and
that several had taken steps to cope with the work load. Dr. McKelvey
wholeheartedly supported this recommendation and moved, seconded by Dr.
Samper, that an Assistant Director for IITA be appointed. The motion carried.,

Mr. Stryk announced the intention of the West German Government to grant
IITA $925,000 during the year 1972. Dr. Albrecht explained that $625,000
was to be used for construction of two dormitories and purchase of two buses
for the training program. The remainder, $300,000., was to be used for
operations but the Consultative Group has ruled that this amount could not
be added to the $3. 88 million approved for IITA; they could be accepted if
a comparable sum pledged by another donor(s) could be released.

At this point there followed a description of the objectives and policies of
the Consultative Group and its Technical Advisory Committee by Mr. Brian
Webster, Assistant Secretary of the Technical Advisory Committee. It was
the general concensus that the Board accept the German grant when it is
approved by the Government in Bonn.

-The Board-
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The Board then turned to the nomination and election of Board Members.
The Director announced that the second and final terms of Drs. Bunting,
Camus, Gardiner, Umali and Mr. Lule would expire at the close of the
1972 annual meeting. Drs. Oluwasanmi and Opeke would also be off the
Board as per the terms of the Decree and their replacement would be the
responsibility of the Federal Government. The first terms of Dr. George
Dion and M. Jean Nya-Ngatchou were completed but they were eligible
for election to another term.

Dr. McKelvey nominated Dr. Thomas Odhiambo who is the Director of the
International Center for Research on Insect Ecology in Nairobi. Mr. Stryk
proposed Mr. Bernhard Schweiger, an economist with the West German
Government. Dr. Shaib nominated Dr. Frederic Fournier, President de la
Commission Internationale d'Erosion et de Sedimentation (International
Association of Hydrological Sciences), Paris, France and Dr. James
Phillips, Minister of Agriculture, Liberia. Dr. Bunting nominated Dr. Dennis
Greenland of the University of Reading. Dr. Shaib moved, seconded by
Dr. Bunting and M. Nya-Ngatchou that the slate of candidates be accepted
as members of the Board of Trustees of IITA subject to the approval of the
Federal Government of Nigeria. The motion passed unanimously. Dr. Shaib
then nominated Dr. Dion and M. Nya-Ngatchou for reelection. The motion
was seconded and approved unanimously.

Dr. Hill expressed his deep appreciation to the outgoing members of the
Board and asked them to transmit any suggestions they might have regard-
ing IITA programs or operations in the years ahead. Dr. Albrecht also
expressed his great pleasure in being able to work with them through the
years. He wished all of them well in the years ahead and hoped their future
would include many pleasant memories of IITA. He said all but Drs. Opeke
and Oluwasanmi were members of the original Board and it was more than
a parting with associates in science - it was parting with good friends.

Dr. Bunting said that each retiring Trustee considered his membership on
the Board as one of the important experiences in his life and that it had
been a pleasure to be connected with IITA in these formative years. Mr.
Lule said he would watch the future development of IITA with a great deal
of interest as it has a very important role to play in the development of the
areas for which it was established.

Dr. Hill requested that he not be considered for reelection as Chairman of
the Board and suggested that Dr. Bukar Shaib be elected Chairman in his
place. It was then proposed that Dr. Hill serve as Vice Chairman. Dr.
Opeke made the motion that Dr. Shaib serve as Chairman and Dr. Hill as
Vice Chairman, seconded by M. Nya-Ngatchou and the motion carried.
Dr. Shaib thanked the Board for putting their trust in him.

-On the-
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On the matter of Executive Committee membership, the Director explained

the Chairman of the Board automatically becomes Chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee and the Director is always a member. He requested the
arrangements currently practiced, that of having two members from Nigeria
and two members from the U.S., be continued for the next two years at
least. Dr. Albrecht proposed that Drs. Hill and McKelvey be elected
and that Dr. Shaib, at his discretion, select one of the Nigerian members
to be named by the Federal Government as a member of the committee.
This was moved by Dr. Sawadogo, seconded by Dr. Camus and the motion
carried.

Membership on the Research Committee was discussed. Dr. Shaib
-suggested it would be best to wait to see if the new nominees would
accept appointment to the Board and then name members to the Research
Committee.

Dr. Albrecht moved, seconded by Dr. Bunting, that the auditing firm of
Peat, Marwick, Cassleton and Elliot be appointed to conduct the 1972
audit. Motion carried.

Dr. Shaib raised the question of change in title from Principal Administrator
to Executive Officer since in Nigeria an "executive officer" is always
considered a minor official. It was decided that the title should be changed
to Administrative Officer.

This concluded the agenda and the Board Meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
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REPORT OF

THE RESEARCH REVIEW PANEL

9 June 1972

The panel was impressed by the striking progress already made by IITA.
The extensive program of field experiments together with the excellent
laboratories, support services and other facilities cannot fail to make a
profound impact on those with experience of agricultural research in
developing countries. Moreover, the enthusiasm of the staff and the clarity
with which they presented their programs revealed the extent of the thought
and effort that have already gone into formulating imaginative and sound
research aims.

In the main, therefore, this report of the Review Panel serves to endorse
the views expressed by the various leaders of the research teams and to
make comments on those aspects of the program where precise definition
has not yet been possible.

SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

The panel noted the more precise definition of the scope of the research
program under the two broad headings of Farming Systems and Crop Improve-
ment and is in general agreement with the associated proposals for staffing.
At the same time it is recognized that any research program is dynamic and
that the process of evolving the definition of research aims is a continuous
one which calls for flexibility in the specification of research posts.

While agreeing that the scope of the research program is appropriate for
the time being, we support the view that the Research Committee should
remain open-minded on the question of livestock. Cattle, in particular,
have such an important role both in making use of forage crops and as a
source of power that there may well come a time when it would be useful
to introduce livestock, not as a basis for a separate research program, but
as an adjunct to the work on farming systems.

The panel supports the view that the further development of results and
varieties at other places in the ecological areas served by the Institute
should primarily be the responsibility of the various national research
organizations. This arrangement will also serve to provide valuable feed-
back of information and ideas that are so important in familiarizing the
research staff with the agricultural as well as the cultural background of
the regions they serve. In this connection, we are pleased to note the
closer association that has been developed with the University of Ibadan.

-The panel-
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The panel regards the development of cooperative research projects with
other research organizations, such as those initiated with Reading, Durham
and Wye, as being of great importance in that they both make use of expensive
research facilities that are already established elsewhere, and that they
involve additional research personnel in the problems of the tropics. In
endorsing this principle, we suggest that it should be given the widest
possible publicity because there may well be institutes and universities
in other countries, including the developing countries, where possibilities
exist for similar cooperative projects. As far as the developing countries
are concerned, such cooperative projects would help in the process of
building up the image of IITA.

It also seems logical that the principle of cooperative research within the
scope of the IITA program should be applied in reverse, as with the special
projects that are being formulated on what amounts to a contract basis with
various countries and with organizations such as UNDP, FAO and WARDA.

CROP IMPROVEMENT AND CROP PROTECTION

The work in crop breeding will provide nucleus stock foL testing and further
improvement in local environments. The establishment of international test-
ing facilities is an encouraging development which implies increasing coop-
eration from national governments.

Fundamental to the program is the incorporation of characteristics such as
resistance to diseases, pests, drought and lodging, and the improvement
of nutritional quality. Improvements of this type are usually of benefit
regardless of the level of agronomy practised and the panel supports the
priority given to these aspects in the various programs.

As the work on farming systems develops, however, increasing attention
will naturally be given to those characteristics of the plant that make them
more easily incorporated into farming systems. Obv4ous examples are
maturation periods in relation to cropping sequences and rainfall distribution,
rate of canopy development in relation to weed control and genetic modifica-
tions to the plant that facilitate mechanical operations.

The panel recognizes that the plant breeders are already developing compre-
hensive programs but that, with some crops, efforts to assemble the desired
range of germ plasm are frustrated by existing quarantine regulations.
While the panel strongly emphasizes the need for the greatest possible caution
in quarantine matters, it is clear that the movement of plant material from
country to country in the tropics will become an increasing problem, not only
with respect to the development of effective breeding programs but also with
respect to the wider dissemination of the improved material that emerges
from them. There is, therefore, a clearly defined need for the problems that
this situation creates to be tackled on an international basis.

-While recognizing-
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While recognizing the local popularity of yams as a food crop in Nigeria,
the panel considers that within the root and tuber crops, sweet potatoes
should receive high priority, having regard to the known flexibility of
African food habits, the agricultural advantages of sweet potatoes as a
crop and to the absence of major biological problems in sweet potato breeding.

In other aspects of crop improvement, vigorous programs are already well
established and the panel was impressed with the scope of the projects and
the results already obtained. Similar remarks apply to the work in crop
protection and weed control.

The supply of biological information for incorporation in the farming systems
program will require further integration of results from the present lines of
research in crop improvement and related topics. In this respect the panel
noted that the absence of work in crop physiology is a gap that will shortly
be filled when staffing is completed. We also noted that possibilities exist
within the experimental areas for observations on the implications of various
management practices and cropping sequences that would be important if -
large-scale arable farming ever became a feasible proposition in the humid
tropics. There is, however, a need to work out long term plans for laying
out, managing and rotating the areas to be used primarily for plot experiments.

FARMING SYSTEMS - PHYSICAL FACTORS

Pedology

A thorough knowledge of the physical and chemical nature of the major
soils of the lowland humid tropics is recognized as a necessary input in the
development of crops as well as optimum farming systems for the area. To
meet this requirement and concentrating on the major physical limiting factors,
soil erosion and water stress, the pedology program has placed emphasis on
applied aspects of soil classification and characterization which would
facilitate location of agro-ecological areas in terms of land use potential
for improved crop production and farming systems. The panel was informed
of the proposal to carry out complete studies of bench mark sites throughout
the region covered by IITA. It was noted, however, that importation of soils
into Nigeria for analysis was not practical and cooperation with other organi-
zations would be essential. Current studies on the utilization of hydromorphic
soils should yield very useful information.

Soil Physics

Emphasis is correctly placed on soil and water conservation. The panel
was informed that two major physical characteristics of soil at IITA, shallow
depth and low water retention, are prevalent in the lowland humid tropics.

-Crops grown-
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Crops grown on such soils suffer not only from leaching of nutrients but
also from severe water stress, requiring frequent rainfall to maintain
adequate soil moisture.

There are, therefore, three major objectives in this study: crop water use
efficiency, soil erodibility and movement of agricultural chemicals in the
soil. The soil physicist is currently handling all three aspects, developing
mathematical models and planning studies on water stress in plants as well.

It was, however, apparent from the report presented that after the present
preliminary studies, the whole approach to crop water use studies will need
some revision. It is also suggested that further work on this specific investi-
gation be held in abeyance until the agroclimatologist is appointed. In this
context, the efforts made by the soil physicist in the preliminary investiga-
tions both in field and laboratory are commendable. The panel, however,
feel that the chances of achieving major breakthroughs when covering such
a wide field with present resources are limited and suggest that some modi-
fications may be necessary. Such modifications should take account of the
different types of soil in the humid tropics. Studies on soil temperatures,
especially as related to mulch and tillage should yield very useful suggestions
for the development of tillage and farming systems studies in the near future

but investigation of the reason for the inability of roots to penetrate the soil

below 30 - 50 cm should continue to be accorded high priority. Members of
the Review Panel were shown some of the 24 run-off plots where construction
and equipment are capable of very high precision. The staff agreed that in
spite of high precision, extrapolation of run-off results from such plots to
large areas is seldom a reliable procedure. Although the panel was assured
that counterpart large scale investigations will be undertaken by the Soil
and Water Conservation Engineer when he is appointed, the panel suggests
that if similar run-off plots are to be established throughout the region covered
by IITA, opportunities for maintenance of high precision will be limited and
simpler methods should be considered.

Soil Fertility

Considering that continuous intensive cropping with higher yielding
varieties will put a heavy demand on soil nutrients, emphasis is correctly
placed on the chemical and physical properties of the soil influencing the
fate of fertilizers, particularly phosphorus. The problem of phosphorus
retention in soil is being pursued vigorously and it is especially noted that
in recognition of the complexity of the subject cooperative studies with
Reading have already been initiated. The panel supports the proposal to
investigate more thoroughly the role of condensed phosphates and slow

-release-
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release forms of N and P fertilizers. The cooperative relationship with
TVA's National Fertilizer Development Center should facilitate prompt
consideration of the implications of these with respect to the manufacture
of such materials. It is our understanding that low cost production of
items such as sulphur-coated urea will probably depend on establishment
of new plants designed for that purpose. In view of the large investment
and long lead time for erecting fertilizer plants, it is important to obtain
reliable information about the agricultural value of high-analysis, slow
release products as soon as possible and to bring such information to the
attention of governments and firms planning to expand fertilizer capacity.
The proposed survey of micro-nutrient status of the soils of the ecological
zone is certainly relevant, but such investigations need to make full use
of the possibilities for cooperation with related programs in the region.

FARMING SYSTEMS - SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

The program to develop improved farming systems applicable to the humid
tropics poses problems of extraordinary complexity. The importance of the
problem justifies a major effort by IITA in this area, but it seems essential
to endeavor to achieve results that are valuable in the near future as well
as in the long run. Close interaction between the crop improvement
programs and the work on farming systems should permit the identification
of profitable and feasible packages of innovations that can be incorporated
into existing farming systems. At the same time such packages of compo-
nents of systems will be designed and tested as will fit the needs of various
physical and socio-economic environments.

-The two-
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The two agricultural economists who are to participate in this effort
have a crucial role to play in helping to define criteria that can provide
guidance in selecting the innovations that deserve priority attention.
The studies of existing farming systems that are now being processed by
the agricultural economist, and similar studies carried out in other areas,
are especially valuable in clarifying the characteristics of existing systems.
We believe that in the future more attention should be given to certain
economic and demographic characteristics that apply to most countries
within the humid tropics and which will for many years condition the types
of change in farming systems that are feasible and desirable. Two features
of these economies have such important implications with respect to the
modification of farming systems that they merit brief comment in this report.

Factors conditioning changes in farming systems. The rapid growth of
population that is a universal characteristic of the less developed countries
gives rise to similarly rapid growth of the workforce in these countries.
Reduction of birth rates to levels consistent with sharply reduced death rates
cannot be expected for a decade or two at the earliest and it will be an
additional decade and a half before a reduction in birth rates will lead to a
slowing of the rate of increase in the population of working age. This feature,
in combination with the fact that employment in manufacturing and other non-
farm sectors account for such a small fraction of the labor force, inevitably
means that the agricultural population and workforce will continue to increase
in absolute size for several decades at least and even the reduction in their
size relative to the total population will be slow.

These demographic and structural characteristics affect the potential for
modifying farming systems in several ways. Widespread improvement in
the economic well-being of the rural population in these countries depends
upon expanding the opportunities for productive employment in agriculture
which underscores the need to emphasize innovations that complement their
relatively abundant labor resource. Because the number of farm households
is so large relative to the limited commercial demand for farm products, the
required rate of increase in farm labor productivity is fairly slow although the
need to increase output per worker will increase at an accelerating rate as
structural change takes place. This structural characteristic also means
that the cash income per farm household will be very limited and apart from
agricultural export or import substitution possibilities, the cash receipts of
the agricultural sector can only expand as the predominantly agricultural
structure of these economies is transformed. Unless change is concentrated
in a small sub-sector of typically large farm units that satisfy the bulk of
the limited commercial demand, the change to farming systems that rely
heavily on purchases of externally produced inputs must be a gradual process.
Hence, as much attention needs to be given to the time sequence of innova-
tions as to the "ultimate" farming systems that will provide a more productive
alternative of shifting cultivation.

-At tributes-
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Attributes of innovations. If the IITA research effort is to have a widespread
and positive impact, it will also be important to consider the attributes of
the innovations that are to be emphasized. This aspect should be considered
in depth by the IITA agricultural economists and it underscores the importance
of establishing cooperative relationships with sociologists studying rural
communities and agricultural change as well as with other agricultural
economists in the region. One important attribute is, however, emphasized
by the demographic and structural characteristics discussed above. To
achieve the progressive modernization of farm households, it is important
for innovations to be highly devisible and neutral to scale so that they can
be used efficiently by farm units that are small and subject to a severe
purchasing power constraint. It is partly for this reason that high-yielding
disease- and pest-resistant varieties merit such high priority. Usually the
combination of fertilizer-responsive varieties and increased use of fertilizers
are of high priority, but for some crops equal attention should probably be
given to achieving yield increases with minimum use of purchased inputs.
It has been correctly emphasized that it is an advantage that grain legumes
can usually be grown without nitrogen fertilizer and it seems likely that
breeding alone will often permit sufficient increases in cassava production.
Herbicides may merit early attention as a component of improved farming
systems because of their divisibility and their value in permitting the use
of minimum tillage techniques; and the small, simple, inexpensive two-
wheel tractors being emphasized in the rice mechanization project seem
promising for forest areas where animal draft power is not available.

Certain other attributes of innovations such as ease of understanding,
reliability as well as profitability and a high degree of visibility of results
should also be considered in fixing research priorities. Such attributes
tend to make innovations "self-spreading" in the sense that when adopted
by a few farmers they can be seen and copied by neighbors thereby lessening
dependence on formal programs of extension and training. Experience in areas
in Africa that have achieved considerable agricultural progress emphasize the
importance of cumulative change based on efficient sequences of innovations
which can become increasingly complex. This suggests that it may be
advantageous to emphasize components of farming systems that can be
adopted progressively and give less emphasis to alternatives that would
have to be adopted as an integral system, even though the latter might
have significant technical advantages.

The proposed use of linear programming and other techniques of systems
analysis to "optimize" the profitability of alternative systems is undoubtedly
appropriate. We would, however, stress the need to bear in mind that the
total system that is relevant to designing efficient strategies for agricultural
development is probably too complex to be accommodated by computerized
models. Work is in progress at several universities aimed at the develop-
ment of complex simulation and dynamic linear programming models that

-may be-
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may be able to accommodate the micro and macro aspects which are both
so important. But those techniques have apparently not yet been developed
to the point where they provide much guidance to policymakers. Research
workers at IITA will want to keep in touch with developments in this field,
but we have some reservations about IITA giving high priority to developing
new methodologies for this purpbse. We suspect that it will be advisable
to rely primarily on less formal methods of reasoned analysis - utilizing
economic theory, understanding of past experience and agriculture's role
in economic development, and simple benefit/cost analyses - to guide the
design of farming systems. At that point the systems thus identified can
be evaluated by standard linear programming techniques prior to under-
taking field comparisons of the most promising.

TRAINING

There can be no doubt of the importance to developing countries of training
in research, particularly to foster leadership and to develop the ability to
innovate. In this respect, the panel notes with satisfaction the emphasis
that is to be given to training in the future development of the work of
IITA.

We nevertheless consider that we must sound a note of caution in relation
to the sophistication of the equipment and facilities that already exist at
IITA. The panel considers that it will be a long time before similar facilities
can be provided at the home research institutes of most of the trainees from
developing countries. There might, therefore, be a case for giving the
greatest emphasis in training to catering for the research worker who has
already obtained a higher degree and who comes to the Institute to learn
new techniques and to gain experience. With the younger man, who will
use the training period to work for a higher degree, there should be a
continuing effort to guard against the development of a frame of mind that
thinks that effective research can be done only when facilities similar to
these at IITA are provided.

These comments also serve to draw attention to the lack in many developing
countries of personnel who have adequate experience of the technology
needed to support an effective research program. Consideration might
therefore be given to providing opportunities for personnel at the technician
level to gain experience by working side by side with IITA personnel for
worthwhile periods.

COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION

The panel noted the importance attached by IITA to the development of
facilities for the collection, interchange and dissemination of information
and to publicising its activities as widely as possible. While entirely

-supporting-
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supporting the desirability of such things as newsletters, the panel
considers that the most effective form of publicity is that which arises
from personal contact.

Reaction of personnel who have participated in the various seminars already
organized has been universally favorable and the Institute has clearly
fulfilled an extremely important need in bringing together scientists not
only from the anglophone and francophone countries in Africa but also from

widely separated geographic areas. It is logical that the work of these
seminars should be consolidated by the publication of the proposed series
of monographs.

The panel would like to stress the continuing need for broadly based
seminars of this type and suggests that further benefits might accrue if ways
and means of involving administrators as well as scientists could be found.
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REPORT OF THE

RESEARCH COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

June 1972

Members present: Dr. A. H. Bunting, Chairman
Dr. L. K. Opeke

The following attended part or all of the meetings: Dr. F. F. Hill, Dr. H. R.
Albrecht, Mr. John L. Cooper, Dr. H. George Dion, Dr. John L. Nickel,
Mr. Jean Nya-Ngatchou and Mr. Brian Webster.

1. The Research Committee toured the field operations and inspected the
buildings at the Institute on 8 June and met at the Director's house on
8, 9 and 10 June. They were once again greatly impressed with the
progress of the program and the standard of work, and with the physical
developments. They wish to record their appreciation of the remarkable
work of the Director and his staff.

2. On 9 June the Committee met the Review Panel and received and discussed
its report. At other sessions they discussed the principal programs of the
Institute with the scientists responsible for them. Since these programs
and their future evolution are outlined in the appendices to the budget
submission to the Board of Trustees, the present report is confined to
matters of principle and topics which, in the Committee's view, need
particular emphasis or decision by the Board.

SECTION 1. RESEARCH AT THE INSTITUTE

A. Organization of the Research Prograams --

3. Since the last meeting of the Board, the research activities of the Institute
have been regrouped into four principal programs, on farming systems,
cereal improvement, grain legume improvement, and root, tuber and
vegetable crops improvement. All these programs are assisted by the
general research support group (research direction and coordination;
laboratory, statistical and computing services; arrangements for conferences
and workshops, consultants, visiting scientists and post-doctoral fellows).
They are associated with the training program and with a number of special
projects and cooperative programs, including international activities. This

-decentralized-
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decentralized rearrangement, foreshadowed at our last meeting, relates

the programs to an output type of budget and has clearly done much to

coordinate yet further the work of our scientists.

4. It has also led to clearer definitions of the objectives of our work

(paragraph 27) which were also made necessary by the recent develop-

ments in the systems of international agricultural research institutes

which has followed the establishment of the Consultative Group and its

Technical Advisory Committee. Work at IITA on animals, pasture plants

and vegetables now assumes a less prominent place than was foreseen

at one time, though all three topics may well be of interest as our work

on farm systems develops.

B. Cereals Prqg ra am--

5. The maize improvement program, associated with CIMMYT, continues as

planned. Yields of more than 8000 kg/ha have been reached with improved

composite populations in the moderately wet parts of the savannah zone

and 6000 kg/ha at the Institute. Populations with shorter stature and

greater tolerance to leaf-diseases are emerging. The arrangements for

cooperative regional trial and testing ensure wide adaptability and that

potentially valuable materials can go at once into national maize improve-

ment programs. The first plantings have been made in the cooperative

program with the Republic of Zaire, CIMMYT and USAID.

6. In the rice improvement program, upland rice is receiving major attention

at IITA. For this we need a new type of plant, able to endure dry condi-

tions. Certain lines selected from IRRI material outyield the recommended

local selections and, like them, seem to suffer from rice blast only under

the most unfavorable conditions. Indeed, some IRRI lines appear to be

immune to rice blast. Materials from our trials are being tested at over

40 places in West Africa. The FAO cooperative mechanization project on

rice is providing valuable information on the effects of various tillage

practices and on the disadvantages of rotary cultivation on the upland

soils. IITA is to cooperate with the Danish technical assistance organi-

zation in a project on cereal storage. Practicable methods of chemical

weed control are being developed for both maize and rice at -IITA.

C. Grain LequmeProqgram--

7. Although it seemed, last September, that IITA should take primary responsi-

bility, within the system of international agricultural research institutes,

for several grain legume crops, we propose at this stage to assume primary

responsibility for cowpeas only, though we shall retain a lively interest

in soya bean, pigeon pea, Phaseolus species and others, including certain

-forage legumes-
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forage legumes. In both soya and cowpea very satisfactory yields
(more than 3000 and 2000 kg/ha respectively) have been obtained in
trials. In upright forms of cowpea these yields can be got in 60 days
from sowing, though stringent control of pests is essential.

8. Soya bean has so far been largely free from pests and diseases at IITA.
Cowpea suffers from anthracnose, leaf spot and bacterial pustule, but
some scores of lines (out of nearly 3600 in our collection) resist all
three of these diseases. About 40 lines appear to be markedly resistant
to thrips and there are indications also of important sources of resistance
to the Laspeyresia podborer.

9. Breeding in cowpea is well advanced. Three cultivated and about 30
of the many wild species have already been assembled for future studies,
in which cytogenetic work is bound to be necessary. Studies of forms
of Rhizobium associated with cowpeas will also be essential. These
studies will be linked to general studies at IITA of the nitrogen, phosphorus
and carbon cycles in soils and crops.

D. RootTuber and Vegetable Pr~orram --

10. The numerous accessions and selections and the progenies from crosses
in this program, have established a remarkable range of variability in
cassava, yams and particularly in sweet potatoes. We still lack the
interesting upright types described by Yen from Tonga and South America.

11. In cassava some true resistance to mosaic virus disease is now avail-
able both in Nigerian material and in descendants of H. H. Storey's
glaziorii crosses from Amani, Tanganyika. A local epidemic of bacterial
wilt was found at Ilora, and the disease has appeared sporadically at
the Institute. There seems to be some resistance to sweet potato weevil
in certain clones.

12. Physiological studies of flowering and cytological studies of fertilization
in yam are important for the future of the breeding program, and the work
on meristem culture, tissue culture and anther and pollen culture is
important for breeding and disease control.

13. The Committee recommends that IITA should assume primary responsibility,
within the system of international agricultural research institutes, for
research on sweet potato as well as on yams, among the root and tuber
crops.

14. The collections of vegetable crops and the experiments on them were of
great interest and reflect much credit on Dr. Wilson, the staff member

-concerned-
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concerned. The Committee agrees that this work should now be regarded

as part of the farming systems program.

E. Farminystems__Proqgram_--

15. It is impossible in a brief report to do justice to the very extensive
and wide-ranging activities and achievements of the section which
carries responsibility for the principal long-range objectives of the
Institute. Its tasks are to study:

a) the climatic, soil and biological features of humid lowland
tropical environments;

b) the resources and constraints they offer to the growth of crop
plants;

c) the rationale of the ways in which these environments are at
present managed and utilized, whether (at one extreme) in 'slush-
and-burn' or other shifting cultivation systems or (at the other)
in the productive more or less continuous cultivation system of
densely populated regions;

d) the relevant economic and social features of the agricultural
societies which depend on these environments for livelihood and
survival;

e) the various technical means by which larger yields of individual
crops can be obtained;

f) the diverse ways in which different crops and the improved
technology for them can be put together to form stable and
continuing farm systems which maximize the output of useful
products per hectare per day in particular specific circumstances;
and

g) the methods of selecting from among these possible systems those
which are most appropriate economically and socially, taking into
account the goals of the farm family, the power and cash resources
available to them, and their opportunities for profitable sales off
the farm into reliable post-harvest (including marketing) systems.

1.6. This is a very complex task which is bound to break new and scientifically
challenging ground. The range of topics covered is best indicated by the
budget submission for this program (Appendix A, Table A-1, page 3).

-The Committee-
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17. The Committee feels that this impressive program is well managed and
coherent. It wishes to refer to five topics only, all of which are
recognized as important by the scientists concerned.

a) Studies of the nitrogen, phosphorus and carbon cycles, and of
soil microbiology, should be articulated with work on Rhizobium
and other endophytes and on free-living nitrogen-fixing organisms
(including those on leaf surfaces), and so with the work on fodder
plants, particularly fodder legumes and on grain legumes, and on
the microbiological breakdown of crop protection chemicals.

b) It seems necessary, particularly now that ICRISAT is in being to
serve the semi-arid tropics, to determine the geographical limits
of the humid tropical region as we have defined it (precipitation
greater than evaporation for six or more months of the year, and
altitude less than 600 meters above sea level) and to assemble
and keep up to date a body of information about the geography,
population, soils, agriculture and economic and social situation
in the states or parts of states that lie within it.

c) We should seek to extend our work to, and so become directly
involved in, some appropriate area of the wetter humid tropics,
with a rainfall of at least 2500 mm per year.

d) We require on our staff an experienced and proven specialist who
can lead and originate work in agricultural systems analysis and
synthesis.

e) We need a glass-sided underground root observation laboratory
with traveling binocular microscopes (to x 100) and time-lapse
microphotography to similar magnification, to advance our know-
ledge and thought about roots, soil water and soil biology at
relatively small expense.

SECTION 2. POLICY AND BUDGETS

F. Cooiperative International Activities_--

18. These activities are of two main sorts: Cooperation in executing our
programs in tropical countries, and cooperation with scientists in
developed countries.

19. Within the near future the Institute may be ready to release its first
improved varieties or populations of maize. To whom are they to be
released and how will farmers get them. Unlike a national research

-agency-
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agency, IITA has no extension service of its own and is not associated
with a seed agency. To be used, our varieties would have to be adopted
and recommended by the appropriate agencies of national governmehts
who would become aware of them through regional cooperative trials,
the training program, conferences, visits and other 'outreach' channels.
Indeed, much of our breeding work may have its main impact through
the breeding material which national breeding agencies require from
us through the cooperative testing programs, which thus lead directly
to our 'outreach' activities.

20. However, the staff in all programs need, or will soon need, to work in
other parts of the humid tropical region, particularly in the wetter
sections. The Committee recommends that discussions be opened with
appropriate governmental authorities in the region to explore the
possibilities of finding a suitable centre for work of this sort. The
effects on the choice of location of the need to be able to move plant
materials to and from it readily, may well be crucial in reaching a final
decision.

21. Over the past two years a number o, programs have been identified or
started in developed countries which support or influence our work or
would, if the Trustees wish, support it in the future. They include:

a) the work at the soya bean centre at the University of Illinois

b) the grain legume physiology program at Reading, England

c) the protein biochemistry program at Durham, England

d) the root growth program at Letcombe, Wantage, England

e) agroclimatological and maximum productivity studies at Nottingham
and Reading, England

f) studies of the bases of disease and insect resistance in Phaseolus
and cowpea at Wye College, England

g) soil chemistry, soil fertility and Rhizobium work at Rothamsted
and Reading, England

h) studies of the fate of residues of pesticides and other crop protection
chemicals at the Centre for Overseas Pest Research, London, England

i) studies in areas yet to be defined by German institutions

-These activities-
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22. These activities are all useful to us and impose little or no expense
on us but they take time, administration and overhead costs. They
have grown up in a fortuitous or even haphazard manner. We advise
that all such arrangements should be reported to the Research
Committee and Trustees and reviewed from time to time to ensure that
the benefits to IITA are commensurate with the efforts we have to put
into them. At the same time the Committee of the Board should consider
whether such cooperation should be sought in any new areas and if so
with which individuals or institutions. Two areas the Board may wish
to consider are the Phaseolus research of Dr. Alice Evans at Cambridge,
and the whole field of tissue culture and related physiological/bio-
chemical studies in which French botanists are among the world leaders.

G. Plant Introduction andQuLaranLtine --

23. The Institute still meets considerable difficulties in importing plant
materials into Nigeria, even when they are covered by official plant
health certificates from other countries. We have also found it
impossible so far to import soil samples, whether they are sterilized
or not. The Committee hopes that the plant quarantine problems will
be lessened by the international discussions which we understand are
to take place later in 1972. It may also be possible, particularly in
the special case of materials collected from farmers' fields or from
the wild, to make fuller use, where appropriate, of the existing inter-
mediate or 'third country' quarantine facilities. The Committee points
out that as the international institute system grows and as international
efforts in the exploration and conservation of plant genetic resources
expand in association with the Consultative Group, problems of these
kinds will have to be resolved on a very large and inter-continental
scale.

H. The Revienw_Bod.--

24. The Committee had the pleasure of discussing with the Review Body
(Drs. M. Arnold, Bruce Johnston and F. Wangati) their report to the
Trustees on their review of the Institute's work. It is most grateful
to them for the care, thought and labor they devotedto their task. It
accepts their comments, in general, and advises that their report be
accepted by the Trustees.

I. Obiectives of the Institute_--

25. In addition to the changes referred to in paragraph 4, the Committee
understands that the objectives of the Institute have now to be re-
considered to take into account the responsibilities assigned by the

-Consultative-
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Consultative Group to ICRISAT. It regrets that the Trustees were not

consulted in a matter so closely affecting their responsibilities.

26. The research responsibilities of IITA appear now to be best defined as

follows:

Within the system of cooperating international agricultural research

institutes and provided funds are available, IITA will --

a) take primary responsibility, in respect of the humid tropical region

as hitherto defined, for research on agricultural systems on all

continents;

b) accept world-wide primary responsibility covering all climatic

regions for research in depth (including the establishment of world

germ plasm collections) on cowpeas, yams and sweet potatoes;

c) accept appropriate responsibilities, if asked to do so, within the

African continent for research on other crops (particularly those of

interest in the humid tropics) for which other institutes have or may

acquire world-wide responsibility, such as maize, rice, cassava,

pigeon pea, Phaseolus vulgaris and Irish potatoes, and also for

soya bean, other Phaseolus species, taro, coco-yam and banana/

plantain;

d) conduct or take responsibility for such research on other topics

or crops as the Board may approve.

27. It follows from these definitions that means should now be sought of

activating the operational programs within the humid tropics of the

member institutes of the International Institute system.

J. Research Budgets_for 1973-77_--

28. The Committee satisfied itself that the budget submission for the four

main research programs, for the research support services and for the

training program are consistent and in accord in an appropriate and

economical manner with the anticipated development of the agreed and

accepted functions of the Institute. It recommends accordingly that

the budget submission be accepted.

29. The Committee did not specifically consider the proposals for the

systematic collection of legumes and tubers in West and Central Africa

and for research on farm management and production research. Both

-of these-
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of these proposals are direct and logical developments of research
activities already approved by the Board and are scientifically realistic.
Provided the core budget needs of the Institute are met, there would not
appear to be any reason to oppose these proposals unless they were
likely to divert skilled manpower to other tasks at critical times, which
is a management, not a research problem.

11 June 1972 A. H. Bunting
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HERE IS PROPOSAL GRAVES PROMISED CONCERNING IITA FUNDING FOR 1972.

IT SEEKS TO MEET YOUR OPERATING BUDGET FIRMEST POSSIBLE BASIS DESPITE

UNCERTAINTIES WHILE ACCOMMODATING BELGIAN FUNDS WITH LEAST DISTURBANCE

TO OTHER DONORS. WHEN AND IF GERMAN MONEY BECOMES AVAILABLE IT WOULD

FUND SOME INCREASE IN YOUR 1972 BUDGET. PLAN WOULD BECOME EFFECTIVE

WHEN BELGIAN FUNDS ARE ASSURED PERHAPS A MONTH HENCE.

UNDER PLAN IITA RUNNING EXPENSES WOULD CONTINUE AT 3255 THOUSAND

FIGURE PRESENTED TO CG LAST DECEMBER. S OURCES OF FIGURE IN THOUSANDS

WOULD BE BELGIUM 433 CANADA 750 FORD 467 NETHERLANDS 125 ROCKEFELLER 750

UK 230 AND US 500.

CAPITAL BUDGET WOULD CONTINUE AT 625 THOUSAND FOR DORMITORIES

AND BUSES. GERMANY WOULD BE EXPECTED TO FUND THIS EXPENDITURE. IF

GERMAN FUNDS DID NOT BECOME AVAILABLE THIS ITEM WOULD BE LEFT IN DE FICIT

UNTIL 1973.

IF GERMAN FUNDS BECOME AVAILABLE PLAN PROPOSES ANOTHER 125 THOUSAN

FOR IITA FROM THAT SOURCE AS OFFSET TO DEVALUATION LOSSES. THIS WOULD

BRING TOTAL GERMAN CONTRIBUTION TO 750 THOUSAND WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO A

LARGER AMOUNT IN 1973.

Cont' d.
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ON IBRD URGING GERMANY IS NOW INCLUDING AGRICULTURAL GRANTS

IN BUNDLE OF BUDGET PROBLEMS WHICH MAY BE GIVEN SPECIAL CONSIDERATIO'

BY PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES IN NEAR FUTURE. OUTCOME NOT LIKELY

BEFORE FIRST AUGUST. GRAVES HOPES TO VISIT BONN JUNE 28 OR 29 FOR

CLARIFICATION GENERAL SITUATION WHERE HE WOULD SEEK PROVISIONS

PERMITTING SPENDING GERMAN 1972 CAPITAL GRANTS IN 1973 OR BEYOND.

GRAVES ALSO PROPOSING CLARIFYING BRUSSELS VISIT WHERE PARLIAMENT

NOT YET ACTED ON NECESSARY APPROPRIATION.

WE SEEK YOUR REACTIONS. HILL AND EYE REGARD GRAVES PLAN AS

BEST PRESENT ALTERNATIVE GIVEN TOTAL PICTURE.

HARDIN

cc: Meaa F. F. 11111. 11. '; vg~.X' IIitZ
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TEXT: HERE IS THE PROPOSAL WHICH GRAVES PROMISED LAST WEEK CONCERNING PATTERN
Cable No.:

OF TROPFOUND FUNDING FOR 1972. ITS PURPOSE IS TO MEET YOUR OPERATING BUDGET

ON FIRMEST POSSIBLE BASIS DESPITE UNCERTAINTIES AND TO ACCOMMODATE BELGIAN

FUNDS WITH LEAST DISTURBANCE TO OTHER DONORS. WHEN AND IF GERMAN MONEY

BECOMES AVAILABLE IT WOULD FUND SOME INCREASE IN YOUR 1972 BUDGET. IT IS

CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD PLAN WOULD NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL BELGIAN FUNDS ASSURED.

UNDER PLAN, TROPFOUND RUNNING EXPENSES WOULD CONTINUE TO BE CALCULATED

AT FIGURE PRESENTED TO CONSULTATIVE GROUP LAST DECEMBER, NAMELY 3,255 THOUSAND

DOLLARS. THOSE EXPENSES WOULD BE MET FROM FOLLOWING SOURCES BELGIUM 433

THOUSAND CANADA 750 THOUSAND FORD 467 THOUSAND NETHERLANDS 125 THOUSAND

ROCKEFELLER 750 THOUSAND, UNITED KINGDOM 230 THOUSAND AND UNITED STATES

500 THOUSAND.

CAPITAL BUDGET LIKEWISE WOULD CONTINUE TO BE CALCULATED AT 625 THOUSAND

FOR DORMITORIES AND BUSES. GERMANY WOULD BE EXPECTED TO FUND THIS EXPENDITURE.

IF GERMAN FUNDS DID NOT BECOME AVAILABLE THIS ITEM WOULD BE LEFT IN DEFICIT

UNTIL 1973.

(Continued)
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: HARDIN DATE: JUNE 20, 1972

FORDFOUND
NEW YORK PAGE TWO C oF

SERVICE: TELEX

COUNTRY: USA

TEXT:
Cable No.: IF GERMAN FUNDS DID BECOME AVAILABLE PLAN WOULD PROPOSE ANOTHER 125

THOUSAND BE MADE AVAILABLE FROM THAT SOURCE AS OFFSET TO TROPFOUND'S

DEVALUATION LOSSES. THIS WOULD BRING TOTAL GERMAN CONTRIBUTION TO 750

THOUSAND WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO A LARGER AMOUNT IN 1973.

ON WORLD BANK URGING GERMAN AUTHORITIES NOW INCLUDING AGRICULTURAL

GRANTS IN BUNDLE OF BUDGET PROBLEMS WHICH MAY BE GIVEN SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

BY PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES IN NEAR FUTURE. OUTCOME NOT LIKELY KNOWN BEFORE

FIRST AUGUST. GRAVES HAS TOLD GERMAN AUTHORITIES HE WOULD LIKE VISIT BONN

JUNE 28 OR 29 FOR CLARIFICATION GENERAL SITUATION AND WOULD RAISE POINT

THERE OF SPECIAL PROVISIONS TO MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO SPEND GERMAN 1972 GRANTS

FOR CAPITAL PURPOSES INTO 1973 OR BEYOND. TO GET CLARIFICATION BELGIAN

SITUATION, GRAVES ALSO PROPOSING VISIT BRUSSELS WHERE PARLIAMENT NOT YET

ACTED ON NECESSARY APPROPRIATION,
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Consultative Group on intern.tonal
OFFICE MEMORANDUM Agricultural Research

TO: Mr. Demuth DATE: June 20, 1972

FROM: Harold Graves C_

SUBJECT: IITA-CIMMYT Allocations

Mr. Don Atwell of the Africa Bureau of AID makes a suggestion about

procedures whereby AID might alter its grants 
to IITA and CIMYT after

the beginning of the fiscal year instead of having to deal 
with them on

a rush basis by June 30. His proposal proceeds on the assumption, which

seems to be a quite safe one, that Congress will pass a continuing reso-

lution in the second week of July, thus making funds available 
at levels

and for purposes approved in the fiscal year. This is what would happen:

1. AID in fiscal 1972 already has signed an agreement with

IITA under which AID grants the Institute $725,000 for expend-

iture up to December 31, 1972. (Due to an error, this is the

actual figure in the grant agreement; it should have been

$750,000.)

2. When the continuing resolution has been passed, AID would

sign an agreement with IITA, granting $750,000 for calendar '

1973. The same agreement, however, would amend the 1972 agree-

ment: it would specify that the $725,000 granted for 1972,.

$225,000 actually would be carried over and spent in 1973, and

that of the $750,000 granted for 1973, $225,000 would be funded

from the 1972 grant.

3. This would free $225,000 for CIMMYT. The transfer would first

be handled as an internal matter within AID, transferring $225,000

from the Africa Bureau, which is responsible for IITA, to the

Technical Assistance Bureau, which is responsible for CIMMYT.

Then, I assume, there will be a formal agreement with CIMMYT 
re-

garding the transfer; this should offer no difficulty.

Mr. Atwell is checking this matter out inside AID to see if it is

acceptable to the parties concerned. It is acceptable to Lowell Hardin

at the Ford Foundation.

'j

4L j,
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Dear Professor Gernmain:
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Laborntoire de PhltOtecinie cov a
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Univers to Cnthoiqu de Louvain

Kardinal >'ercier L.an 92
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Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

C /June 15, 1972

Dear Omer:

Yesterday we got the quite unexpected news that the Belgians

wish to make a grant of $433,000 to TITA. This would require some

further adjustment in the allocations to that Institute, and I have

drawn up a suggestion about how this might be done. While the

treatment proposed would not affect the AID grant I thought you

nevertheless would want to be informed.

My proposal is set out in the attached letter to Lomell Hardin.

If you have any reaction to It, I would certainly be plad to hsve

word from you.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Dr. Omer J. Kellev
Director
Office of Agriculture
Bureau of Technical Assistance
Agency for International Development
Washington D. C. 20523

Attachment
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Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

June 15, 1972

Dr. Lowell Hardin
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York N.Y. 10017

Dear Lowell;

Here is a suggestion about how to treat the question of the ITTA
allocations for the time being. I suggest

1. That we continue to set our target for ITA at not less
than the figure of $3.88 million as presented to the Consul-
tative Group last December. of this, we conceive $3.255
million to be for running costs, and $625,000 for capital
costs (dormitories and buses).

2. That for 1972, we look to Germany to fund these capital
costs. If the German contribution is not forthcoming, this
item mould be left in deficit until 1973.

3. That the entire Proposed Belgian allocation, amounting
to about $433,000, be accommodated and he conceived as apply-
ing to IITA's running costs. This would raise the funds
available for running costs to an amount $133,000 more than
the requirment of $3.255 million.

4. That the Ford Foundation reduce its grant by a further
$133,000 - beyond the $15C,00 reduction already contem-
plated. That grant would thereby be reduced from $750,000
to $467,000.

If these steps were tak-en, the basic funding of ITTA would look
like this-

Beliu$ 433,000
Canada 750,000
Ford 467,000
Germany 625,000
Netherlands 125,000
Rockefeller 750,000
U. X. 230,000
United States 500,000

Total $3,8W0,f00.

I do not th ink, however, that we should ask the Cerman.I to reduce their



Dr. Hardin 2- June 15, 1972

contribution to ITTA below the $750,000 that would make thkem a "full
partner" in TITA. I do suggest that we request the Germans, owever,
to reduce their grant to $750,000. Putting aside the $025,000 allo-
cated for capital costs would leave an unallocated balance of $125,000
to be discussed between IITA and the German authorities. The thought
might be revived from earlier discussions between them that this bal-
ance be used to offset IITA's losses from currency devaluatIon.

Please let me know what you think about this approach.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

cc: Dr. Pino

HG :sc



Consultative Group on Internationat
Agricultural Research

mr. van Campenhout June 15, 1972 CC

Harold Graves

Belgian Grant to International Institute for

Tropical Agriculture (IITA)

1. I am most grateful to you for information that the Belgian

authorities intend to make a grant of 19 million Belgian francs to

IITA to help meet that Institute's financial requirements for 
1972.

2. This is a highly welcome development. I am sure that it

will bring about a constructive association between Belgium and IITA;

and it is very much to be hoped that this association will 
continue

into future years. The Belgian grant is particularly gratifying

both because it broadens the financial support being given to the

Institute and because it links the Institute with a country 
whose

scientists have had long experience in precisely the types of 
re-

search which the Institute is carrying out.

3. Your authorities no doubt appreciate the necessity that

Belgian funds be given to IITA on terms that are 
consistent with

the needs of that Institute and consistent with the terms 
on which

other donors have made grants available. I can confirm that from

this point of view, it is essential that the Belgian funds be made

available for general use within the 1972 program and budget ap-

proved by IITA's Board of Trustees and considered 
by the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research at the 
end of 1971.

4. I hope that the Belgian authorities will find it possible

to extend their support to IITA into the future. With respect to

any conversations that might take place between Belgian 
authorities

and IITA concerning 1973, I trust that Belgium, like other members

of the Consultative Group, will not wish to enter into fully defini-

tive arrangements until IITA's 1973 program and budget have 
been

discussed by the Consultative Group's Technical Advisory Committee

and by the formal meeting of the Consultative Group which 
is to be

held in Washington this November.

5. 1 certainly agree, however, that tentative conversations

concerning 1973 might be helpful. It would be particularly effective

if such conversations could be held at a time and place 
which would

make it possible to consult not only the authorities of IITA 
but

also the representatives of other interested donor governments 
and

organizations, so that any necessary mutual accommodations 
could be



Mr. van Campenhout - 2 - June 15, 1972

discussed in advance. An opportunity for such conversations would arise

during International Centers Week, which is being held in Washington

from July 31 to August 4. At this meeting, as you know, your repre-

sentatives will be present, along with the authorities of IITA and of

other donor organizations and governments interested in the Institute.

6. 1 would be grateful for very prompt advice concerning the ap-

proval by your Parliament of the appropriation out of which the grant

to IITA is to be made. In order to make room for Belgian funds, another

donor will have to move some funds out of IITA; but we do not wish to

move them until the Belgian appropriation is assured.

7. 1 would also greatly appreciate being informed about the terms

of any understanding with IITA the Belgian authorities may have in mind

concerning the 1972 grant to the Institute. As it happens, I will be

in The Hague early in the week of June 26, and if it would be of any

assistance to the Belgian authorities to have further discussions 
of

this matter, I would be more than glad to come to Brussels for that

purpose.

8. I continue to be most thankful for your cooperation.

cc: Direction de la Cooperation multilaterale

Administration generale de la Cooperation

Ministere des affaires etrangeres
Building "A.G."
Place du Champ de Mars, 5
1050 Brussels
Belgium

HGiap



Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

Letter No. 72 June 15, 1)72

Dear Mudi:

The attached letter is not exactly self explanatory and I am sendingit to you purely for safe keeping. It involves certain revisions in
grants being made to the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
in Ibadan by members of the Consultative group on International Agricul-
tural Research.

I have cabled something very general about thin to Dr. H.R. Albrecht,
the Director of the Institute. Before informing him in detail, however,
I want to consult some of the other organizations involved. When I have
done that, the simplest way to inform him may be to send him the attachedletter. In that case, I will get in touch with you and ask you to for-ward it, by the fastest available means. As you know the Institute itselfis on Oyo Road, P.M.B. 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria. There also is a Lagos of-fice at 89, Sobo Avobiodu Ave, P.O. Box 145 Ikeja, Lagos. The telephone
number in Ibadan is 23741! in Lagos it is 33931. I will leave it to youto discover, If necessary, the quickest route to Dr. Albrecht.

In the meantime, I would appreciate your letting me know by cable
that you have received this letter.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

Harold Craves

Mr. Mahmud A. Burney
World Bank
P.O. Box 127
Lagos, Nigeria

Attachment
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALBRECHT DATE: JUNE 14, 1972

TROPFOUND
IKEJA CLASS OF

SERVICE: FULL RATE

COUNTRY: NIGERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.: BELGIANS WISH TO MAKE NINETEEN MILLION FRANCS EQUAL TO ABOUT FOUR

HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS AVAILABLE TO TROPFOUND FOR 1972.

MEANTIME NO PROSPECT OF GERMAN ACTION ONE WAY OR ANOTHER UNTIL END JULY

AT EARLIEST AND POSSIBLY NOT THEN. BELIEVE HIGHLY DESIRABLE BELGIAN

MONEY BE ACCEPTED AND USED FOR YOUR OPERATING NOT CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

AND INFORMING BELGIANS OUR REACTION IS POSITIVE. AT SAME TIME BELIEVE

NECESSARY TO CONSULT OTHER DONORS TO TROPFOUND CONCERNING POSSIBLE FURTHER

SHIFTS OR SUSPENSIONS OF ALLOCATIONS SO WE CAN MEET BASIC NEEDS OF IITA

AND ALSO FOR TIME BEING KEEP OPEN MAXIMUM POSSIBILITY OF ASSISTING CIMMYT.

WE HOPE TO HAVE PROPOSALS IN THIS RESPECT IN ABOUT ONE WEEK. MEANTIME

BELGIANS SAY THEY WILL BE MAKING CONTACT WITH TROPFOUND ALTHOUGH THEY DO

NOT GIVE NAMES OR INDICATE WHETHER CONTACTS WILL BE IN PERSON. REGARDS.

HAROLD GRAVES
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Consultative Group on Internattost
Agricultural Research

Files June 6, 1972

Harold Graves

International Institute for Tropical Agriculture

At the Ford Foundation yesterday, Dr. Hill, Dr. Collins, Dr. Albrecht

(the Director of IITA) and I discussed the mutual affairs of IITA and the

Consultative Group.

We reviewed the misunderstandings that had arisen concerning the

German allocation to IITA for 1972. The Consultative Group secretariat

had been informed that the Germans wished to allocate 3.8 million Deutsche

mark (roughly $1.150 million) to IITA, and that they would do so on an un-

restricted basis. When I visited Bonn, by contrast, I had found out that

German visitors to IITA had begun negotiating a grant of $0.925 million

tied to particular expenditures, some of which had not been envisaged
in IITA's regular program for 1972. In my meeting with officials in

Bonn it had been understood that the German allocation would stay at
$0.925 million, but that it would be unrestricted.

I suggested to Dr. Albrecht, as also had been discussed with Dr. Treitz

of the German Ministry of Economic Cooperation, that it might be better not

to negotiate any long-term agreement on the basis of 1972. That year
could be the subject of an ad hoc agreement; a longer-term understanding
concerning levels and purposes of German support, German representation
on the IITA Board, etc., might begin with the year 1973.

* * *

With respect to the question of Board representation, it had been my
understanding that there was resistance in Ibadan to the idea of an ex

officio German seat and the revision of the IITA statute to provide one.

On the other hand, the Germans had told me in Bonn that, in fact, IITA
was quite willing to provide an ex officio seat. Dr. Albrecht's reference

to this matter in his letter of Aay 18 also seemed to say there was no

difficulty on this point.

In any case, I had found it difficult in Bonn to object to the idea

of an ex officio seat when the IITA statute gave seats to the Rockefeller

and Ford Foundations although I had pointed out to the Germans that

the Foundations, in fact, wished to relinquish their right to these seats.

Dr. Albrecht said that, in fact, there was difficulty about accepting

the German insistence on an ex officio seat. Ve talked about the ICRISAT
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Files - International Institute for June 6, 1972
Tropical Agriculture

The findings of the external review committee were presented to the
research comittee of the Board of Trustees! and the research committee
presented a report to the full Board.

I said that, looking at the matter from the perspective of the
Consultative Group, we were interested in whatever possibilities existed
of somehow adapting external review procedures so that they would serve
the needs of the Group. Perhaps the formal selection of the members of
external review comittees could be made, at least nominally, by the
Group from slates put up by the centers. Dr. Albrecht said that perhaps
something acceptable could be worked out along this or some similar line.

cc: Mr. Demuth
Mr. Evans
1r. Fransen
Dr. Lowell Hardin, The Ford Foundation

HG: ap



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTI.ON AND DEVELOPMENT TQflfjQ? tro1p On le

Agricuitural Research

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: FilesDATE: June 2, 1

FROM: 

CFi(es

Harold Graves

SUBJECT: CGIAR: IITA and CIMIYT Funds

A telephone conversation with John Cooper 
and a 1r. Atwell (Tel. 22969)

at AID developed some new information 
about the flow of AID funds to IITA

and CIMMYT. These funds which we understood to be held 
in suspense, so

that they might either be restored to the IITA 
grant or switched to CIMMYT,

in fact still are in suspense, and can remain so until January 15 or, in

an emergency, a few days later.

Besides that, however, the supplement to 
AID's original grant to CINMYT

already is being arranged out of funds 
left over in this fiscal year. In

effect, then, AID funds can flow in the anticipated 
amounts to IITA and

CIMMYT regardless of what happens to the 
German grants to IITA.

John Cooper is going to the external review 
meetings and Board at

IITA next week, to return about June 27. In his absence, Robert Laubis

of his office will be acting for him.

HG:ap



Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

Mr. Fransen June 2, 1972

Harold Graves

John Cooper of AlD

John Cooper is going to the external review meetings and Board

at IITA next week, to return about June 27. In his absence,

Robert 1,ubis of hin office will be acting for him.
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALBRECHT DATE: MAY 24, 1972

TROPFOUND CLASS OF
SERVICE: FULL RATE

IKEJA, IBADAN

COUNTRY: NIGERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

THANKS YOUR LETTER ON CENTERS WEEK. HOPE BY NOW YOU HAVE RECEIVED

MY LETTER 30 APRIL WRITTEN FROM COLOGNE. IF NOT PLEASE CABLE. MEANTIME

GERMAN FUNDS STILL CAUGHT IN PARLIAMENTARY TANGLE AT BONN WITH PROBABILITY

OF ADDITIONAL DELAY. PRESSING BONN FOR EMERGENCY ACTION AND WILL REPORT

FURTHER NEXT WEEK. REGARDS

HAROLD GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr.

DEPT. Development Services

SIGNATUIRE 4F),
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FORM No. 75.03 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(4--i2) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

ROUTING SLIP Dat

INCOMING MAIL

Mr. Adler D630 Mr. Paijmans D1032

Mr. Aldewereld A1226 Mr. Rayfield N434

Mr. Alter A837 Sir Denis Rickett A1230

Mr. Baum C303 Mr. Ripman C303

Mr. Benjenk A712 Mr. Rotberg AL042

Mr. Blaxall D628 Mr. Stevenson D532

Mr. Broches A813 Mr. Twining N635

Mr. Cargill A613 Mr. Votaw A613

Mr. Chadenet C303 Mr. Wiese A837

Mr. V.C. Chang H702 Mr. Williams B1210

Mr. Chaufournier C702 Mr. Wright A1136

Mr. Cheek C74

Mr. Chenery A1221

Wn. Clark D928

Mr. Clarke D1029
Mr. Cope B1210

Mr. Demuth DI128

Mr. D.A. de Silva N635

Mr. Diamond D829

Mr. El Emary A1143

Mr. Fontein C602

Mr. Fowler A1219

Mr. Gabriel H700

Mr. Goodman C602

Goreux N235

Mr. Graves D1122

4r. Gutierrez Al136

.4r. Hartwich A712

Mr. Hayes D429

Mr. Henderson D529

Mr. Hittmair A1042

Mr. Hoffman DI123

Mr. Husain A1013

Mr. Knapp A1230

Mr. Lejeune A1013

Mr. Lerdau D432

Mr. McNamara A1230

Mr. Mendels A1219

Mr. Muller N436

Mr. Nurick A802

From: Communications Section, Room C219, Extension 2023
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULT RE

OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Cable;: TROPFOUND, IKEA

Admimration an 237 , 23742-23745 Lagos Office
Library & Hostela 23570 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE
Bodja Estate 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

18 May 1972

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W. cc:F. F. Hill
Washington, DC 20433 Lowell S. Hardin

Dear Mr. Graves:

Your letters of 30 April and 9 May arrived here within a couple of days of
each other and I hasten to reply.

I have now written Dr. Treitz suggesting that I schedule a visit to Bonn
after the conclusion of our IITA Board Meeting since previous commitments
would make it impossible for me to visit there sooner. Our Board Meeting,
as you know, is scheduled 11 June through noon 14 June and is preceded
during the week of 4 June with our External Review and a meeting of the
Research Committee of theBoard of Trustees.

I am leaving for the U.S. on 24 May and have suggested to Lowell Hardin
that perhaps we might meet in either New York or Washington the after-
noon of Monday, 5 June, to discuss and clear up matters concerning the
1972 IITA budget which we feel should be finalized since it is already
quite late in the year. We are concerned, due to the uncertainties of the
German position, with the ouggootion that rAaat L and trOAr -.
butions be reduced for this year, particularly since the $625,000 they might
provide would cover the cost of dormitories and buses and as it appears now
the remaining $300,000 would be in support of new program activities above
those conducted in 1971. The latter can be done, but the program components
need to be identified and this we shall do. Again we would ask that until
the funds are actually made available nT"g 9*on in Foundation or USAID
contributions be made. We are son"1,"b about the Canadian
reaction since by the nature of the CIDA grant to IITA, each year's
contribution has been stipulated b *n $

On the matter of German representation on the IITA Board, I believe the
attitude of Dr. Bukar Shaib, our Vice Chairman, was reported correctly.

14ECEIAED
-Dr. Caesar-
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Mr. Harold Graves
18 May 1972
page 2.

Dr. Caesar and Mr. Schweiger did not, insofar as I know, meet with Dr.
Shaib so the latter's statement that there was no resistance by the Nigerians
on this point may have actually been a reflection of our attitude. We
expressed no opposition to the proposal and, as you know, offered to
seek revision of our Decree which would enable full share donors to name
an ex-officio member to the Board. This will be discussed at our Board
Meeting in June along with other revisions of the decree that have been
proposed. Meanwhile, we have invited the German Government through
Dr. Treitz to send an observer to the Board Meeting. We would have no
problems if the Germans would accept one of the elected positions on the
Board; at least I would hope so since we can be quite sure it will be some
time before the decree will finally be revised.

I hope it will be possible for us to meet on 5 June. I can get to either
Washington or New York by noon on that day and would schedule myself
to travel on to Lagos that same night.

Thanks for all your help and with best wishes, I am

Sinc ely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar



Consultative Group on InternatJo
Agricultural Research

4ay 12, 1972

Dr. Werner Traits
Tederal Ministry for

konomic Cooperation
53 Bonn
Kaisorstrasse 185
Federal republic of Germany

Dear Dr. Treits

Just to conclude, for the time being, the matter of IITA, I want
to offer several comments about th.e question of a formal agreement
between the eran authorities and the Institute.

In view of the special complications that occurred in the case
of the 1972 figures. it seeas possible that with respect to 1972*
there wight be an ad hoc agreement, not applicable to future years.

With respect to 1973 and fisture yearns, it seem. quite feasible
to divide the German contribution into two parts, as originally had
been thought of for 1972, one part being devoted to support of the
ITA budget as endorsed by TAC, the other beiag devoted to special

needs of IITA as negotiated between the German authorities and IXTA.
The latter portion would then probatly fall under the definition of
special projects, and probably woulG not be included in the finan-

rial assistance recorded within the framework of TAC and the ConAulta-
tive Group on International Agricultural Rfesearch. (You quite rightly
mertioned the necessity for caution in these arrangements, lost they
distort the ITTA program.)

With respect to the Summary of Discussions of March ,0 and 21 at
Ibadan, I have some comments that may be relavant to a future document
of this kind. The comments are numbered to cOrreaonOnd with the numbers
put in th& margin of the March document.

1. Perhaps you should speak not only of core budgets (for running
expenses) but also of capital budgets (for instance, for the purchase
of equipment), since both may be included within the requirements en-
dorsad by TAC. Among the other major donors, the two foundations would
be contritutlna both to core and capital.

2. I am not sura that it is possible to refer to the other "full
share" donors i just this way. It is my understanding that tie two
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foundations intend, for the present, to continue their grants to IRTA

at a level of 475 .003 a year: but the American grant, on the other

hand, may hte calculated as a proportion of the TITA udget, and ther

fore may fluctuate from year to year. (The easy way to deal wit.' this

problem would be simply to eliminate the reference to full share donors.)

3. Witi respect to excess funds, it is not only the major donors

who should have the right to be credited for funds not steent. Minor

donors, of vhich there already is one (The !letherlands) presuma. ly

should have the same right.

lu any case, it 8eeus awkiward for thij paragraph to prescribe

rules which would apply to funds other than those contributed by

Germany. Again, it aight be sufficient to refer only to Germany and not

to other donors. The language could simply say that for any year in

whici the full 1ITA budget is not spent, r e German Government viii

have the right to have returned to it an amount of the exscts propor-
tionate to the .Germas contribution to the budget, or to have that

aswunt credited to the payment due frvm the Cerman Government in the

following year, or to agree to allow the Institate to receive the funds

as an ex-gratia payment. This preserves the necessary language from

the Harch draft and would insure, I think, that the funds from Germany

would be treated at least as favorably av those of other donoro.

4. In this paragraph (on page 3), the term, full-share donors,

occurs again. It way have proved possible to eliminate the two pre-

vious uses of this term, and in any case, it may he desirable at this

point to define what you moan by "full share" donors, without referrin

to a fixed awmuut. One way to do this would be to speak of "donors

contributing at least 20 par cent of the Institute's core and capital

budget."

As you well appreciated when we met &t Bonn, contributions not

only to IXTA but also tr> CIX$YT from various other donors can be trans-

ferred once you are abl. to take action to transfer your own funds to

U1TA and to CI*YT. It would be very helpful, therefore, if you

could atify ma rigot away vhen your transfer can be ade, so that

other donors can move their funds as well. I would be grateful to

have your notification by cable as soon as it is possible to give it.

Siucerely yours,

Uarold Craves
Executive Seretary

HG:ap Enlosure



.SUMMARY O TCSIN
20 and 21 March 1972

Dr. K. Caesar, Technical University of Berlin
Mr. B. Schweiger, Ministry of Economic Development, Bonn
Dr. John L. Nickel, IITA, Ibadan
Dr. H. R. Albrecht, IITA, Ibadan

-- - --- - -

The discussions centered upon the program and ways and means of
financing German support of research and training activities of the
11TA. It was agreed that:

The German Government would support core budgets for the
research and training operations of the IITA as
approved by the IFTA Board of Trustees at

2- proportionate amounts with other "full share"
contributors up to a total of $750,000 per year.

Special needs of the Institute, as for scientific apparatus, extra-
ordinary training programs, etc., in addition to the
above, may be negotiated upon mutual consent.

If In any year the full budget is not opent, the excess fund3 wil.
be divided by the numoer oi lull share donors and that
proportionate amount will be credited a3 part of the
payment due irom each donor the next year. It is
understood individual donors may rcqueot the return
of any excess funds at the close of the ITA fiscal
year or may, under certain circumstances, allow the
Institute to receive the iunds as an ex-gratia payment.

The fiscal year of the IITA begins on 1 January and concludes on
31 December. The Institute's books are kept open
through 28 Feoruary ioilowing to discharge all obligations
owing from the fiscal year concluded. A responsible
firm of chartered accountants will be engaged by the
IITA Board of Trustees to audit accounts at the close
of each fiscal year (currently the audit is made by
Peat, Marwick, Cassleton, Elliott & Company).

The German Government will be supplied each year with a copy of
the auditor's report and with a copy of the Institute's
annual report describing Its research and training
activities of the previous year.

-In the event-



Summary of Discussions, 20-21 March 1972, page 2.

In the event the German Government wishes to discontinue its
support of the work of the JITA, it will give notice of
termination fifteen (15) months in advance.

Funds to be supplied by the German Government in support of
the IITA program during 1972 are:

For construction of two hostels for
trainees -- $ 600,000.00

For two (2) buses for transport of
trainees, persons attending
conferences, seminars, workshops,
etc. -- 25,000.00

To continue IITA program at level
planned for the year (against dollar
devaluation) -- 140,000.00

Sub-total . . . $ 765,000.00

For purchase of scientific apparatus
urgently needed for adcquate
facilitation of the reaearch and
training program (items not now
provided for in the budget and as
equipment of biochemical labora-
tory, plant growth chambers,
critical analytical apparatus, etc. -- $ 160,000.00

TOTAL. . . . . $ 925,000.00

Payments by the German Government for the year 1972 will be
made as soon after signing of the agreement with
JITA as practicaole. It is recognized that the funds
provided will need to be extended into the year 1973
since it will not be possible to finish construction
and equipment of the hostels during 1972.

Payments by the German Government for the year 1973 will be
made after the budget has been approved by
Parliament.

-The ZITA will-



Summary of Discussions, 20-21 March 1972, page 3.

The 1ITA will invite the German Government to send an observer
to the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees for
1972 (11-14 June) and will seek revision of Decree
No. 32 of the Federal Military Government of Nigeria,
dated 27 July 1967 and establishing the IITAto enable
full-share donors to name an ex-officto member of
the Board. The afore-mentioned observer will serve
until revision of the Decree is accomplished.

The IITA requests that the German Government name a person or
agency as its official contact for liaison with the
Institute. The German partner will assist with:

-- Nomination and recruitment of permanent
staff as needed

-- Nomination of trainees and post-doctoral
candidates

-- Coordination of jointly conducted programs

-- Development of proposals for support of
spzcial project;

-- General centralization of procedural matters

ar
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Consultative Group on International
A-ricultural Research

May 11, 1972

Dr. H. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture

Oyo Road, P.M.B. 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

Dear Dr. Albrecht:

By now, I trust, you will have had my cable sent from Bonn on
April 28 and my letter sent from Cologne on April 30 about the out-
come of discussions with the German Ministry of Economic Cooperation
on the subject of IITA. The upshot of these discussions is that the
Germans agree that the amount of their contribution, at $925,000
equivalent, will be unchanged, and that the entire amount may be
used without restriction for the 1972 program of IITA as approved by
your Board and considered by the Technical Advisory Committee of the
Consultative Group.

I hope that this concludes the long sequence of not very happy
events relating to the German contribution to IITA for 1972, and
makes the beginning of a new chapter possible. Looking back on what
happened, I believe that the most critical factors were insufficient
knowlede in the Consultative Group Secretariat about German proce-
dures and insufficient knowledge in Bonn about the guidelines geterally
understood within the membership of the Consultative Group. The
meeting in Germany on April 28 did much to clear up these difficulties
and to reduce the possibility of their occurring again. I assure you
that behavior here which from your perspective must have looked quite
cockeyed was in fact intended to be rational and to assure funding for
IITA's 1972 program.

In the meantime, the situation with respect to the actual trans-
fer of German funds to IITA (and to other Institutes) is still not
very clear. Apparently, the German parliament will take no action to
approve budget appropriations for 1972 until the question of the
Soviet treaties has been dealt with. If that question is dealt with

n such a way that the Brandt Government is able to continue, then, I
am told, budget action ought to follow within three weeks or so. If
tile Brandt Government falls, then there is likely to be a further de--
lay amounting to two months or more.

Lowell lardin indicates that you are likely to be in the States
late in ay or early in June. I hope very much that we can see each
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other then, and would be grateful if you would let me know about

your plans, so that we could try to arrange a meeting at some time
and place which would be convenient from your point of view.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

HG:SC

cc: Dr. Lowell Hardin
Dr. Omer Kelley



OnsultatvC 1S t tive Grr... ,, InAgricIt, n Iternaf...U Researcha

May 9, 1972

Dear Dr. Treitz:

As you know, I am very grateful for the outcome of discussions on
April 28 concerning German support for the International Institute for

Tropical Agriculture (IITA). This letter will record my understanding
that it is the intention of the German authorities that the entire Ger-
man contribution to ITTA for 1972 shall be made in support of IITA's
program as approved by the Institute's Board of Trustees and presented
to the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research.

The willingness of the German authorities to provide $625,000
equivalent to the costs of hostels and buses for IITA would, of course,

entirely fit within this concept. For the remaining $300,000 equiva-

lent, I was impressed by the idea that to make this amount generally
available for other parts of IITA's approved program would fulfill the
idea of additionality, since this contribution to IITA would constitute
an increase in the over-all support available for international agri-
cultural research centers, and would thereby make additions to that

research possible.

It is possible that a more particular expression of the principle

of additionality might be achieved. Perhaps Dr. Albrecht, the
Director of IITA, might be able to identify $300,000 of expenditures
in his 1972 program that would represent an increase over his program
of 1971. 1 have suggested to Dr. Albrecht that he be prepared to dis-
cuss this idea with you.

I write all the foregoing, of course, with the understanding that
the support being contemplated by the German authorities for international

agricultural research is still subject to action by the Bundestag.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Dr. Werner Treitz
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
53 Bonn
Kaiserstrasse 185 cc: Dr. Stedfeldt

Federal Republic of Germany Dr. Albrecht
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THE FORD FOUNDATION
320 EAST 43RD STREET

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT April 25, 1972

Dr. Herbert R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
P. M. B. 5320
Ibadan, Nigeria

Dear Herb,

I fully understand the frustration you feel given the mixed signals

you have received from several of us concerning IITA's budget for 1972.
It is probably a case of too many of us getting into the act - each with

the best of intentions and each operating with less than perfect knowledge.

Because only one office can orchestrate the fund allocation, I leave

the official discussion of the issues to Harold Graves and Dick Demuth.

What Dick and Harold are attempting to do is to meet the budgets accepted
at International Centers' Week - from the available funds. The sum of the

grants pledged by donors equals the sum of the approved budgets of the

institutes - with perhaps a few dollars to spare. Key in all of this is the

distribution of the German contribution. Apparently Germany finds it hard

to speak definitively to this subject prior to parliamentary action.

My understanding is that IITA will receive its International Centers'

Week budget figure. This does not resolve IITA's capital deficit for
completion of the physical plant as initially planned. For this the Ford

Foundation carries residual responsibility - and, quite naturally, seeks what-

ever help can be obtained. Once Graves has worked out the matter of the

distribution of German funds, the other parts should fall in line. These pre-

sumably include:

1. Reduction in AID's operating grant to IITA

2. Reduction in Ford Foundation's operating grant to IITA

(German funds will be substituted in the amounts AID
and Ford transfer).

3. Supplemental Ford Foundation capital grant to IITA to

... /2



-2-

complete the plant as originally planned. (Wil Hertz
and I think it unwise to move on this prior to "final"
understanding concerning the German monies).

I think that Harold Graves is writing you to help clarify some of the

ambiguities which continue to cloud the situation. He expects to go to Bonn
and had hoped that he and you might be there at the same time - so this may
be out of date when it reaches you.

If it is not possible for you to come to New York when you are in the

U. S. in late May, early June, perhaps I could come to Washington for a
three-way session with Harold Graves.

I will be in Latin America (CIMMYT and CIAT) May 4 through May 12,

will be at Bellagio May 16 through May 20. Because I am back at CIMMYT

June 14 through 17, it seemed unwise to try to be at IITA for your program
review and board meeting since your sessions and CIMMYT' s almost overlap.

Should Frosty be unable to come, however, I will do my best to be there for

part of the time. (Your review committee looks like a good one; we all

anticipate their report.) At any rate, it appears that Frosty and I will be here

when you come to the States. Please phone us so that we can work out meetings
which best fit your schedule.

It takes a heap of faith at times to keep enterprises such as yours at IITA
moving smoothly. And it is my distinct impression that those who are behind

IITA haven't lost the faith!

Cordially,

Lowell S. Hardin

LSH:el

cc: Messrs. Hill, McKelvey, Graves. Hertz

'S
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17 April 1972

Mr. Lowell S. Hardin
International Division
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017 cc:F. F. Hill

John J. McKelvey, Jr.
Dear Lowell:

Art Leach brought down your letter of 14 April written in Rome and I
felt I should respond rather quickly sorting through the various letters
and cables which have arrived on the subject of the German grant.

First I must express our regret that you can't be with us at the time
of our Board Meeting or to hear the report of our External Review Panel. e
The membership of the panel is: Dr. Fred Wangati, a soil physicist j p
who is Deputy Director of EAAFRO; Dr. Michael Arnold, a plant breeder yi
and agronomist who has had a long experience in Africa and has just
left the post as Director of the Commonwealth Cotton Research Station
in Uganda and Dr. Bruce Johnston of Stanford whom I'm sure you know
quite well.

*heniie German team left here they were to discuss the outcome
-01 our5-isit here with authorities in Bonn. Any modifications were

o be 5ommunicated back to Ibadan and I was to travel to Bonn to
tfftnali e the details of the grant. What the effect of Graves' visit to

ermgpy late in April might be is yet to be determined, but I would
..bopehere would be no adjustment downward on our approved budget

,or 172 of 3.88 million dollars. The Germans agreed to think in terms
dipf tha $925 thousand contribution which I think should be left
unchanged.

In the German grant there is provision for the construction of the two
dormitories for trainees and for the purchase of two buses to expedite
our training and conference program. It was recognized that the funds
provided would need to be extended into the year 1973 since it would
not be possible to finish construction and purchase the equipment of
the dormitories before the end of the year 1972.

-The Germans-



Lowell S. Hardin
17 April 1972
page 2.

The Germans agreed that $160 thousand would be spent on apparatus
and *equipment needed for adequate facilitation of the research and
training program. This item was intended to make up for some of the
shortfall in our capital budget. You had earlier cabled that the Germans
were assigning $250 thousand to the IITA deficit and a subsequent cable
indicated that Graves had ruled this out of order. Personally, I don't
understand the logic.

The Germans were sympathetic to our problem with the dollar and the
high cost of transportation in this part of the world so proposed that
$140,00d be allocated to off-set such costs. A cable from Graves/
Hardin, 13 April, states "to allocate $140,000 to off-set devaluation
without increasing overall allocation is of no value and puts strain
on funds given by other donors for other purposes." I would argue
that it takes the strain off of funds given by other donors and the
allocation is actually in addition to the overall German allocation
since they consider their basic grant to be the equivalent of what is
or will be provided for the operations of the IITA by the Rockefeller
and Ford Foundations. They were very specific about this, wanting
it clearly understood that they did not want to provide funds in
substitution for any allocations received from the Foundations.
Since the Germans have accepted the principle that they would hope
to underwrite deficits resulting from such actions like dollar devalua-
tion, they could probably be persuaded to assign this increment to
the capital rather than the operations budget; or it could probably be
added to the $160 thousand assigned specifically for the procurement
of apparatus and equipment.

I have received a letter from Donald Atwell of USAID suggesting that
our Memorandum of Agreement for this year be amended so their
contributions could be reduced by $250,000 to "accommodate require-
ments among the other research institutes." This as a result of the
proposed West German participation. Believing such action should
not be taken at this stage of the game and since the request originated
with Mr. Graves, I only cabled Mr. Atwell to contact Graves for
details. I am somewhat bothered that the CG Secretariat would make
such moves before contacting us.

The Graves/Hardin cable also read, "Germans stated to Consultative
Group Secretariat in writing that German allocation to IITA would be
without restrictions for any approved purpose within $3.88 million
1972 requirement and Germans stand by this commitment. " The Germans
who visited us didn't advise us of this commitment nor had the CG
Secretariat. Had we been taken into the confidence of the latter, some
of the misunderstandings that developed would not have occurred and

-the grant-
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the grant proposal might have looked quite different. All we ever had
to work on was a cable from Mr. Demuth received in February after
several appeals for information on our part that our budget had been
approved at 3.88 million dollars and we were to negotiate this
ourselves with the Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, CIDA,
USAID, the ODA, the Government of the Netherlands and the German
Government. By that time the only agency left with whom we could
negotiate for more money was the German Government. This we have
done and now leave the maneuvering to the CG. I would add quickly,
however, that we anticipate the IITA will receive 3.88 million dollars
for the year 1972 plus the $300,000 ($160 plus $140 thousand) the
Germans are willing to make available to us for other purposes.

As an aside I would comment that it's rather late in the year to be
shifting funds from Institute to Institute and whatever happened to
the idea that the IBRD would make up the deficits of institutes unable
to negotiate for full funding of their approved budget?

I was most pleased to read that the Ford Foundation would do its
best to provide the funds to cover the deficit in our capital budget.
I have heard no more from Will Hertz but am assuming that he is
proceeding with documentation.

If it happens that you get the idea we're a little frustrated on this end
I hope you'll understand. Partly, I suppose, the fault lies with long
communication lines which occasionally will break down. In the main,
however, it's a matter of communication scarcity and hopefully as the
new system gets oiled up there'll be less slippage in the future.

As you probably know I'll be in the States late in May and for the
first several days in June. I'm going to try to squeeze in a trip to
New York if only for a few hours, but in any event will give you a call
while I'm in the country. Unfortunately, I can't leave here before 24
May because of the exciting soil seminar we have scheduled the week
of the 21st and I have to be back for our external review which starts
on 5 June. Meanwhile, I await your comments and those of Frosty
and John McKelvey whom I felt should be copied as officers of the
Institute.

Sorry to be so long - there's much more I'd like to have added.

With best wishes to you and Mary, I am

S'ncerely yours,

. R. Albrecht
Director



Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

April 7, 1972

Dear Mr. Cooper:

Following our telephone conversation of today, I

hereby submit to you a copy of the letter Harold Graves

sent to Dr. Albrecht. As I mentioned to you, I will

keep you informed about further developments of German

contributions to IITA's budget.

Sincerely yours,

Franz i. Kaps

Enclosure -- letter dates March 29, 1972

Mr. John L. Cooper
Principal Agriculture Advisor
Office of Technical Assistance

Coordination
Africa Bureau
Department of State
Agency for International Development
Washington, D. C. 20523



Consuttative Group- yrnternatibnar

Agricultural Research

March 29, 1972

Dear Dr. Albrecht:

mr. Donald Atwell of AID and Dr. Lowell Hardin of The Ford Founda-

tion have sent me copies of their recent letters to you dated March 24

and Marcl 17 respectively. As far as Lowell Hardin's figures are con-

cerned, he and I agree that they are incorrect in indicating that

$250,000 of the new German grant can be applied as part of the $1,028,000

needed to complete I1TA's basic research and training facilities. So far

as I know, the new German grant was made toward the $625,000 stated to be

IITA's capital budget for 1972.

Both Mr. Atwell's and Dr. Hardin's letters point up the necessity of

getting the earliest possible information about the status of the German

contribution to IITA. I intend to talk to the inistry of Economic Co-

operation about this and similar questions that exist in the case of

other international research centers, and will be in Bonn for this pur-

pose on April 18 or 19. I will write or cable you Immediately after that

to indicate what the situation seems to be with respect to 1ITA.

I should add that I still have not had an answer from Bonn concern-

ing finance for the proposed posting of German scientists to IXTA. I

am sorry that the situation is so unclear, but hope that we can have all

the facts in hand and agreed on before the end of April.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

Dr. U. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
Oyo Road, P.M.B. 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

HG:ap



March 15, 1972

Dear Dr. Albrecht:

Thank you very much for your letter. We have been all too conscious

that the intentions expressed by the members of the Consultative Group last

December would leave a shortage in IITA's capital budget, and we have 
cor-

responded and talked with the people at the Ford Foundation 
about this

problem at some length. I believe that the Foundation staff have just now

come to a position on the matter, and that Lowell Hardin will be writing

you about it in the next few days. The German allocation to IITA, however,

does include DM 800,000 for buildings and equipment.

I have asked the German authorities to explain the financial basis 
on

which they propose to post visiting scientists from the Technical University

of Berlin to IITA. I certainly agree that it would be quite difficult to

accept these additions to manpower unless they bring their own financing

with them, quite apart from the German allocations to your core and capital

budgets; and I trust that they will. By the time you have this letter, you

yourself no doubt will have some first-hand information 
on this question;

but I will let you know what Bonn tells us.

Thank you most kindly for your invitation to come see TITA. Both

Mr. Demuth and I are quite eager to visit the Institute, and will take 
the

earliest opportuaity we can to come to Ikeja.

Let me mention, in advance of a more formal notice, that this year

International Centers Week will move from the Ford Foundation to the World

Bank's headquarters in Washington, and that the meeting will begin on July 29,

. to run about five days. I am looking forward with pleasure to making your

acquaintance then.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research

Dr. H. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture

Oyo Read, P.H.B. 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

HG:ap
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Consultative Group On International

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

OYO ROAD, P.M.B, 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Cables: TROPFOUND, IKEJA

Administration: lbadan 2374 /42/43/44/45 Lagos Office
Library & Hostel ) 23570 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE
Bodlja Estate ) 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

24 March 1972

Mr. Harold Graves
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20433
USA

Dear Mr. Graves:

The copy of my report to Frosty Hill and Lowell Hardin of the discussions

we held with Dr. Caesar and Mr. Schweiger pretty well covers what

transpired. It also highlights some of the complexities we face. How

much we may have accomplished differently hadi we known sooner that

there were German commitments for capital expenditures of $250,000 or

possibly for the visiting scientist's support is hard to evaluate. The

latter is in a sense accomplished with budget allocation provided
earlier and the former stands now at $160,000. Some modifications

before finalization are possible, perhaps, but matters like Board

representation are of equal or more concern.

As indicated in my letter we would welcome having your advice, as
soon as possible, since I may need to travel to Bonn for final
discussions in 5-6 weeks.

Also, may I express the hope that you will soon find it possible to
schedule a trip to the IITA, With the next planting season just ahead

there's lots of activity underway and our construction program is

moving to a climax. We'd feel honored to have you visit us.

With best wishes, I am

Since ly yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar
encl.
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Consultative Group on InternatIal

Agricultural Research

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE PAPA

APARTADO 2791 DR. RICHARD L.SAWYER
LIMA, PERU DIRECTOR GENERAL

DR. MARIANO SEGURA
SECRETARIO EJECUTIVO

La Molina, 23 March, 1972
L-98-CIP-72

Mr. Harold Graves,
International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Graves,

On the behalf of Dr. Richard L. Sawyer, I would like to invite

you to send an observer to the Annual Board of Directors' Meeting of the

International Potato Center which will be held in Lima, Peru on the 22nd

and 23rd of May. The meeting will take place at the Center in La Molina

at 2:00 P.M.

Yours sincerely,

(Miss) H. MacKenzie-Graham
Secretary to
Dr. Richard L. Sawyer,
Director General

cc: Dr. Mariano Segura
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Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
- 0

OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Cables: TROPFOUND. IKEJA
Telephones:
Administration: lbadan 23741,3M Lagos Office
Library & Hostel ) 23570 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE.
Bodija Estate ) 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

Ibadan, NIGERIA 22 March 1972

Mr. Michael Ruddy
The World Bank
1818 'H' Street
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A.

Dear Michael:

I enclose two copies of my report on the Balance Sheet and hope that it
will be useful in establishing policies for the Institutes.

Sincerely yours,

J. A
'easurer.

cc: Mr. John Doran
Assistant to Comptroller
The Ford Foundation



INSTITUTES ACCOUNTING POLICY MANUAL

BAIANCE SHEET

There are a number of methods of presenting a balance sheet which can
be considered es good accounting practice. The format, valuations of
assets and treatment of detail can be determined quite subjectively.
This reduces the value of the balance sheet and suggests that the
Institutes should apply similar principles of valuation and also
standardize the headings to be used in their balance sheet to
facilitate consolidation.

The Institutes' accounts are required to be audited by public accountants
annually and these accounts may take a number of different forms to satisfy
legal requirements. However, in the case of the balance sheet it should be
possible to decide on broad headings that would fit the requirements of all
the Institutes. The broad headings will be reported in Table 0 to the
sponsors and the make-up of each total will then be available from the
audited accounts.

1. It is proposed, therefore, that the audited balance sheet of each
Institute should show the broad headings as listed on the appendix
attached.

Note that each proposal is being numbered in the margin for reference
purposes.

We should now consider individual headings and how the details may
be presented in the audited accounts.

Cash

This heading is intended to cover bank and cash balances and
investments as of 31 December. All the Institutes have funds in
local currencies, U.S. dollars and, possibly, third currencies.

2. The audited accounts should indicate cash balances, bank balances
and investments under separate headings showing the currency involved
and the rate of exchange applied on conversion to U.S. dollars.

Receivables from Donors

This heading is intended to show the amount due from donors at the
year-end for grants receivable in the current year, e.g. outstanding
grants from the USAID.



3. The audited accounts should indicate the details of grants outstand-
ing as of the year-end and should also show by way of a note if the
grant has been subsequently settled.

Other Receivables

This heading is intended to cover receivables from staff and other
sources.

4. The audited accounts should show the total receivable from staff
separate from other receivables.

Inventories

This heading is intended to cover stock accounts operated by the
Institutes such as central warehouse, scientific stores, automotive
stores, etc. Some Institutes have been writing off purchases in these
areas to operating funds immediately at the time of purchase and have
been budgeting accordingly. This is a practical method of handling
such purchases provided that the stock levels are not too high and are
not subject to large variances from year to year. However, some
Institutes are not able to purchase a substantial proportion of their
supplies in the local markets and are obliged to import the majority of
their requirements. In these circumstances it is felt that accurate
monthly accounting must be based on issues from stores and the stock
level treated as a capital balance. Initially, for example, the Ford
Foundation have agreed to finance I.I.T.A. base stock, as a separate
capital contribution. It is not clear if the stock level of all Institutes
justifies such treatment.

5. All the Institutes should take stock t the end of each year and if the
values are considered substantial the stocks should be incorporated
into the balance sheet and budgets charged on an issuance basis.
Institutes that wish to write off supplies at the time of purchase should
indicate the stock values in the balance sheet at year-end by way of a
note. In both instances a substantial increase in stock levels from one
year to the next should be considered a capital increase and should be
budgeted accordingly and shown as inventory on the balance sheet.
Institutes writing off stock orders outstanding at year-end to operating
accounts should include such commitments in the year end stock
valuation noted on the balance sheet.

Revolving Fund Balances

This heading is intended to cover the year-end balance on all self-
supporting activities. In the early years of this Institute it is unlikely
that such self-supporting activities as staff housing, guest house,
trainee dormitory, dining room and laundry services can be self-
sustaining.
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6. The audited accounts should indicate the balance on each activity
at the year-end and the total balance should be shown in Table 0.
A surplus in these activities should be shown also under Current
Assets as a parenthesis to indicate a credit balance.

Prepaid Expenses

This heading is intended to cover pre-paid rentals and insuiance
premiums ,etc.

7. Institutes should accrue prepayments and credit the relevant operating
expenses account if the amounts are considered significant.

Other Current Assets

This general heading is intended to cover all other current assets.
This will vary from Institute to Institute and would include such things
as outlays for purchases which are in transit to the Institute at the
year-end. Some Institutes may be treating this latter expense as a
direct charge to a code number at the time of payment rather than as a
suspense account to be cleared when the goods have been received
and inventoried.

Livestock could be considered under current assets rather than as a
fixed asset.

8. The Institutes should include livestock as a current asset valued at
cost.

Fixed Assets

The Institutes should include under Fixed Assets all items of a
durable nature and of sufficient value to be capitalized. These
assets would be inventoried and controlled by tagging and card
records combined with periodic physical checks. This is considered
necessary for the following reasons:

i To discourage theft

ii To locate assets for use and control unnecessary ordering

iii To record asset particulars to facilitate future ordering

iv To depreciate to indicate real market values.

It is important to establish a suitable value. If this is too low, there
will be too many assets and if the value is placed too high you will
not be exercising sufficient control. Assets could be purchased from:

3



(a) Initial capital funds

(b) Operating funds on a replacement basis

(c) Additional capital contributions requested on an annual basis.

9. The Institutes adopt a common denominator of $300 as the minimum

value for capitalising assets from the above three sources and that

these are shown accordingly in the balance sheet.

Note 1 - If these assets are purchased from operating funds the total

of such assets should be shown in the audited accounts under a

separate heading as a memo entry and not incorporated in the total.

Note 2 - The $300 refers to the original landed cost. Depreciation

may reduce the landed value, below this amount.

Note 3 - Institutes with a different asset level should only apply

$300 to future purchases.

Note 4 - Institutes may prefer to control purchases below $300 by

tagging and recording such "assets", which would be written off as

operating expenses.

Note 5 - It is proposed that a base figure for library books and other

assets not subject to inventory check, such as initial kitchenware,

dormitory stocks, carpets, etc., should be shown separately under

Other Assets. The values placed on these should be based on initial

cost and the "turn key" concept.

Depreciation

It has been established that donors would wish to have some more

accurate figures for the value of assets than initial historic cost.

However, it is not intended that funds would be made available to

finance depreciation reserves. Furthermore, it can be unrealistic to

depreciate values of buildings. Depreciation rates could be estab-

lished based on a number of sophisticated methods. Depreciation

could also be on the straight-line method or on the reducing value

method, e.g. an asset could be written off over ten years on ten

equal instalments or greatly reduced in value over ten years by
taking ten per cent off the previous year's value.

10. The balance sheet should show the original cost of operating equip-

ment, research equipment, furnishings, buildings and other assets.

The audited accounts should show in addition to the original cost the

depreciated value of these assets (excluding buildings). This depre-

ciation should be on a reducing value basis according to the following

4



simple annual depreciation:

(a) Operating Equipment 20% per annum (Reducing Value)

(b) Reseamh equipment. 15% per annum (Reducing Value)

(c) Furnishings 10% per annum (Reducing Value)

(d) All other assets 15% per annum (Reducing Value)

Since these headings may involve a regrouping of assets, it is

proposed that these suggestions be incorporated for the first time

in the accounts ending 31 December 1973.

Note - Assets purchased from operating funds should be included as

a memo only. The audited accounts could have headings like the

following:
(1) (2) (3)

Written-down Ex Ex

Value Operating Capital
(All Assets) Funds Funds

Operating Equipment

Research Equipment

Furnishings

All Other Assets

Buildings .

TOTAL

The total of column 3 would be incorporated into the balance sheet.

The total of column 1 would indicate the real value of total assets.

This figure would be qubted by note in Table 0.

Current Liabilities

Included under this heading would be capital and operating commitments,

accounts payable, prepaid grants.

11. *That the Institutes accrue capital and operating commitments through

the end of the fiscal year and show these items together with other

current liabilities under separate headings in their accounts.

5



Payables to Donors and Sponsors

This heading is intended to cover balances due to be repaid to
donors that require funds unexpended to be refunded.

Unexpended Funds and Capital Balances

In the past Institutes have been financed by initial capital contribu-
tions and thereafter replacements have been considered a recurring
expense and have been charged to operating funds. This has been
necessary for the very good reason that capital funds were not avail-
able. Under this system of financing if the Institutes wish to initiate
new buildings or buy additional equipment capital funds were raised
on an ad hoc basis. This system has been approved by the two
Foundations and, particularly in the case of the Rockefeller
Foundation, additional capital purchases were not recognized as
operating costs. Nevertheless, there is much virtue in establishing
capital requests separate from operating needs and to break down the
capital request into net replacement costs and additions. It would
be desirable to give the Institutes flexibility to transfer funds from
the replacement section of the capital budget into operating funds
during the course of the fiscal year if such a transfer was required.

Other problems arise with donor contributions in that some donors
make an outright grant (USAID and CIDA) and other donors make a
grant of a proportion of the proposed budget subject to refund or
carry-forward of any unexpended balance. Also connected with this
problem is the question of interest earncd from operating balances
when funds have been paid to the Institute at various times of the
year. Whereas governments giving outright grants do not expect to
receive a refund of any unexpended balance it cannot be considered
these governments' intention to subsidize a refund to donors granting
a given percentage of operating expenditure.

12. The Institutes prepare two budgets annually divided into capital and
operating requests. The capital request should be subdivided into
net replacement request and additional capital request, indicating
these requests under the same heading as described under Fixed
Assets above.

13. i Interests earned on operating funds should be considered as
general operating income and for fund purposes as a reduction

in costs irrespective of the date that funds have been paid to
the Institute.

ii Unexpended funds should be carried forward into the new year

6



and any balance to be refunded to a donor should be strictly

as a percentage of that donor's contribution to operating pool.

Capital Balances

The audited accounts should list under this heading the total Capital

Grants received by the Institute since inception, broken down into

sponsor's. name, grant numbers, etc. Capital grants for the current

period would be shown in the same amount as the capital expenditure

as the unexpended portion of the grant would be shown below

A Capital Interest Reserve Account, representing accrued interest

received on surplus capital funds, could be shown under this heading.

14. Institutes should endeavor to keep capital funds received from donors

separately invested. This can be achieved without resorting to fund

accounting by examination of monthly balance sheets. Interest

earned from investments of surplus capital funds should be shown

in the balance sheet as a reserve and may be used for any capital

purpose.

Unexpended Grants

The audited accounts should indicate to which donor these unexpended

balances have accrued and applying the principle in Proposal No.13(2)

above in regard to spreading the unexpended balance over sponsors.

Note - It is not considered that earned income should appear in the

balance sheet in that if it is of an .operating nature it will be recorded

in the source of funds and eventually reflected in the unexpended

balance carried forward. If it is capital earned income, then it

could be shown as a reserve in the general capital balance figure,

reference Proposal No.14.

Submitted by J. C. Anderson
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INSITUTES ACCOUNTING POICY MANUAL

BAIANCE SHEET

There are a number of methods of presenting a balance sheet which-can
be considered as'good accounting practice. The format, valuations of
assets and treatme'nt of detail can be determ!ined quite subjectively.
This reduces tne value of the balance sheet and suggests that the
Institutes should ancly sirilar principles of valuation and also
standardize tho headings to be used in their balance sheet to
facilitate consolidation.

The Institutes' accounts are required to be audited by public accountants
annually and these accounts may take a nurioer of different forms to satisfy
legal requirements. 'owever, in the case of the balance sheet it should be
possible to decide on broad headings that wculd fit tha requirements of all
the Institutes. The broad headings will be raported in Table 0 to the
sponsors and the make-up of each total will then be availabe from the
audited accounts.

1. It is proposed, therefore, that the audited balance sheet of each
Institute should show the broad headings as listed on the appendix
attached.

Note that each proposal is being numbered in the margin for reference
purposes.

We should now consider individual headings and how the details nay
be presented in the audited accounts.

Cash

This heading is intended to cover bank and cash balances and
investments as of 31 Lecember. All the Institutes have funds in
local currencies, U.s. dollars and, possibly, third currencies.

2. The audited accounts should indicate cash balances, bank balances
and investments under separate headings showing the currency involved
and the rate of exchange applied on conversion to U.S. dollars.

Receivables from Donors

This heading is intended to show the arount due from donors at the
year-end for qr-nts receivable in the current year, e.g. outstanding
grants from the UiAID.



3. The audited accounts should indicate the details of grants outstand-
Ing as of the year-end and should also show by *ay of a note if the
grant has been subso-cuently settled.

Other Receivables

This heading is intended to cover receivables from staff and other
sources.

4. The audited ccounts should show the total receivable from staff
separate from other receivables.

Inventories

-his heacdino is intendcd to cover stock accounts operated by the
Institutes such es central warehouse, scientific storss, automotive
stores, etc. Lol- Institutes have been writing off purchases in these
areas to o)erating funds immediately at the time of purchase and have
been bucgting accordingly. This is a practical r.ethod of handling
such purchascs provided that the stock lovels are not too high an_- are
not subject to la:ge variances fron-. year to year. +ooever, some
Institutes arc not able to purchase a substantial proportion of their
supolies in the local rsarkets and are ob;ligad to imaport the nmajority of
their rec uiren ents. In these circumstances it is felt that accurate
monthly accounting 1; ust be based on issues from stores and the stock
level treated as a capital balance. Initially, for exairple, the 1ord
Foundation ha&e agroad to finance I.-.L.A. base stock, as a separate
capital contribution. It is not clear if the stock level of all Institutes
justifies such treatment.

5. All the Institutes should take stock at the end of each year and if the
values are considered substantial the stocks should be incorporated
into the balance sheet and budgets charqcd on an issuance basis.
Institutes that tvizh to -rite off supplies at the tirle of Purcaase should
indicate the scn valucs in thc zalance sheet at year-end by way of a
note. In both instances a suistantial increase in stock levels fror-m one
year to the next should be considered a capital increase and should be
budgeted accordinaly and shown as inventory on the balance sheet.
Institutes writing off stock orders outstanding at year-end to operating
accounts should include such commitments in the year end stock
valuation noted on the balance sheet.

Fevolving Fund Salanc-c

This huading is intended to cover the year-end balance on all self-
supporting activities. In the early years of this Institute it is unlikely
that such self-supporting activities as staff housing, guest house,
trainee dormitory, dining roomi and laundry services can be self-
sustaining.
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6. The audited accounts should indicate the balance on each actiP tv
at the year-end and the total balance should be shown in Table 0.
A surplus in these activities should be shcwn also under Current
Assets as a parenthesis to indicate a credit balance.

Prepaid Exnenses

This heading is intended to cover pre-paid rentals and insurance
premiums,,etc.

7. Institutes should accrue prepayments and credit the relevant operating
expenses account i! the aiounts are considered significant.

Other Current A-ssets

This general heading is intended to cover all other current assets.
This will vary from Institute to Institute and would include such things
as outlays for purchases which are in transit to the Institute at the
year-end. Come Institutes may be treating this litter expense as a
direct charge to a code number at the time of payrent rather than as a
suspense account to be cleared when the goods have been received
and inventoried.

Ltvestock could be considered under current assets rather than as a
fixed asset.

3. The Institutes should include livestock as a current asset valued at
cost.

Fixed Assets

The Institutes should include under Fixed Assets all items of a
durable nature and of sufficient value to be capitalized. These
assets would be inventoried and controlled by tagging and card
records combined with periodic physical checks. This is considered
necessary for the following rbasons:

i To discourage theft

ii To locate assets for use and control unnecessary ordering

iii To record asset particulars to facilitate future ordering

iv To depreciate to indicate real market values.

It is important to establish a suitable value. If this is too low, there
will be too -:-any assets and if the value is placed too high you will
not be exercising sufficient control. Assets could be purchased from:

3



(a) Initial capital funds

(b) Operating funds on a replacement basis

(c) Additional capital contributions requested on an annual basis.

9. The Institutes adopt a common denominator of $300 as the minimum
value for capitalising assets from the above three sources and that
these are shown accordingly in the balance sheet.

Note 1 - If'these assets are purchased from operating funds the total
of such assets should 6c shown in the audited accounts under a
separate heading as a memo entry and not incorporated in the total.

Note 2 - The $300 refers to th: orikinal landed cost. Depreciation
may reduce the landed value. below this amount.

Note 3 - Institutes with a different asset level should only apply
$300 to future purchases.

'Note 4 - Institutes' -av prefer to control purchases below $300 by
tagging and recording such "assets", which would be ATitten off as
operating expenses.

Note 5 - It is proposed that a base figure for library books and other
assets not subject to inventory check, such as initial kitchenware,
dormitory stocks, ccamrets, etc. , should be shown separately under
Other Assets. The values placed on these should be based on initial
cost and the "turn key" concept.

Depreciation

It has been established that donors would wish to have some more
accurate figures for the value of assets than initial historic cost.
However, it is not intended that funds -:ould be made available to
finance depreciation reserves. Furthermore, it can be unrealistic to
depreciate values of buildings. Depreciation rates could be estab-
lished based on a nurmber of sophisticated methods. Depreciation
could also be on the straight-line method or on the reducing value
method, e.g. an asset could be written off over ten years on ten
ecual instalments or greatly reduced in value over ten years by
taking ten per cent off the previous year's value.

10. The balance sheet should show the original cost of operating equip-
ment, research e&'uip ment, furnishings, buildings and other assets.
The audited accounts should show in addition to the original cost the
depreciated value of these assets (excluding buildings). This depre-
ciation should be on a reducing value basis according to the following

4



simple annual depreciation:

(a) Cperating Ecquipipcnt 2.0% per annum (Reducing Value)

(b) Reserch eculpient .15% per annum (Feducing Value)

(c) Furnishings 1 % per annum (Reducing Value)

(d) All other assets 15% per annum (Reducing Value)

Since these headingc ny involve a regrouping of assets, it is
proposed that these suggesticns be incorporated for the first time
in the accounts ending 31 December 1973.

- Assets purchased from operating funds should be included as
a n-emo only. The audited accounts could have headings like the
following:

(1) (2) (3)
Vritten-down Ex Ex

Value Operating Capital
(All Assets) Funds Funds

Cperating Eruipmcnt

Research Luipment

Furnishings

All Other Assets

Buildings .

TOTAL

The total of column 3 would be incorporated into the balance sheet.
The total of column 1 would indicate the real value of total assets.
This figure would be qubted by note in 'Xabe .

Current Liabilities

Included under this heading would be capital and operating commitments,
.accounts payable, prepaid grants.

11. That the Institutes accrue capital and operating commitments through
the end of the fiscal year and show these items together with other
current liabilities under separate headings in their accounts.

5



Payables to Donors and Sponsors

This heading is intended to cover balances duc to be repaid to
donors that require funds uiexpended to be refunded.

Unexpended Funds and Capital Balances

In the past Institutes have been financed by initial capital contribu-
tions and thereafter replacements have been considered a recurring
expense and have been charged to operating funds. This has been
necessary for the-very good reason that capital funds were not avail-
able. Under +his system of financing if the Institutes wish to initiate
new buildinGs cr buy -ddtional equip:Lent capit.1 funds were raised
on an ad hoc basis. This system has Leen approved by the two
Foundations and, particularly in the case of the Rockefeller
Foundation, additional capital purchases J:ere not recognized as
operating costs. 7evertheless, there is much virtue in establishing
capital recuests separate from operating needs and to break down the
capital recquest into net replacement costs and additions. It would
be desirable to give the Institutes flexibility to transfer funds from
the replacement section of the capital bud-et into operating funds
during the course of the fiscal year if such a transfer was required.

Other problems arise with donor contributions in that some donors
make an outright grant (U AID and CID) and other donors make a
grant of a proportion of the proposed budget subject to refund or
carry-forward of any unexpended balance. Also connected with this
problem is the question of interest earned from operating balances
when funds have been paid to the Irstitute at various times of the
year. V. hereas governments giving outright grants do not expect to
receive a refund of any unexpended balance it cannot be considered
these governments' intention to subsidiLe a refund to donors granting
a given percentage of operating expenditure.

12. The Institutes prepare two budgets annually divided into capital and
operating requests. The capital request should be subdivided into
net replacen-ent request and aciditional capital request, indicating
these requests under the same heading as described under Fixed
Assets above.

13. 1 Interests earned on operating funds should be considered as
general operating income and for fund purposes as a reduction
in costs irrespective of the date that funds have been paid to
the Institute.

ii Unexpended funds should be carried forward into the new year

6



and any balance to be refunded to a donor should be strictly
as a percentage of that donor's contribution to operating pool.

Capital Balances

The audited accounts should list under this heading the total Capital

Grants received by the Institute since inception, broken down into

sponsor's name, grant numbers, etc. Capital grants for the current

period wopld be shown in the same amount as the capital expenditure
as the unexpended portion of the grant would be shown below.

A Capital Interest Reserve Account, representing accrued interest

received on surplus capital funds, could be shown under this heading.

14. Institutes should encdeavor to keep capital funds received from donors

separately invested. This can be achieved, without resorting to fund

accounting by examination of monthly balance sheets. Interest

earned from investments of surplus capital funds should be shown

in the balance sheet as a reserve and may be used for any capital

purpose.

Unexpended Crants

The audited accounts should indicate to which donor these unexpended

balances have accrued and applying the principle in Proposal No.13(2)
above in regard to spreading the unexpended balance over sponsors.

,ote - Tt is not considored that earned income should appear in the

balance sheet in that if it is of an operating nature it will be recorded

in the source of funds and eventually reflected in the unexpended
balance carrkci forward. If it is capital earned income, then it
could be sho;;n as a reserve in the general capital balance figure,

reference Proposal o.14.

Submitted by J. C. Anderson

7



SUMMARY OF DTSCUSSrONS Consultative Group on Internatfinal

20 and 21 March 1972 Agricultural Resea

Dr. K. Caesar, Technical University of Berlin
Mr. B. Schweiger, Ministry of Economic Development, Bonn
Dr. John L. Nickel, IITA, Ibadan
Dr. H. R. Albrecht, IITA, Ibadan

The discussions centered upon the program and ways and means of
financing German support of research and training activities of the
IITA. It was agreed that:

The German Government would support core budgets for the
research and training operations of the IUTA as
approved by the IITA Board of 'Trustees at
proportionate amounts with other "full share"
contributors up to a total of $750,000 per year.

Special needs of the Institute, as for scientific apparatus, extra-
ordinary training programs, etc., in addition to the
above, may be negotiated upon mutual consent.

If in any year the full budget is not spent, the excess funds will
be divided by the number ol full share donors and that
proportionate amount will be credited as part of the
payment due from each donor the next year. It is
understood individuai donors may reque.t the return
of any excess funds at the close of tne IITA fiscal
year or may, under certain circumstances, allow the
Institute to receive the funds as an ex-gratia payment.

The fiscal year of the IITA begins on 1 January and concludes on
31 December. The Institute's books are kept open
through 28 February following to discharge all obligations
owing from the fiscal year concluded. A responsible
firm of chartered accountants will be engaged by the
IITA Board of Trustees to audit accounts at the close
of each fiscal year (currently the audit 15 made by
Peat, Marwick, Cassleton, Elliott & Company).

The German Government will be supplied each year with a copy of
the auditor's report and with a copy of the Institute's
annual report describing its research and training
activities of the previous year.

-In the event-



Summary of Discussions, 20-21 March 1972, page 2.

In the event the German Government wishes to discontinue its
support of the work of the IITA, it will give notice of
termination fifteen (15) months in advance.

Funds to be supplied by the German Government in support of
the IITA program during 1972 are:

For construction of two hostels for
trainees -- $ 600,000.00

For two (2) buses for transport of
trainees, persons attending
conferences, seminars, workshops,
etc. -- 25,000.00

To continue YITA program at level
planned for the year (against dollar
devaluation) -- 140,000.00

Sub-total . . . $ 765,000.00

For purchase of scientific apparatus
urgently needed for adequate
facilitation of the research and
training program (items not now
provided for in the budget and as
equipment of biochemical labora-
tory, plant growth chambers,
critical analytical apparatus, etc. -- $ 160,000.00

TOTAL. . . . . $ 925,000.00

Payments by the German Government for the year 1972 will be
made as soon after signing of the agreement with
IITA as practicaole. It is recognized that the funds
provided will need to be extended into the year 1973
since it will not be possible to finish construction
and equipment of the hostels during 1972.

Payments by the German Government for the year 1973 will be
made after the budget has been approved by
Parliament.

-The IITA will-



Summary of Discussions, 20-21 March 1972, page 3.

The IITA will invite the German Government to send an observer
to the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees for
1972 (11-14 June) and will seek revision of Decree
No. 32 of the Federal Military Government of Nigeria,
dated 27 July 1967 and establishing the IITAto enable
full-share donors to name an ex-officio member of
the Board. The afore-mentioned observer will serve
until revision of the Decree is accomplished.

The UTA requests that the German Government name a person or
agency as its official contact for liaison with the
Institute. The German partner will assist with:

-- Nomination and recruitment of permanent
staff as needed

-- Nomination of trainees and post-doctoral
candidates

-- Coordination of jointly conducted programs

-- Development of proposals for support of
special projects

-- General centralization of procedural matters

ar



THE FORD FOUNDATION
320 EAST 43"D STREET

NEW YORK,NEW YORK 10017 . C

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION March 17, 1972
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

Dr. Herbert Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical

Agriculture
P. M. B. 5320
Ibadan, Nigeria

Dear Herb,

Harold Graves has shared with me your letter of 29 February suggesting
that the Foundation respond to your questions concerning IITA's capital Budget.

Referring to Wil Hertz' s analysis of IITA's capital requirements in his
discussion piece of January 20, 1972 (copy attached) you have $17,713,000 in
hand or in sight toward an estimated need of $18, 741,000 to complete the
construction, furnishing and equipment of IITA's basic research and training
facilities. (The foregoing excludes the expansion of training facilities as pro-
posed by IITA in September 1971). We propose that the $1,028,000 short fall
be met in the following fashion:

From 1971 IITA operating budget carry over $200,000
" new German grant 250,000
" new supplemental Ford Foundation grant 578, 000

1,028, 000

Wil Hertz is preparing the necessary grant request documents here to
make available the $578, 000 at an early date. In taking this action the Ford
Foundation would hope that IITA would seek to conserve as much of the $578,000
as possible by utilizing other funds if they become available (i. e. , the Germans
may be willing for more than $250, 000 to go into capital, you might have addi-
tional carry over, and costs might not be quite as large as projected). We
would regard this as the final instalment of Foundation provided capital for IITA
plant and equipment.

While it begins to look like a bit of buck-passing, signals on the additional
$625, 000 for new capital expenditures would have to come through the Consultative
Group. If there is urgency in knowing about the availability of this additional incre-
ment, we will need to go back to Harold Graves. It is my impression that if all

... /2
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Dr. Herbert Albrecht March 20, 1972

donors come through as planned, IITA will have the additional $625,000. You
can be sure of this, however, only when you have completed the negotiations
with all of the donors and especially with the Germans. Thus our cable, copy
attached.

Cordially,

Lowell S. Hardin

LSH:el

Attachment

cc: Harold Graves
Wil Hertz





Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

Mr. Stedtfeld Yarch 15, 19

Harold Graves crm 5 f46 :
IITA

Dr. H. R. Albrecht, the Director of the international Institute
of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) writes that he is expecting a visit on
March 17 from Mr. Schweiger of the German Ministry of Cooperation and
Dr. Knut Caesar of the Technical University of Berlin. Dr. Caesar intends
to discuss with Dr. Albrecht the possibility that one or two scientists
from the Technical University can be posted to IXTA for assignments of
one or two years' duration.

Dr. Albrecht observes that he did not make provision in his
1972 budget for these positions, and wonders how he should plan to finance
them. He suggests that the problem could be met if there were a reduction
in the amount of German funds being switched out of IITA (into CI"MYT).

On the other hand, Dr. Albrecht apparently does not yet know that
the amount so far tentatively allocated to TITA by the German authorities

- namely, DY 3.8 million -- seems already to be more than is required by
IITA. In my memo to you of February 15, I suggested that the surplus
might be in the neighborhood of $56,000 (roughly DM 175,000). It now
appears that perhaps it was the intention of the Cerman authorities to use
this surplus for the purpose of financing visiting scientists such as
Dr. Caesar now apparently means to propose.

Could you find out whether this indeed was the intent of the
German authorities? If it was, this has a hearing on the question of
additional switch to CIMWYT as suggested in my memorandum of February 15.
If it was, I would urge that the financial support given for visiting
scientists be greater than the simple salary and subsistence of such
scientists, and that it be large enough to cover some share of the extra
overhead costs -- such as secretarial help and other staff assistance --
that would be occasioned by these visitors.

More generally, the question can be asked whether such special
activities should, in fact, be financed out of the allocations made in
response to the requirements presented to the Consultative Group. I
would think that actually they should not, since the cost of these
activities was not included in the presentation of financial require-
ments to the Consultative Croup.

I hope to be able to visit Bonn immediately after the April
meeting of TAC, and perhaps I can discuss this question, among others,
with Dr. Harms at that time.

HCraves/w
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Ve Group on IlnternatioIna
NTENW'e Research

c.oss4q

March 10, 1972

Mr. Lowell S. lardin
Program Adviser, Agriculture
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd 5treet
New York, N.Y. 10017

Pear Lowell:

Welcome back frn- the pines and the rattlesnakes:

Her" iq a letter from Albrecht, raising a couple of questions.
With revard to the first, I have cabled him that it is my inpres-
sion that the Ccerans will provide the finance needed to support
the temporary ottachment of German scientists to TITA. I have asked
him to let me know if his prospective visitors have different
information, and I am also checking on the matter through our
German Executive Director and will let Albrecht know the result of
this inquiry.

Albrecht's second question is more difficult. It rests Partly
on the terms of the grants made to IfTA (on which, for the tlme
being, I can only refer him to the Jonors): and the question itself
has to do with the troublesome matter of IITA's capital needs (at
the top of page 2 of Albrecht's letter). Since IITA's canital
budget is very much a matter of Ford Foundation expertise, I would
like to talk to you about this when you return- and perhaps it is
you, not I, who should answer this point.

It was a great ,leasure to be with you in Cali, and I look
forward to seeing you again in Rome.

Sincerely,

PHarold Craves

(ravex/v



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALBRECRT DATE: MARCH 9, 1972
TROPFOUND
IKEJA CLASSOF

SERVICE: FULL RATE

COUNTRY: NIGERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

REFERENCE CAESAR VISIT BELIEVE GERMANS INTEND TO FINANCE VISITING

SCIENTISTS SEPARATELY AND IN ADDITION TO CORE AND CAPITAL BUDGET

ALLOCATIONS STOP IF CAESAR INDICATES OTHERWISE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR

INFORMING ME BUT ALSO WILL FOLLOW UP FROM HERE STOP SENDING LETTER

IN REPLY TO YOURS OF FEBRUARY 29 STOP REGARDS

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME HAROLD N. GRAVES, JR.

DEPT. DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

SINATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communica s Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
OMPORTANTI See Secretaries Guide for preparing forg) Checked for Dispatch:
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NTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRIC ULT JR7

OYO ROAD, P M B. 5320, IBADAN, N GERIA

Cables: T ROPOUN, AKE3A
Telephones:

Administratico lbdn 23741, x 4 2/43/44/45 Lagos Oice
Library & Hcstel ) 23570 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE

Bodija Estate ) 24639 P BOX 145 IKE A

T4lephone: Lagos 33931

29 February 1972

Mr. Harold Graves
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves:

Thank you very kindly for your cable advising us that our German
contact is Dr. Thomas Harms. We will proceed along the lines
suggested by Mr. Demuth in his recent cable.

Since hearing from Mr. Demuth I have a letter from Dr. Knut Caesar
of the Institut fur Acker- und Pflanzenbau of the Technical University
of Berlin advising that he and a Mr. Schweiger of the Ministry of
Economic Cooperation in Bonn would be visiting with us beginning
17 March to negotiate the terms of a contract between IITA and the
German Government. He also mentioned that I would be informed
officially by the German Embassy in Lagos within the next several
days but, thus far, we have not received such a communication.

At this point we are somewhat uncertain over what the entry of Germany
into the support of IITA might mean to our total budget. It is apparent
from Dr. Caesar's letter that the Germans are hopeful that we can
accommodate scientists mainly from the Technical University of Berlin
as visitors, possibly one or two at a time and for terms of one or two
years duration. This possibility had been discussed with them a year
or more ago but was not worked into our budget request for the current
year since there was no certainty at the time of German funding.
Consequently, the entry of Germany into IITA support could mean we
would need to revise our operations budget upward and reduce thereby
the amount available for substitutions for funds committed from other
donors.

We are also somewhat uncertain of the status of our capital funding
As Mr. Demuth advised, our requirements of 3.88 million dollars appear
fully covered by declaration of intent by present and potential donors.

-However-



Mr. Harold Graves
29 February 1972
page 2.

However, since $625,000 of this sum is for new capital expenditures

we would appreciate having your advice as to source: we are aware

that The Ford Foundation is still hopeful that other donors would

contribute towards the shortfall we face in our present building and
facilitation program and we had been under the impression that neither

the ODA nor the German Government would provide funds for bricks

and mortar although expenditures for scientific apparags and other

equipment would be allowed. $600,000 of the request for construction

of two new dormitories.

Your help would be appreciated.

As I cabled Mr. Demuth, we have received $125,000 from The

Netherlands Government. We have had no word from the ODA directly,

but one of our staff members reported that only yesterday he heard on

the local radio station that the British Government was joining in support

of the Institute. Rather round-about but, nevertheless, most encouraging.

We are most hopeful that it won't be too long before your travels bring

you to Africa and we can look forward to your visiting the IITA. We

are most anxious to show you what we have here and want you to meet

the members of our staff who despite their short association with the

Institute have already launched a comprehensive and intensive program

of research. I hope it won't be too long before you can come.

With appreciation for all the help you might give us, I am

incerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar



Form No. 27

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALBRECHT DATE: FEBRUARY 23, 1972
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR TROPICAL

AGRICULTURECLASS OF

IBADAN SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: NIGERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

IITA REQUIREMENTS OF $3.88 MILLION AS PRESENTED TO CONSULTATIVE

GROUP FOR 1972 APPEAR FULLY COVERED BY DECLARATIONS OF INTENT BY

FOLLOWING DONORS FORD ROCKEFELLER GERMANY CANADA UNITED STATES UNITED

KINGDOM NETHERLANDS. IN CASE OF NEARLY ALL GOVERNMENTAL DONORS INCLUDING

GERMANY PARLIAMENARY APPROVAL IS STILL REQUIRED. SUGGEST YOU DIRECTLY

APPROACH NEW DONORS INCLUDING GERMANS BUT YOU SHOULD INDICATE YOU KNOW

THEIR ACTION SUBJECT LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL WHICH IN GERMAN CASE NOT

EXPECTED UNTIL NEXT APRIL OR MAY. REGARDS

DEMUTH

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr. HG:mcj

DEPT. Development Ser

SIGNATURE - /4A
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL. AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communicati ns)section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Gude for preparing fon) Chocked for Dispatch:
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICUI'URAL RESEARCH

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Second Meeting, Rome, October 19-22, 1971

1972 PROGRAIMME PRESENTATION, IITA

(Agenda Items 5 and 9)

TAC SECRETARIAT

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANISATION OF TEE UNITED NATIONS

ROME 1971
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TIJNTNAmLINSITUTEOFROPICAL_AGRICULTURE
IBADAN. NIGERIA

(Excerpt from the IITA Board of Trustees Research Committee Report -

September 1971.)

PE~VEIO.EENTOFTHESCOPEFE INSTITUTES

39. The Committee discussed Appendix N on the scope of the Institute's

work. It agreed to recommend the following modification of its scope:

Within the -system of cooperating international agricultural

research institutes and provided funds are available, IITA will --

a. take responsibility, in respect of the humid tropical region

as hitherto defined, for research on agricultural systems

on all continents (as in the past);

b. accept world-wide responsibilities covering all climatic

regions for research on cowpeas, soyabeans, pigeon peas

and lima beans among the grain legumes, and on yams

Colocasia and Xanthosoma (taro and cocoyam) and sweet

potatoes among the root and tuber crops;

c. accept appropriate responsibilities, if asked to do so,

within the African continent, for other crops (particularly
those of interest in the humid tropics) for which other

institutes have world-wide responsibility such as maize,

rice and cassava; and

d. conduct or take responsibility for such research on other

crops or topics as the Board may approve.



TPE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRIGULTURE

Ibadan, Nigeria

TO: Research Committee, Board of Trustees

FROM: J. L. Nickel, Associate Director

SUBJECT: Organization of IITA Researth Programs 6 September 1971
--------------------------------------------------------

Appendix "N" of the 1972 Program Presentation has suggested
certain modifications and refinements to the scope of the IITA research program
for consideration by the Research Committee. Adoption of this program, or a
modified version of it, will make possible and desirable some modification of
the organizational structure of the research programs. Such modifications
are also indicated for other reasons.

The concept of an inter-disciplinary team approach to production-
oriented research at IITA is generally accepted. The organizational frame-
work recommended by the Research Committee of the Board of Trustees,

. (Appendix C of the 1971 Program and Budget Presentation), establishing five
. primary program thrusts and five secondary disciplinary program areas, was

a major step forward in implementing this concept. Experience with this
structure has, however, indicated some possible weaknesses in budgeting and
administration resulting from staff dividihg time between different programs
and spending against several budgets. It is suggested that some modifications
of the organization might be affected which would provide for more efficient
administration and more accurate and decentralized budgeting.

In consideration of a proposed organizational structure for Research
Committee consideration the following principles have been used as guidelines:

1. Maintain the principle of inter-disciplinary team research.

2. Keep to a minimum the number of administrative units in order to:

a. Keep the number of unit leaders directly responsible to the
Associate Director at a feasible level.

b. Limit the number of scientists diverting efforts from research
to administration.

3. Clearly define the lines of authority and responsibility by:

a. Giving Program Leaders responsibilities and authority similar
to those associated with more traditional disciplinary department
heads.

continued -2-



Research Committee -2-

b. Avoiding, or at least limiting, the assignment of staff to be
professionally responsible to scientists in different
programs from those under which they are funded.

4. Provide for greater decentralization of budget control with Central
Administration monitoring rather than controlling most research program
expenditures.

On this basis, it is proposed that the Research and Training
functions of the Institute be organized as shown in Table 1.

One possible objection to this proposal is that it calls for three
Entomologists and three Plant Pathologists instead of two in each discipline
as projected earlier. It appears to me only logical, however, that the two
programs in which the Institute expects to assume international center
responsibilities should each have a scientist in each of these disciplines.
As maize and rice are being worked on in depth at other international centers
it seems reasonable to share one Entomologist and one Plant Pathologist
between these two crops. By eliminating the two animal scientist positions,
these changes can be implemented within the total projected professional
staff complement.

The same arguments could be made for Plant Physiology and
Biochemistry. As the Institute aspires to international center excellence
for these crop groups, basic physiological studies warrant the assignment
of a Plant Physiologist to each of the Grain Legume, Root, Tuber and
Vegetable Improvement programs. A Physiologist is also required for the
Cereal Improvement program to deal with basic physiological problems unique
to the humid tropics and upland conditions not fully dealt with at the other
primary centers. Because of the basic work done at IRRI and CIMMYT,
however, it is considered that a Physiologist can be shared between rice
and maize and a Biochemist is not essential. A full time Biochemist appears
vital to the Grain Legume program owing to special problems of amino acid
balance and antimetabolites and the importance of these crops in the
alleviation of protein malnutrition. Similarly a Biochemist could be justified
for the Root , Tuber and Vegetable Improvement program because of the need
to upgrade the nutritional value of these crops. , However, as much of the
routine biochemical work can be carried out in the Analytical Services
Laboratory and the possibility of finding one man who can handle both the
physiological and biochemical problems, a Plant Physiologist/Biochemist
is proposed for that program making it possible to stay within the total of two
Physiologists and two Biochemists projected earlier.

Another possible objection to the proposal is the large size of
the Farming Systems Program. This can be justified by the importance of
this program and the fact that it has always been conceived as a problem
area requiring the joint efforts of a broad range of disciplines. Nevertheless,

continued -3-
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it may prove unwieldy. One solution is to pull some group out as a

separate program. It is suggested that if this were done the most

appropriate separate grouping would be that of the two Agricultural

Economists and the Agricultural Engineer (Mechanization), with the possible

addition of a Rural Sociologist,to form a "Rural Development" program (A
better name may be found but the functions and interrelationships of such

a grouping are fairly clear).

One of the major advantages of assigning the various specialized

staff to interdisciplinary programs is that in staff recruitment the specific

person most suited for the particular requirement can be selected. For

example, the Pathologist assigned to the Cereal Improvement program should

be prepared to deal chiefly with fungus and bacterial disease problems,
while someone with expertise in virology would be sought as the Pathologist

for the Root, Tuber and Vegetable Improvement program. In pointing this

out it is essential to emphasize that the barriers between the various

programs should be very low, permitting cooperation between programs when

a specialist available in one program is required to solve a problem in

another. While the specialists will be dispersed among the various programs

for budgetary and administrative purposes, close cooperation between staff

of the same discipline working in different programs will be enhanced by the
development of professional groupings and seminars and the fact that they

will be working together in specialized laboratories. .

One of the chief advantages of the proposed organization is the

greater ease and clarity of budget preparation and analysis. A sample budget,

using the same total cost estimates for Research and Training ($2,005, 000)

as shown in the 1972 Program and Budget Presentation, is presented in

Table 2. The operational cost of each program as well as the numbers of

professional staff and the amount of support available to each staff member

can be clearly seen.

By assigning percentages of the Research Support, Administration

and Physical Plant Services budgets to the research and training programs

an estimate can be made of the total cost for each program. An example of

such a breakdown is shown in Table 3.

It is also possible to separate out any particular discipline area

or sub-program from the various major program areas (e.g. Soil Physics,

Grain Legume Physiology, Cereal Pathology, etc.) Such estimates would be

useful for application to donors who may wish to sponsor an identifiable

package smaller than the large programs. A tentative estimate for the costs

of the Soil Physics sub-program of the Farming Systems Program over a

three-year period is shown as an example in Table 4.



TABLE 1. PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE RESEARC- & TRAINING

RESEARCH PROGRAMS RESEARCH SUPPORT UNITS

Farming Systems Biometrics
Agricultural Economist (2) Communications
Agricultural Engineer Farm

(Soil & Water Conservation) Library
Agricultural Engineer (Mechanization) Training
Agroclimatologist
Agronomist - Systems
Agronomist - Weed Science
Breeder/Agronomist

(Soil Conserving Crops)
Nematologist
Soil Biologist
Soil Scientist (Chemistry)
Soil Scientist (Classif. & Pedology)
Soil Scientist (Fertility)
Soil Scientist (Physics)

Cereal Improvement
Agronomist
Breeder (Maize)
Breeder (Rice)
Entomologist
PLant Pathologist
Plant Physiologist

Grain Legu.m( Improvement
Agronomist
f3icchemist
Breed er
Entomologist
Plant Physiologist
Plant Pathologist

Root, Tuber & Vegotable Improvement
An-ronomist (Root & Tuber)
Breeder (Root & Tuber)
3reeder/Agronomist (Vegetables)
Entomologist
Plant Pathologist
P.ant Physiologist/Biochemist



TABLE 2. SAMPLE RESEARCH & TRAINING BUDGET - 1972

STAFF (No.) BUDGET (thousands of dollars)
Regular

ACTIVITY : Field & Lab. : Office Staff Costs : Travel : Supplies TOTAL
Pro essional : Sr. Jr. : Sr. Jr. Prof. Regular : : & Equip.

Research Program :
Farming Systems: 14-V 16 44 :2 4 312 130 42 90 574
Cereal Inprov. 6 8 24 1 2 144 65 18 50 277
Gr. Leg. Improv. 6 8 24 1 2 132 65 16 45 258

Root, Tuber & Veg. 6/ 7 21 1 2 132 60 17 40 249

TOTAL . . . 32 39 113 5 10 720 320 93 225 1,358

Training Program
C perations 1 -- 2: 1 -- :: 24 6 3 5 38
Trainees -- 22 -- :-- -- :: -- 124 :10 35 169

TOTAL . . . . .. 1 22 2:1 -- :: 24 130 :13 40 207

Lesearch Support
I 1nits -.

Liometrics 1 3 2 1 -- 24 18 2 10 54
Communications 1 2 3 1 1 24 17 5 20 66
Farm : 1 :4 17+: -- 1 24 95 : 1 :15 : 135

150 da/ra:
Library 1 :7 3 : 1 1 :: 24 35 : 2 :45 : 106
R&T (Gen.).?/ :3 4 : 1 -- :: 38 20 : 4 17 : 79

TOTAL..... 5 :18 29 : 4 3 :: 134 185 :14 :107 : 440

T*O TAL . . . . .: 38 :79 144 :10 13 :: 878 635 :120 :372 : 2,005
2/A total of five staff members from these units budgeted for I year only in line with 1972 budget proposals.

2fIncludes costs of service lab, research stores operations, arid Associate Director's Office costs.

3/ Includes consultants and visiting scientists.



TABLE 3. SAMPLE BREAKDOWN OF PROGRAM COSTS - 1972
(thousands of dollars)

Overhead Allocations
: Operational Research : Physical Plant

PROGRAM : Budget Support Administration Services TOTAL
:(see Table 2) % $ % $ % $

Farming Systems 574 30 132 34 237 36 197 1,140

C ereal Improvement 277 18 79 15 105 15 82 543

Cr. Legume Improv. 258 17 75 14 97 15 82 512

Foot, Tuber & Veg. 249 15 66 12 84 14 77 476
Improvement

Training 207 20 88 25 174 20 110 579

TOTAL . . . . . . . 1,565 100 440 100 697 100 548 3,250



TABLE 4. SAMPLE BREAKDOWN OF SUB-PROGRAM COSTS
e.g. Soil Physics Sub-program of Farming

Systems Program.

YEAR
1972 1973 1974 3-Yr. Total

A. Operational Costs $ $ $ $

Professional Staff (1) 24,000 (1) 24,000 (1) 24,000 72,000

Reaular Staff
Senior -- (2) 8,000 (3) 12,000 (3) 12,000 32,000

Junior -- (3) 4,500 (5) 7,500 (5) 7,500 19,500

Trainees (2) 16,000 (3) 24,000 (3) 24,000 64, 000

'i- s & EB uipment
Capital -- 27,000 -- -- 27,000

Recurrent -- 5,000 6,000 6,000 17,000

Travel 3,000 3,000 3,000 9,000
Total . . . . . . 87,500 76,500 76,500 240,500

B. Overhead Allocations (3%)

Research Support 14,000 14,500 15,000 43,500

.Admnistration 21,000 23,000 26,000 70,000

Physical Plant Services 19,500 21,500 23,500 64,500
Total . . . . . . 54,500 59,000 64,500 178,000

C. Total Cost . . . . . . . . $142,000 $135,500 $141,000 $418,500



OA AIL UMBiER --

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Cables: TROPFOUND, IKEJA

Telephones Lagos Office
Administration: lbadan 23741, 22012 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE.
Library & Hotl) 23570 8,SB RBOUAE
Bodija Estate ) 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

24 Septovber 1971

Mr. Riagnaida, Dr.Mr* Mr. 1111,

Mr. Melvile, Mr. -, Mr NtdM. Mr. sopper am

Mr. Martawg:

The bard of ?umtees of the Z'A last week approved the orgakawatioa
of the ZTA research programs as shows In the attaeched man, and the
redeflnemeat of the Institute's ecope of reseawch as summarised in
the excerpt from the Research Committee report attached.

We prsume you wUil went to make these documents a of the
Program and Budget Presentatios seat you eariter.

Yours sincerely,

ohn L. Mickel
Associate Direcoraw 4 7")
at
.. ci.
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

a OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Cables: TROPFOUND, IKEJA

Telephones: Lagos Office
Administration: lbadan 23741, 22012 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE,
Library & Hostel ) 23570 8,SB RBOUAE
Bodija Estate ) 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

10 September 1971

Messrs. W. David Hopper, IDRC
Arie Kruithof, IBRD
Omar Kelly, USAID
David Hartzog, UNDP
R. G. Mawby, Kellogg
Paul Gerin-Lajoie, CIDA
Peter Oram, FAO Rome
Gerben Ringnalda, Netherlands
Ralph Melville, MOD
John Pino, Rockefeller Fdn.
Lowell Hardin, Ford Fdn.

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to submit herewith copy of the 1971 Program and
Budget Presentations of the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture.
This has not yet been approved by the Board of Trustees but will be
presented to the Board for approval during its meeting the week of
13 September. This is being sent as an advance copy for your early
consideration in preparation for the International Centers Week.

Yours sincerely,

hn L. Nickel
Associate Director

ar
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE4

OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Telephones: Cables: TROPFOUND, IKEJA

* Administration: Ibadan 22012 Lagos Office
Communications Centre ) 23570 89, $080 AROBIODU AVE.
Bodija Estate ) 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

June 24, 1971

Mr. Arie Kruithof,
Development Services Department,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A.

Dear Arie,

This is to confirm the dates of IITA meetings listed in Lowell Hardin's
letter of 15 June:

/13-14 September: Board of Trustees Research Committee
15-17 September: Annual Meeting of the IITA Board of Trustees.

As Lowell anticipated, we are pleased to invite you or another
representative of the Consultative Group to attend these meetings. We
await your advice.

When dates of subsequent meetings in which you may be interested
have been finalized, I let you know.

With best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,

H.R. Albrecht
Director

cc: Mr. Lowell S. Hardin

smo.
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA

Telephones: Cables: TROPFOUND, IKEJA
Administration: lbadan 22012 Lagos Office
Communications Centre ) 23570 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE.Bodija Estate ) 24639 P.O. BOX 145 IKEJA

Telephone: Lagos 33931

19 May 1971

Mr. A. Kruithof
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development
1818 H Street NW
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Mr. Kruithof:

I write first to thank you again for the tasty and congenial luncheon
you arranged for Jerry Grant and myself when we were in Washington,
and secondly to report on Mr. McNamara's visit to the I.I. T.A. Site
yesterday.

Mr. McNamara's party was enlarged somewhat with the addition of
several of the World Bank staff in Nigeria and representatives of the
Government, so we had a nice group to tell our story to. You or
someone had briefed Mr. McNamara very well, since he seemed quite
up-to-date on I.I.T.A. developments and he certainly proved to be
one of the most interested visitors we've had in a long time. I'd say
his visit was highly successful because of his interest and the genuine
enthusiasm he has for the international agricultural research effort.
We were quite stimulated by him and his associates.

Today is the meeting of the consultative group in Washington, and
those of us stationed at the outposts are most anxious to have the report.
It's certainly gratifying to us whenever the base of our support is
broadened and certainly the consultative group will be most effective
in this regard. We're happy with such actions as have been taken by
the Dutch Government and the pickup in interest shown by the British
and the West Germans. I'm sure much of this has been generated as a
result of the association of these governments with the consultative
group, so you can see we consider your role as most essential. Thank
you so much for your personal interest and efforts.

-continued-



Mr. A. Kruithof
19 May 1971
page 2.

We hope sincerely we won't have to wait too long before you make your
first visit to the I. I. T.A. We'd be delighted to introduce you to our
staff and show you our facilities and look forward to hearing from you
when we can expect your visit.

With best wishes, I am

i cerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar
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CA PITA L REQUIREMENTS FOR
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

1. There is no single document signed by the original donors (the
Nigerian Government and the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations) spelling out
the respective commitments of each. The commitments of the two Foundations
were stated, however, in the Proposal for an International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture Located In Nigeria, first submitted by the two Foundations to the
Nigerian Government in April 1964, modified and expanded in March 1965,
and accepted by the Nigerian Government in April 1965. (The March 1965 version,
and the Nigerian Government's letter of acceptance, are enclosed as Attachment A.)

The relevant section of the Proposal, under the heading "Financing"
(page 4), reads as follows:

"Basic financing of the original capital costs of buildings and
eauipment would be provided by the Ford Foundation.

"Recurrent costs of core operating expenses, such as staff
salaries and benefits, building and equipment upkeep and replacement,
supplies, library, publications, conferences and seminars, etc.
would be shared equally by the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations.
The Institute would be authorized to receive funds from other sources,
both public and private, and once established would actively seek
support from other sources for fellowships, special projects and
equipment, as well as for general support.

The Proposal estimated the capital costs of the Institute's buildings
and equipment (page 3) to be "somewhat higher" than those of the International
Rice Research Institute, which amounted to between $7. 0 and $8. 0 million.
The letter of acceptance from the Nigerian Government used the language "at
a capital cost in the region of $8 million."

2. The commitments of the two Foundations were further stated in
the July 1967 Decree of the Nigerian Government establishing IITA (Attachment B).
Paragraph No. 6, under the subtitle "Financing of the Institute", reads as follows:

"Subject to the provisions of this section, the Ford and
Rockefeller Foundations have agreed to finance the Institute in
accordance with the provisions as to financing set out in the
proposal in the Schedule to this Decree. However, the Foundations
shall at any time during the period covered by the Schedule stated
in the Decree be empowered to review and revive their intended
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continuing support; and the Foundations may in their discretion
extend financial support of core operations, in whole or in part,
for a period to be agreed with the Government or improve
conditions during the same period so as to diminish or curtail
financial support as the Foundations think fit. "

Note that the March 1965 version of the Proposal was attached to the
Decree as a Schedule, but omitting the estimate of capital costs which in
July 1967 was no longer considered realistic.

3. The financing of IITA 's capital costs, as stated in both the
Proposal and the Decree, was originally discussed with, and approved in principle
by, the Ford Foundation's Trustees in December 1963. The initial discussion paper
submitted to the Trustees at that time (pages 11 and 12 enclosed as Attachment C)
stated:

"Buildings and equipment -- It is suggested that the Ford
Foundation provide the necessary capital for buildings and equipment.

"Operating Expenses -- . . It is proposed that if an Institute
of Tropical Agriculture is established, the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations split the cost of operating this Institute and the Inter-
national Rice Research Institute... .

The discussion paper estimated the probable cost of the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture at $7. 5 million based on the capital cost of
the International Rice Research Institute.

4. By May 1965, the two Foundations realized that the cost of IRRI
was an unreliable guide for the cost of IITA because of differences in time,
location, and available utilities, and because of IITA's more comprehensive
research mandate. As a result, in June 1965 when the Ford Foundation's
Trustees approved a tentative plan for the establishment of IITA, the estimated
cost of physical facilities was put at $12 million.

Thereafter estimates of IITA 's capital costs continued to escalate
under the impact of worldwide increases in construction and equipment costs
and of internal conditions in Nigeria. By December 1966, when the Foundation's
Trustees approved an appropriation of $5 million for Phase I of IITA 's
construction costs, total capital costs were estimated at $13. 5 million (Attachment D).
Estimates continued to inch up, exceeding $20 million in January 1969.

5. The Ford Foundation's commitment to IITA's capital costs was
confirmed in discussion with the Trustees on several occasions following the
December 1963 meeting referred to above. As these capital costs continued to
rise, however, the Trustees encouraged the Foundation's staff and that of IITA
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to seek capital contributions from other donors. Discussions with other
donors were initiated in the winter of 1968-69, and were advanced at the first
Bellagio meeting of April 1969, which subsequently became the nucleus of the
Consultative Group.

By June 1969, the request submitted to the Foundation's Trustees
for a $5 million appropriation for Phase II capital costs (Attachment E) reported
as follows:

". . . It is now our expectation that the total capital cost of
IITA will be about $17. 2 million, of which $6. 2 million has already
been made available, leaving $11 million to be found. The action
currently recommended will provide $5 million of this amount from
FY 1969 funds. We intend to try to obtain some part of the remaining
$6 million from other sources, with some real hope that both AID
and the Canadian aid agency may be willing to contribute at least
to the equipment costs ($2-3 million). "

6. After his installation as Director, Dr. Herbert Albrecht began a
concerted effort, in cooperation with the architects, to scale down IITA 's
capital costs. This was done through reductions in Phase II plans in the number
and size of some facilities (for example, four laboratory buildings were reduced
to two) and by the elimination of non-functional refinements and furnishings. The
results of this effort were summarized in a letter from Dr. Albrecht to David Bell,
dated April 26, 1969 (Attachment F).

On the basis of these revised plans, IITA 's capital costs were estimated
in May 1969 at $17, 068, 700. Because of the reductions in facilities, this estimate
cannot be meaningfully compared with previous estimates to show rising construction
and equ'ipment costs. However, no further major changes have been made in
IITA 's capital plans since 1969, and this estimate can be compared with subsequent
estimates, as follows:

May 196 9 $17,068,700

June 1969 17,374,000

June 1970 17,546,000

July 1970 17,375,000
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May 1971 $17,515,000

June 1971 18,300,000 a)

December 1971 18,541,000 b)

a) following renegotiation of contract with general contractor

b) following devaluation of the dollar and final Adebo award raising wages of
construction labor

7. The estimate of IITA,'s total capital costs has thus increased from
$12 million in June 1965 to $18, 541, 000. This increase has been partly offset
by capital contributions from other donors amounting to $1, 538, 000, as follows:

Paid to Due during
12/31/71 Cal. 1972 Total

Rockefeller Foundation 107 107

CIDA 310 - 310

USAID 740 280 1,020

Netherlands 43.5 43. 5

United Kingdom (ODAO) - 57.5 57.5

1,157 381 1,538

The Rockefeller contribution was largely a technical one, arising from
the fact that the salaries and related costs of some Rockefeller employes assigned
to IITA in its early planning and building states were charged to IITA's capital
budget. The contributions of the other donors have all been committed since
January 1970 following extensive negotiations with IITA, and represent decisions
on the part of new donors to join the two Foundations, in some form or other,
in IITA 's financing. In all cases, these capital contributions have been accompanied
by substantially larger contributions to operating funds.
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8. A summary of the present position is as follows:

Estimated total capital costs of
basic facilities and inventoried assets $18, 541, 000

Less:

Funds received or committed:

Ford Foundation 16,175,000

Other donors 1,538,000 -17,713,000

Net additional funds required $828, 000



Attachment A

MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Telegrams SECON INDEPENDENCE HOUSE

Telephone No.g2605 PRIVATE MAIL BAG 12558

Ref. No..... AG R .iSV. 424 LAGOS, NIGERIA

.. h.............

D. Heaps, Esq.,
Res ident Representative,
Ford Foundation,
47 Marina,
Lagos.

International Institute of Tronical -ricultural
Reserch

I write to confirm that my colleagues and I have 'studied
the outline prOT)osal fo an International Institute of Tropical

Ag'vri cu.lturc located in Migeria attached to your letter of 20th
iMrch, 1965, and that we have no major objections or amendments
to propose at this stage. As 1 told you, we would like to be a
bit more specific on customs privileges by restricting these to

first arrival" facilities for non-Nigerian professional staff
whose personal income from your Foundations and other non-Nigerian
sources would also be exempt from Nigerian income tax. But this
and other matters of detail can be sorted out later when
negotiating the detail agreement.

I wish to confirm formally what the Honourable inister
of Economic Development told Dr. Hill, Vice President for Overseas
Development, Ford Foundation, that the Federal Government welcomes
the ioroposal of the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations to establish
an Institute of Tropical Azriculture at a capital cost in the
region of ,8 million and an annual running cost of over 11 million
per annum for a minimum period of 14 years assuming satisfactory
operation. ie note that the obligation of the Federal Government
will be limited to providing the land required, promoting appro-
priate legislation embodying the details to be agreed and facili-
tating in a general way the early implementation of the project.

I hope that this firm indlicaition and approval in principle
will enable your two Foundations to enter into the necessary
comitments so that the project may be started after satisfactory
conclusion of an agreement embodying the detail arrangements.
',e will on our part, be prepared to invite our lawyers to
prepare the necessary draft acreement based on the outline
uroposals as soon as we get a firm commitment from your
Foundations that you are undertaking the programme outlined in
your draft proposal.

As I told you, the new Ministry of Natural Resources and
Research which I am supervising for the time being, will be our
point of contact with you on this project. This nurely domestic
arrangement will not in any way affect the Federal Government's
enthusiastic support in principle for the project.

A. A. AyidK
Acting Permanent4&e'ietary

All correspondence to be addressed to the Permanent Secretary



PROPOSAL FOR AN

INTERLATIOLAL INQTTIITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

LOCATED IN NIGERIA

INTRODUCTION

Nuch of the world's population lives in the
tropics. Their countries are marked by the paradox that,
although predominantly agricultural, they do not produce
sufficient foods of good nutritional quality to take care
of the increasing needs of their own populations. Food
crop yields are only one tenth to one half of those in
developed countries.

Dietary hardships ranging from malnutrition to acute
h1unger are endemic. Except for export crops, such as
palm oil and cocoa, tropical agriculture has received
relatively little research attention and has not benefited
from the major findings of modern science and technology.

The Rockefeller and Ford Foundations have for some
years been cooperating with developinn countries in
efforts to increase the production and improve the quality
of their food crops. One approach has been to provide
assistance in establishing a limited number of regional
and international institutions of high quality devoted to
research on food crops and to trainin- staff for other
research institutions working on similar problems. One
such institution now in existence is the International
Rice Research Institute established in the Philippines in
1960 in cooperation with the Government of the Philippines.
This organization, concerned with finding ways to increase
yields and imrprove the nutritional quality of rice, the
world's single most important food crop, has already
produced impressive results in both research and trainina.
Consideration is now heine Piven to the possibility of
establishing a new international institute that would focus
on increasing the production and improving the nutritional
values of important tropical food crops. Such an institute
could, if mutually satisfactory arrangements can be worked
out, be located in Nigeria.
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Like the International Rice R1esearch Institute, the

proposed Institute would be designed to put teams of high-

level specialists to work on major problems requiring basic

or applied research; it would help train the professional

manpower required by other institutions for research on
tropical food crops; and through international forums,

conferences, and seminars, provision of good library

facilities and exchange of plant materials, it would assist

scientists at other institutions to increase the effective-

ness of thEir programs. It would be authorized to enter

into cooperative research agreer-ents with other

institutions and to make small research grants when, in its

judgment, these appear to be desirable and effective means

of pursuing its objectives.

Preliminary explorations of the possibility of

establishing the proposed Institute were begun in

October 1963, when Dr. George Earrar, President of the

Rockefeller Foundation, and Dr. F. F. Hill, Vice President

of the Ford Foundation, visited Nigeria to study the

feasibility of such a venture. Discussions were held with
leading persons in government and at universities,

including Prime inister Alhaji, the Right 1ionorablc
Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa and the -'inister of Economic

Development, the honorable aziri Ibrahim. Dr. Harrar
and Dr. Hill were accompanied by Professor Richard Bradfield,
senior agricultural adviser to the Rockefeller Foundation,
who subsequently made an extensive survey of all major
agricultural research institutions in Wigeria. These

discussions and studies confirmed the suitability of
Nigeria as the Dotential site of the Institute, the mutual
interests of igerian and Foundation officials in the
proposed Institute, and the desirability, therefore, of

exploring further the development of an acceptable
arrangement for the Institute.

GLERAL ODJECTI'.ES OF PROPOSED ISTITUTE

The gcneral objectives of the proposed Institute are
as follows:

1. To provide in the tropics a high-quality
international research organization devoted to finding ways



as quickly as possible to increase the output and improve
the quality of tropical food crops. Attention also would
be given to soil improvement and feed crops useful in
intensive crop rotations. Basic research, applied
research and experimentation, and field testing of results
would be pursued. All important aspects of the problem of
increasing and improving the quality of food production
would be investigated-agronomic, engineering, and
economic. Special attention would be given to studies of
soils and the development of crop rotations and management
systems, particularly in the humid tropics, which would
make it possible to use soils more intensively than they
are used at Dresent.

2. To provide, in cooperation with universities
and research stations concerned with tropical agriculture,

hich-level professional training for carefully selected
persons who expect to become staff members of institutions
and organizations in the tropics concerned with increasine
food proauction and improving its quality and distribution.

3. To publish and disseminate research findings
and recommendations of the proposed institute.

4. To distribute improved Plant materials to
other research centers where they might he of significant
value or use in breeding or improverent programs.

5. To establish, maintain and operate an
information center and librarv which will provide for
interested scientists and scholars everywhere a collection
of the world's literature on tropical agriculture.

6. To organize or hold periodic conferences,
forums and seminars, whether international, regional,
local or otherwise, for the purpose of discussing current
problems in the field of tropical agriculture.

ESTIMIATED COST

Capital costs of buildings and equipment for the
International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines
amounted to between $7.0 and $8. million. It is believed
that capital and equipment costs for an Institute of
Tropical Agriculture probably would be somewhat higher.
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Annual operating expenses of the International Rice

Research Institute are currently running in the

neighborhood of $1.0 million. When the International

Institute of Tropical Agriculture becomes fully

operational, its annual operating expenses probably will

be higher than that because of the greater number of crops

involved and the many unsolved problems relating to the

management of tropical soils.

FINANCING

Basic financing of the original capital costs of

buildings and equipment would be provided by the Ford

Foundation.

Recurrent costs of corc operating ,xpenses,such--as

staff salaries and'benefits, building and equipment upkeep and

replacement, supplies, library, publications, conferences

and seminars, etc. would be shared equally by the

Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. The Institute would be

authorized to receive funds from other sources, both

public and private, and once established would actively

seek support from other sources for fellowships, special

projects and equipment, as well as for general support.

Because assurance of long-term financial support is

essential to the efficient operation of an agricultural

research organization, the two Foundations would state

their intention of supporting the core operations of the

Institute for a minimum period of 14 years, assuming

satisfactory operation. If, at the end of 14 years, the

Institute, in the judgment of the two Foundations, is

continuing to perform a service of great importance to

tropical agriculture, consideration should be given to

extending their support of its core operations for an

additional period, fully, in part, or on a declining basis.

If, after the Foundations discontinue financial

support for the Institute or at some later time it is

deemed unnecessary or no longer feasible for the

Institute to continue, the physical assets of the Institute

would devolve, subject to approval by the Government of

Nigeria, to a Nigerian or other appropriate agency.
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LAiD REOUIRE!ENTS

To facilitate and strenathen its training program and
provide ready access to qualified scientists and research
racilities in related fields, it is proposed that the-
Institute be located adjacent to the University of Ibadan.
It is further DroDosed that adecquate land for the Institute
be provided bw the Covernment of Nigeria on lonq-term lease
at a token rent.

Because of the number of crops on wihich experimental
work will be done and the wide variation in topography and
soils in the Ibadan area, :t is estimated that approximately
2,000 areas will be required in one block in the area
generally to the north and/or west of the University of
Ibadan capus. The Foundations are prepareud to send
qualified persons to Nigeria to establish the exact site
requirements as soon as aereement in principle with the
Ninerian Government has been reached. Th- Federal
Government will assume lesal and financial responsibility
for this acquisition and for such other land acquisitions
as may be required and ;rutually agreed upon by the Institute
and Government in the future. Smaller acreages for
exe r~ient l work, fild tests and de:7onstrations in other
parts of Ni eria may he required later on.

STATUS

The proDosed Institute would be established under
.iaerian law as an autono:-ous, non-profit, tax-free
organization, international in character, and operating
undr policies laid down by itc Board of Trustees.

BOARD OP TPUfTEI5

It s pronosed that the Institute hve a self-
perpetuatin7 board of Trustees of not less than nine nor
more than fifteen members. Pepresentation of the Board
should reflect its international character. ith the
CXception 3tatWd below, coard members would serve for a
period of tw7o years wit> the possibility of servinP tTo
successive terms. Terms would be staggered to Provide
continuity of memershir. Moberc would serve in their
individual capacities and riot as reresentatives of the
organIzations with hich they ha-ppen to be affiliated.



because of the role the Insitute is exDected to play
in t.e development of :irer.an ariculture, its

international character, and the visibility and DrestJe
it would provide, the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations
believe it to be essential to have the Finister in the
Federal Governnent of Iieria responsible for asriculture
af;airs or his representative servinF ex officio on the
Board of Trustees. This is the present arrangement in the
case of the International Rice Research Institute located
in the Philippsines and it baa proved to have imlDortant
advantages, for both the Institute and the PhiliDpines.

In addition to the Minister or his representative,
4 s u(-estcd chat there bo two additional !<.erian

merberships on the Board. One would be rotated among the
Vice Chancellors of 'irerian universities with Colleges or

Departments of Agriculture and the other among the
Directors of agricultural research stations of the
Government of aieria. aEc> appointee would serve one
two-year ter at a tine.

Althoueh it is a.ticipated that the Institute will
develop cooperative workinc relationships with other

universities and research stations in higeria, it is
p because of its propoced location, that the
instttute t s contacts mith th. University of Thadan will be
especially diverse and numerous. It is clearly of great
imp)ortance to both the Univ rs.ty and the Institute that
theoe relationships he as harmonious and productive as
possible. For this reascn, it is desirable that the
'ice-Chancllor of the Univrscity of Ibadcan be anointed as

the first academic member of the Institute's Loard of
Trustces and, at the expiry of his first two-year term
on the oard, remain as a non-votina member of the Board
in order to facilitate continuinig association of the
University with the proposed Institute.

It is proposed that the .ockefclier :nd Ford
7ounDat:ons be authorized to appoint one memler cach
to the Board of Trustees of the Institute and that the
Director of the Institute also be a memher.
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It is proposed further that with the exception of
the three Nigerian members, the two Foundation members
and the Director, the ioard of Trustees of the Institute
shall be frc to a-point such other members, not to exceed
nine in number, as will in its judgment provide the
strongest possible Loard, keepinA in mind such considera-
tions as Feopraphicn representation, scientific
knowledge of and experience in tropical agriculture,
possibll sources of funds other than the tro Foundations,

etc. Additional embrs mi Eght include, for example, one
or more persons from each of tho followinq categories:
Tropical African areas other thon Nigeria, South and
Southeast Asia, Latin kmerica and the Caribbean, and
eminnt specialiats in tropical agriculturc.

On the basis of the foregoinE proposals, the
mebership of the board might, for exaple, be as follows:

Number of lembers

Niocria 3

Rockofeller and Ford
Foundations (1 each) 2

Director of the Institute
(X Officio) 1

Othr Tronical African areas 3

South and Southeast Asia 2

Latin America and Caribbean 2

At Large (EWinent Tropical
Agricultural Specialists) 2

Total 15

It is conterplatnd that the numbers in the first three
catcgorics shown abovo would remain constant unless it
were mutually agreed to amend the articles of
incorporation, by-laws, or other basic documents.
hunbers in the royininq four categories meiht vary from
tino to tin: Kependinq upon the judcment of the Board as
to which indivinuals anono thoso who are available are
likely to makc the greatest contribution to the work
of the Institute. An effort would be made, however, to
have on the Board at all times at least one member in each
of the last four catecories.



LLATION TO NIGERIAN AND OTEE UNIMSITIES

The Institute would be an international, independent,
autonomous institution operating under policies laid down
by its oard of Trustees. It would not grant degrees and,
therefore, would not be competitive with universities in
higeria or elsewhere. It would, however, bc prepared to
furnish, in addition to facilities for research, advanced
training for younE scientists looking forward to careers
in the field of tropical agriculture. Arrangements would
be rade wit! interested universities for granting
appropriate credit for work done at the Institute toward
requirements Yor advanced degrees. Arrangcments for
joint univeryity-Institute a-pointmcnts, for exchange of
research personnel, and for the use of the Institute's
research fcilities hy university staff members or of
university facilities by Institute staff members would be
a ratter for individual negotiation between the Institute
and the individual university concerned. The activities
ef the Institute would be designed to comnlement the
work of other tropical aqricultural institutions.

1ARAGEUIlT

The Institute would be responsible for all matters
pertning to its own staff, operating, of course,
within the context of amplicable Nigerian law. All
professional and non-professional appointments,
including candidates for training, would be made
exclusively b7 the institute.

The appointment of the Director of the Institute
and of Trustees other than those from Nigeria would b
subject to the approval of the two Foundations as long
as they provide a substantial part of the funds required
to finance the Institute's core operations.

Chngers would be mode in the basic charter of the
Institute only with the prior approval of both
Foundations during the period of their financial
support and in consultation with the Government of
Lieria.



RELATIONS 'IT Gf2OVERpN T

Custom-free privileer for the Institute, including

furnishines .nd household equipment purchased by the

Institute for lease or provision to staff members,

would he prvidod. Customs -ri-vilees for foreign

professional nersonnel would be extended on the same

basis jr, to United Nations arid other international

technical assistancC Personnel workin- i-n Nieria.

Toreign professional staff merrbers of the Institute

would not be subjhct to ;igerlin personal income tax.

The Federal Government 1,7ould undertake to

facilitate entry into ':i eri a of professional personnel,

except where an indivi dual nay be specifically declared

unacceptable.

SUGGESTED TI2l SLCQUENCF

1. Final approval or revision of proposed

agreement by both Foundations before submission to the

Iigeriar Government.

2. Approval in rrincipie of the proposed

agreerent by the Nigerian Government.

3. Ce-mmitrent to undertake the prosram by

both Foundations and determination of exact site.

4. Enactment of provisions of agreement

by the Nigerian Govcrn-cnt, includin2 formal

acquisition of site.

5. Signino of the agree- ct by the Nigerian

Government and Foundation representatives.

6. Or,;anization of the B3oard of Trustees

,nd election of the Institute Director.

19 March 1965
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Decree No. 32

[24th July 1967] Commence-
ment.

WHEREAS it has been made to appear to the Federal Military
Government (in this Decree hereafter referred to as "the Government")
that the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation of the United

States of America (in this Decree hereafter referred to as "the foundations")
heretofore undertook in co-operation with the former civil government to

establish and maintain in Nigeria an international institute of tropical
agriculture (in this Decree hereafter referred to as "the Institute") as nearly
as may be in accordance with the objectives in the proposal of 19th March

1965 for such an Institute set out in modified form in the Schedule to this

Decree:

AND WHEREAS the Government is satisfied that the Institute

should be so established and maintained as an autonomous, non-stock,

philanthropic, non-profit and tax-free corporation having and exercising the
functions hereinafter appearing, and that the proposal aforesaid should be
construed accordingly :

NOW THEREFORE THE FEDERAL MILITARY GOVERNMENT
hereby decrees as follows

1.-(1) There shall be established an institute to be called and known Establsh-
as the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (hereafter in this ment of the

Decree referred to as "the Institute") to exercise the functions and powers Institute.

and pursue the objectives assigned to it by this Decree.

(2) The Institute shall be a body corporate with perpetual succession
and a common seal which shall be kept in the custody of the chairman of

the board of trustees or of the director if so authorized by the board.

2.-(1) The Institute shall have the general responsibility for under- Functions

taking studies of and research into tropical agriculture and of providing Of theInstitute.
information thereon to authorised representatives of governments or to groups
or bodies of persons, interested in tropical agriculture.

(2) In carrying out the general responsibility assigned to it by subsection
(1) of this section, the Institute may pursue all or any of the following

objectives

(a) to provide in the tropics a high-quality international research
organization devoted to finding ways as quickly as possible to increase
the output and improve the quality of tropical food crops;

(b) to provide, in co-operation with universities and research stations
concerned with tropical agriculture, high-level professional training for
carefully selected persons who expect to become staff members of institu-
tions and organizations in the tropics concerned with increasing food
production and improving its quality and distribution;

(c) to publish and disseminate research findings and recommendations
of the Institute

(d) to distribute improved plant materials to other research centres
where they might he of significant value in breeding or improvement
programmes;

(e) to establish, maintain, and operate an information centre and
library which will provide for interested scientists and scholars every-
where a collection of the world's literature on tropical agriculture ; and
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() to organize or hold periodic conferences, forums, and seminars,
whether international, regional, local, or otherwise, for the purpose of
discussing current problems in the field of tropical agriculture.

Incidental 3. The Institute shall have the following incidental powers, that is to
powers of say, it may,-

Institute. (a) obtain from any authority or person, charters, and concessions

necessary for the attainment of its purposes ;

(b) acquire from any person, by way of gift, purchase, exchange or
lease whether absolutely or in trust, any property, real or personal,

requisite or necessary to carry out the objects of the Institute, with

power, subject to any trust, to hold or dispose of any such property ;

(c) do and perform anything necessary in the opinion of the Institute,
to further the purpose and attain the objects of the Institute.

The board .- ( The affairs of the Institute shall be administered by a board

of trustees (hereafter in this Decree referred to as "the board") composed
of not less than nine and not more than fifteen members made up as follows,
that is to say,-

(a) the permanent secretary of the \Ministry of Agriculture and Natural

Resources in the Federal territory or in the event of his inability to attend

any meeting of his nominee in writing from that Ministry;

(b) two members appointed by the Federal Executive Council one by
rotation from amongst the Vice Chancellors of N igerian universities having
colleges or departments of agriculture, and the other by rotation from

amongst the directors of agricultural research stations of the Government

of Nigeria to hold ofice as in this section provided ;

(c) two members of whom one shall be appointed by the Ford Founda-

tion and the other member shall be appointed by The Rockefeller Founda-

tion in either casc serving ex oflicio

(d) the director for the time being of the Institute ; and

(e) additional nenbieirs that is to say members chiosen from among

the following categories, na ely tropical African areas (other than Nigeria),
South and Southeast Asia, Latin Arnerica and the Caribbean and from

among eminent specialists in tropical agriculture, the members not

exceeding nine in number, being elected from time to time by the board,
with the approval of the Government of Nigeria and, as long as they

provide a substantial part of the funds required to finance the Institute's

core operations with the approval of the foundations.

(2) Members (other than those serving ex officio) shall hold office for a

term of two years and shall be eligible for re-election for one further term of

the like duration ; but a member appointed by the Federal Executive Council

shall not be eligible for reappointment until two years after the expiration of

his term.

Meetings 5.-(l) The board shall meet at least once in each year and at such other

and times as may be required for any reason.
Procedure
of the (2) Subject to the provisions of section 26 of the Interpretation Act of

board. 1964 (which provides for decisions of a statutory body to be taken by a

1964 No. 1 majority of its members and for the chairman to have a second or casting
vote) the board may determine its own procedure or that of any committee
thereof.
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(3) The quorum at a meeting of the board shall be five and the quoru
at a meeting of any committee of the board shall be fixed by the board.

6. Subject to the provisions of this section, the Ford and Rockefeller Financing
Foundations have agreed to finance the Institute in accordance with the of the
provisions as to financing set out in the proposal in the Schedule to this
Decree. However, the Foundations shall at any time during the period
covered by the Schedule stated in the Decree be empowered to review and
revive their intended continuing support ; and the Foundations may in
their discretion extend financial support of core operations, in whole or in

part, for a period to be agreed with the Government or impose conditions
during this same period so as to diminish or curtail financial support as the
Foundations think fit.

7. The principal office of the Institute shall be established and Location of
maintained in Ibadan. principaloffice.

3.-(1) The Government shall make available on leasehold tenure to Provision
the Institute in accordance with the land requirement provisions of the of land.

proposal a suitable site for the location of the Institute adjacent to the
university of Ibadan and such other areas of land as the Government and the
Institute may, from time to time, agree to be necessary or desirable for
experimental work, field tests, and demonstrations in parts of Nigeria other
than where the principal office of the Institute is located.

(2) Land so made available by the Government shall be held upon
such term or terms as may be agreed and upon payment of, in each case, one
peppercorn as annual rental (if demanded).

9. The board shall furnish to the Federal Executive Council as soon as Annual
may be after the end of each year a report on the activities of the Institute report.
during that year with sufficient copies for distribution to interested persons.

IO.-(1) All equipment and supplies required for the establishment and Exemption
operation of the programmes of the Institute, including construction materials from duties
and supplies, machinery, and furnishings owned and imported by the of customs.

Institute for the purposes of this Decree shall be exempted from duties of
customs.

(2) Any other things owned and imported by the Institute shall likewise
be so exempted :

Provided that the Government may require the Institute to give to it
some indication of the nature and quality of any such thing so imported.

(3) The staff of the Institute shall be entitled to first arrival privileges
only.

11.-(1) It is hereby declared that the Institute is an organisation Exemption
between which and the Government there exists an arrangement for technical trom income
assistance, and- tax.

(a) the income of the Institute, and

(b) the income of any person other than a citizen of Nigeria who is
employed in or is engaged by the Institute in a professional capacity-
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shall, in so far as and to the extent only that it is derived solely by reason of
operations of the Institute in Nigeria, be exempted from liability to income
tax.

(2) (a) Income of persons on in-service training, fellowship, grants or
scholarship, and

(b) income derived by non-Nigerians from other sources outside
Nigeria-

shall likewise be exempted from income tax.

Mntry into 12. Where any person (other than a Nigerian) seeking entry intogeria of N
ofessional Nigeria satisfies the immigration authorities that he is to be employed by the

and other Institute or is engaged by it in a professional capacity as adviser, he shall, for
personnel. the purposes of the Immigration Act 1963, be deemed to have accepted

1963 No. 6. employment with the Government; and the provisions of section 8 of that
Act shall be so construed and production of a consent to enter shall be
unnecessary.

Require- 13. No change shall be made in the basic organisation of the Institute
n ents for save after consultation with the Government and with the prior approval of
change in the foundations so long as the foundations continue to provide wholly or to a
basic orga-
nization major extent the funds required to finance the core operations of the Institute.
of thc
institute.

Disposal 14. If the foundations discontinue financial support for the Institute
f plant, and the existence of the Institute is thereafter terminated for any reason, all

determnina- of the physical plant and equipment of the Institute shall become the property
tion of the of the Government to be used by it for scientific or educational purposes.
Institute.
Tnterpre- 15. In this Decree unless the context otherwise requires,-

tion.
"charters and concessions" include franchises, liceices, rights and

privileges with or without financial or other assistance -

"core operations" means the functions referred to in section 2(2) of this
Decree and includes the cost of maintaining and operating the Institute;

"the Government" means the Federal Military Government and
includes any successor Government;

"the proposal" means the Proposal for an International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture located in Nigeria referred to in the Schedule to this
Decree and references to sundry provisions of the proposal shall be
construed accordingly.

Citation. 16. This Decree may be cited as the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture Decree 1967.
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SCHEDULE
Preamble and Sections 6 (1) and 15

PROPOSAL FOR AN INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

TROPICAL AGRICULTURE LOCATED IN NIGERIA

(MODIFIED)

INTRODUCTION

...... The Rockefeller and Ford Foundations have for some years been
co-operating with developing countries in efforts to increase the production
and improve the quality of their food crops. One approach has been to
provide assistance in establishing a limited number of regional and interna-

tional institutions of high quality devoted to research on food crops and to
training staff for other research institutions working on similar problems.....

Consideration is now being given to the possibility of establishing a new

international institute that would focus on increasing the production and

improving the nutritional values of important tropical food crops. Such an
institute could, if mutually satisfactory arrangements can be worked out, be
located in Nigeria.

Like the International Rice Research Institute, the proposed Institute

would be designed to put teams of high-level specialists to work on major
problems requiring basic or applied research ; it would help train the profes-
sional manpower required by other institutions for research on tropical
food crops ; and through international forums, conferences, and seminars,

provision of good library facilities and exchange of plant materials, it would
assist scientists at other institutions to increase the effectiveness of their

programines. It would be authorized to enter into co-operative research
agreements with other institutions and to make small research grants when,
in its judgment, these appear to be desirable and effective means of pursuing
its objectives.

Preliminary explorations of the possibility of establishing the proposed
Institute were begun in October 1963, when Dr George Harrar, President of

the Rockefeller Foundation, and Dr F. F. Hill, Vice President of the Ford
Foundation, visited Nigeria to study the feasibility of such a venture.
Discussions were held with leading persons in government and at universities
...... Dr Harrar and Dr Hill were accompanied by Professor Richard Brad-
field, senior agricultural adviser to the Rockefeller Foundation, who
subsequently made an extensive survey of all major agricultural research
institutions in Nigeria. These discussions and studies confirmed the suit-
ability of Nigeria as the potential site of the Institute, the mutual interests of
Nigerian and Foundation officials in the proposed Institute, and the
desirability, therefore, of exploring further the development of an acceptable
arrangement for the Institute.

GENERAL OBJEcTivES OF PROPOSED INSTITUTE

The general objectives of the proposed Institute are as follows:

1. To provide in the tropics a high-quality international research
organization devoted to finding ways as quickly as possible to increase the
output and improve the quality of tropical food crops. Attention also would

be given to soil improvement and feed crops useful in intensive crop rotations.
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Basic research, applied research and experimentation, and field testing of
results would be pursued. All important aspects of the problem of increasing
and improving the quality of food production would be investigated i.e.
agronomic, engineering, and economic. Special attention would be given to
studies of soils and the development of crop rotations and management
systems, particularly in the humid tropics, which would make it possible to
use soils more intensively than they are used at present.

2. To provide, in co-operation with universities and research stations
concerned with tropical agriculture, high-level professional training for
carefully selected persons who expect to become staff members of institutions
and organizations in the tropics concerned with increasing food production
and improving its quality and distribution.

3. To publish and disseminate research findings and recommendations
of the proposed Institute.

4. To distribute improved plant materials to other research centres
where they might be of significant value or use in breeding or improvement
programmes.

5. To establish, maintain and operate an information centre and
library which will provide for interested scientists and scholars everywhere a
collection of the world's literature on tropical agriculture.

6. To organize or hold periodic conferences, forums and seminars,
whether international, regional, local or otherwise, for the purpose of discuss-
ing current problems in the field of tropical agriculture.

FINANCING

Basic financing of the original capital costs of buildings and equipment
would be provided by the Ford Foundation.

Recurrent costs of core operating expenses, such as stafT salaries and
benefits, building and equipment upkeep and replacement, supplies, library,
publications, conferences and seminars, etc., would be shared equally by the
Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. The Institute would be authorized to
receive funds from other sources, both public and private, and once established
would actively seek support from other sources for fellowships, special
projects and equipment, as well as for general support.

Because assurance of long-term financial support is essential to the
efficient operation of an agricultural research organization, the two Founda-
tions would state their intention of supporting the core operations of the
Institute for a minimum period of 14 years, assuming satisfactory operation.
If, at the end of 14 years, the Institute, in the judgment of the two Foundations
is continuing to perform a service of great importance to tropical agriculture,
consideration should be given to extending their support of its core operations
for an additional period, fully, in part, or on a declining basis.

If, after the Foundations discontinue financial support for the Institute
or at some later time it is deemed unnecessary or no longer feasible for the
Institute to continue, the physical assets of the Institute would devolve,
subject to approval by the Government of Nigeria, to a Niverian or other
appropriate agency.
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LAND REQUIREMENTS

To facilitate and strengthen its training programme and provide ready
access to qualified scientists and research facilities in related fields, it is
proposed that the Institute be located adjacent to the University of Ibadan.
It is further proposed that adequate land for the Institute be provided by
the Government of Nigeria on long-term lease at a token rent.

Because of the number of crops on which experimental work will be
done and the wide variation in topography and soils in the Ibadan area, it is
estimated that approximately 2,000 acres will be required in one block in the
area generally to the north and/or west of the University of Ibadan campus.
The Foundations are prepared to send qualified persons to Nigeria to establish
the exact site requirements as soon as agreement in principle with the Nigerian
Government has been reached. The Federal Government will assume legal
and financial responsibility for this acquisition and for such other land
acquisitions as may be required and mutually agreed upon by the Institute
and Government in the future. Smaller acreages for experimental work,
field tests and demonstrations in other parts of Nigeria may be required
later on.

STATUS

The proposed Institute would be established under Nigerian law as an
autonomous, non-profit, tax-free organization, international in character,
and operating under policies laid down by its Board of Trustees.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

It is proposed that the Institute have a sel.-perpetuating Board of
Trustees of not less than nine nor more than fifteen members. Represen-
tation of the Board should reflect its international character. With the
exception stated below, Board members would serve for a period of two
years with the possibility of serving two successive terms. Terms would
be staggered to provide continuity of membershin. Members would serve
in their individual capacities and not as representatives of the organisations
with which they happen to be affiliated.

Because of the role the Institute is expected to play in the development
of Nigerian agriculture, its international character, and the visibility and
prestige it would provide, the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations believe it
to be essential to have the Minister in the Federal Government of Nigeria
responsible for agricultural affairs or his representative serving ex-officio on
the Board of Trustees.

In addition to the Minister or his representative, it is suggested that
there be two additional Nigerian memberships on the Board. One would
be rotated among the Vice-Chancellors of Nigeria universities with Colleges
or Departments of Agriculture and the other among the Directors of agricul-
tural research stations of the Governments of Nigeria. Each appointee
would serve one two-year term at a time.

It is expected that the Institute will develop co-operative working
relationships with other Universities and research stations in Nigeria.
However, it is probable, because of its proposed location, that the institute's
contacts with the University of Ibadan will be especially diverse and
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numerous. For this reason it is desirable that the Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Ibadan be appointed as the first academic menber of the

Institute's Board of Trustees.

It is proposed that the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations be authorized

to appoint one member each to the Board of Trustees of the Institute and

that the Director of the Institute also be a member.

It is proposed further that with the exception of the three Nigerian

members, the two Foundation members and the Director, the Board of

Trustees of the Institute shall be free to appoint such other members, not

to exceed nine in number, as will in its judgment provide the strongest

possible Board, keeping in mind such considerations as geographical repre-
sentation, scientific knowledge of and experience in tropical agriculture,

possible sources of funds other than the two Foundations, etc. Additional

members might include, for example, one or more persons from each of the

following categories : Tropical African areas other than Nigeria, South and

Southeast Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and eminent specialists

in tropical agriculture.

On the basis of the foregoing proposals, the membership of the Board

might, for example, be as follows:

Number of
Members

Nigeria .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
Rockefeller and Ford Foundations (1 each) . 2

Director of the Institute (ex-officio) .. .. I
Other Tropical African areas .. . . 3
South and Southeast Asia .. .. .. 2
Latin America and Caribbean .. .. 2
At Large (Eminent Tropical Agricultural

Specialists) .. . .. 2

Total 15

It is contemplated that the numbers in the first three categories shown above

would remain constant unless it were mutually agreed to amend the articles of

incorporation, by-laws, or other basic documents. Numbers in the remaining
four categories might vary from time to time depending upon the judgment
of the Board as to which individuals among those who are available are likely
to make the greatest contribution to the work of the Institute. An effort

would be made, however, to have on the Board at all times at least one member

in each of the last four categories.

RELATION TO NIGERIAN AND OTuER UNIVERSITIES

The Institute would be an intern.tional, independent, autonomous

institution operating under policies laid down by its Board of Trustees. it

would not grant degrees and, therefore, would not be competitive with

universities in Nigeria or elsewhere. It would, however, be prepared to

furnish, in addition to facilities for research, advanced training for young
scientists looking forward to careers in the field of tropical agriculture.

Arrangements would be made with interested universities for granting

appropriate credit for work done at the Institute toward requirements for
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advanced degrees. Arrangements for joint university-Institute appoint-
ments, for exchange of research personnel, and for the use of the Institute's
research facilities by university staff members or of university facilities by
Institute staff members would be a matter for individual negotiation between
the Institute and the individual university concerned. The activities of
the Institute would be designed to complement the work of other tropical
agricultural institutions.

MANAGEMENT
The Institute would be responsible for all matters pertaining to its

own staff, operating, of course, within the context of appiicable Nigerian
law. All professional and non-professional appointments, including candi-
dates for training, would be made exclusively by the Institute. The
Institute would expect to employ Nigerians in non-professional capacities
so far as is consistent with the attainment of its objectives and adequately
qualified Nigerians are available.

The appointment of the Director of the Institute and of Trustees other
than those from Nigeria would be subject to the approval of the two
Foundations as long as they provide a substantial part of the funds required
to finance the Institute's core operations.

Changes would be made in the basic charter of the Institute only with
the prior approval of both Foundations during the period of their financial
support and in consultation with the Government of Nigeria.

RELATIONS WITH GOVERNMENT

Customs-free privileges for the Institute, including furnishings and
household equipment purchased by the Institute for lease or provision to
staff members, would be provided. Customs privileges for foreign profes-
sional personnel would be extended on the same basis as to United Nations
and other international technical assistance personnel working in Nigeria.
Foreign professional staff members of the Institute would not be subject to
Nigerian personal income tax.

The Federal Government would undertake to facilitate entry into
Nigeria of professional personnel, except where an individual may be
specifically declared unacceptable.

DATED at Lagos this 24th day of July 1967.

MAJOR-GENERAL Y. GOWON,
Head of the Federal Military Government,
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces,

Federal Republic of Nigeria

PuBLIsJED BY AUTHORITY OF THE FEDERAL MILITARY GOVERNMENT OF NIGERIA
AND PRINTED uY THE MINIsTRY 01; INFORMATION, PRINTING DIvISION, LAGOS
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Organization

It is proposed that the possibility be explored of working out a

mutually satisfactory arrangement under which the proposed Institute would be

established on or near the campus of the University of Ibadan in Nigeria. It

would be an independent organization but with close cooperative links with the

University at the research and graduate training levels. For example, staff

members of the Institute might be appointed University faculty members and

appropriate members of the University's staff might hold research appointments

in the Institute. Graduate degrees would be awarded by the University. This

type of relationship has been developed between the International Rice Research

Institute and the College of Agriculture, Los Banos, and appears to be working

quite satisfactorily.

Management

It is suggested that the Rockefeller Foundation be asked to enter into

a management agreement with the proposed Institute and assume responsibility for

its day-to-day management and operation. Both Foundations would be represented

on the board of trustees and it should be agreed that the Director of the

Institute, to be provided by the Rockefeller Foundation, be acceptable to both

Foundations and the Institute's board of trustees.

Estimated Cost

Buildings and equipment -- The capital cost of the Rice Research Institute,

including the purchase of land from private owners for experimental plots, has

been approximately $7.5 million. This is probably as good a figure as any to

use at this stage in estimating the probable cost of an International Institute

of Tropical Agriculture.

Operating Expenses -- The operating expenses of the Rice Research

Institute, including salaries of the Director, Associate Director and other
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Rockefeller Foundation personnel paid directly from New York is currently running

between $900,000 and $1,000,000 annually. It is assumed for planning purposes

that once the proposed Institute of Tropical Agriculture gets in full swing,

annual operating costs are likely to run in the neighborhood of $1 million annually.

Financing

Land -- Land is not particularly scarce or difficult to obtain in the

Ibadan area. It is believed that the University of Ibadan would be able and willing

to provide the necessary land for an Institute on or adjacent to its campus.

Buildings and equipment -- It is suggested that he Ford Foundation

provide the necessary capital for buildings and equipment.

Operating Expenses -- At the present time, the Rockefeller Foundation

assumes full responsibility for the cost of operating the Rice Research 
Institute.

However, the Ford Foundation has made grants to the Institute to enable it to carry

on certain activities in the region which are in addition to those which 
the

Rockefeller Foundation agreed to finance at Los Banos.

It is proposed that if an Institute of Tropical Agriculture is estab-

lished, the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations split the cost of operating this

Institute and the International Rice Research Institute. Assuming the combined

operating expenses of the two institutes amount to $2 million annually, this

would mean that each foundation would contribute $1 million annually to operating

expenses. It is suggested that each foundation make its contribution 
to each

Institute in the form of 7-year grants payable in annual installments. Each

Institute would be required to account to the two foundations for prior expendi-

tures before the next annual payment is made. Assurance of long-term financing

is believed essential to efficient operation; hence the recommendation for

7-year grants.

Each Institute would be free to seek additional financing on a project

basis to finance fellowships and other activities.
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Bd. of Trustees 1ig. 12/8-9/66

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

Recommended Action: Approval of an appropriation of
$5 million for Phase I of the

construction of the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture.

Budget: Tentatively designated reserve

Background: At the meeting in June 1965 the Trustees approved a tentative plan
for the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) to be

established near Ibadan, Nigeria. The estimated cost of physical facilities was
put at $12 million, of which $1. 5 million was to be provided from the regular
budget of OD and $10. 5 million from a special appropriation. A TDR was established
at that time in the amount of $10.5 million. Operating costs were estimated
at $2. 5 million annually.

Since then preliminary planning for the Institute has proceeded, financed by
$500, 000 from the regular OD budget. Despite political uncertainties in
Nigeria, substantial progress has been made. The Nigerian Government has
acquired 2, 300 acres of land for the Institute, adjacent to the campus of the
University of Ibadan. It has cut markers around it, has served removal notices
on the people living on the plot, and is in the midst of determining and paying
compensation to them and removing them to other land. The Government has
also developed plans for extending the Ibadan water system some four miles
to bring potable water to the site and has entered into a water-sharing agreement
with the Director-designate of the Institute, Dr. William Myers. The Nigeria
Electric Corporation has also completed plans for bringing electric power to the
area. These and other Nigerian Government activities have gone forward on
schedule and without interruption during the period of political crisis. Action
has not yet been taken by Nigeria on the basic legislation establishing the
Institute, but this is largely because we and the Rockefeller Foundation have
thought it best to wait until the political outlook is clearer. The legislation,
in a form acceptable to the two Foundations and the Attorney General of
Nigeria, has been drafted and is ready.

The principal architects (Smith, Haynes, Lundberg & Waehler) have completed
the preliminary design of the entire project and the fundamental design for
Phase I. The plans for general site development have been finished by the
landscape architectural firm of Clarke and Rapuano, Inc., while Gilbert
Associates have completed a water resource reconnaissance. Preliminary
ground surveys have been made by Canadian Aero, and Institute staff on the
Rockefeller Foundation payroll have been planning the layout of fields and
crop areas.



We are now at a point where further progress can be made only through the
commitment of substantial funds. At the same time, the political outlook in
Nigeria remains obscure. To avoid loss of momentum on a project which
has been moving well despite the political difficulties, we are requesting an
appropriation which would permit the officers of the Foundation, in agreement
with those of the Rockefeller Foundation, to proceed with the project when, as,
and if conditions in Nigeria look favorable to the success of the project. Our
present thinking is that the project would not be jeopardized even by the
division of Nigeria into three states, if that were accomplished peacefully.

The architects' original plans were far too expensive, involving a capital
outlay of some $19 million. Estimated costs have now been reduced to
$13. 5 million, and we expect to reduce the amount by at least another million
before we are through. We are currently in conversations with the firm
of Wood and Tower, Inc. , consultants in construction planning and cost
control, with a view to having them examine the present plans and recommend
further reductions.

The capital costs of IITA are necessarily greater than they were for IRRI. This
is largely because IITA would be located in a region and on a site which are
truly undeveloped. It is necessary to provide for most of our own water
supply, which involves the construction of a dam, and to provide for such
things as a sewage disposal system, a substantial standby electric power
plant, and an internal road system.

Nature of Proposal: It is recommended that an appropriation of $5 million be
approved for Phase I of the construction of the International

Institute of Tropical Agriculture.

The appropriation requested would be used for the following purposes:

(1) water facilities (connection with Ibadan system, dam, on-site
storage, internal distribution);

(2) sewage disposal and treatment plant;

(3) central electric and refrigerator plant (an additional generator
would be added in a later phase);

(4) clearing, grading, roads, terracing of fields, etc.;

(5) construction of an engineering service building, a research
service (workroom) building and three green houses; and

(6) construction of fifteen staff houses, one four-unit apartment house
and a guest house, in addition to two off-site houses currently under
construction on the University of Ibadan campus.



The estimated capital costs for completion of this phase are $4, 750, 000. An
appropriation of $5 million would leave a contingency fund of $250, 000. Under
favorable circumstances we would expect to commit the bulk of this appropriation
in the course of this fiscal year and to return with a request for an additional
capital appropriation in FY 68.

The Director-designate of the Institute proposes to start recruitment and
to initiate the field research program during this fiscal year. Plans are to
have eleven of the projected twenty-four program research teams at work
by the end of the fiscal year. The remaining programs would be initiated in
later years, after the construction of laboratory facilities in Phase II. The
Director-designate has prepared and discussed with the two Foundations an
estimated operating budget. This totals $392, 000 for the current fiscal year,
$1,198, 000 for FY 68, and rises to $2, 757, 000 when the program is fully
operational in FY 71. These recurrent costs would be met on a fifty-fifty
basis by the two Foundations. The Ford Foundation's share of the recurrent
costs for FY 67 would be met from the regular OD budget.

It is at least likely that the build-up of scientific staff would not take place at
the rate planned for the coming year. There are many start-up problems
still ahead in which the two Foundations and the Director will all have to be
involved: the determination of salary scales, the nationality composition of
the staff, methods of continuing retirement payments, and many others. One
of the most difficult is the problem of assuring the scientific staff some
employment security in a situation in which there are obvious risks. The
Rockefeller Foundation has met this problem in other situations by appointing
the scientists to the Foundation staff and seconding them to the overseas
institution. We are giving consideration to a modification of this approach,
under which our proportionate share of the expatriate scientific staff would
be employed by us on a term contract basis.

Based on exploratory conversations he has had to date with possible staff,
Dr. Myers does not anticipate serious recruitment problems despite the
disturbances which have occurred in Nigeria.



Attachment E

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
(Middle East and Africa)

Appropriation for International Institute of Tropical Agriculture

Recommended Action: Approval of an appropriation of $5 million
to cover capital costs for Phase II of the

construction of the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
through fiscal 1970.

Budget: FY 1969 International Division Reserve, $2. 5 million
FY 1969 General Reserve, $2. 5 million

Background: At their meeting in June 1965 the Trustees approved a tentative plan
for the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), to be

established near Ibadan, Nigeria. Foundation actions totaling $6, 175, 000 have
since been approved for 1ITA's capital costs, the largest element being a $5 million
appropriation approved by the Trustees in December 1966 to finance Phase I of
IITA's construction.

Because of unsettled conditions resulting from the Nigerian civil war, construction
on Phase I was deferred until the summer of 1968. Since then, construction has
progressed reasonably on schedule despite occasional iport restrictions and trans-
portation delays in New York, as well as between the port of Lagos and the Ibadan
site; and Phase I is expected to be completed by February 1970. This will include
completion of basic site work, and a threshing and crop-drying facility, one green-
house, an engineering services building, a gatehouse, seven staff houses, one
apartment building, servants' quarters, a sewage treatment plant, the installation
of a pipeline from Ibadan, a dam and reservoir, a swimming pool, and all utility
services.

IITA's architects (Haines Lundberg & Wachler) are now working on the designs and
specifications for Phase II, which will complete the project. Phase II will include
two laboratory buildings, an administration building, a utilities services building,
two dormitories, a dining and social center, a conference center-auditorium, sixteen
staff houses, two more apartment buildings, a guest house, a laundry and food
service building, a plant growth building, seven more greenhouses, and servants'
quarters. Construction of Phase II facilities is scheduled to begin late in 1969, with
final completion expected by December 1971.
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Development of IITA's staff and program has kept pace with its progress in
construction. IITA's Board of Trustees held its first meeting in Ibadan in July
1968, and the new director, Dr. Herbert Albrecht, formerly president of the
North Dakota State University, took up permanent residence in Ibadan in October.
Dr. Will Myers, Vice President of the Rockefeller Foundation, is Chairman of
the Board, and Dr. F. F. Hill is the Ford Foundation's representative on the Board.
A core administrative staff is now at work in Ibadan, and will be strengthened in
June 1969 with the arrival of the new associate director, Dr. Rodney Briggs,
former provost of the Morris branch of the University of Minnesota. Several
scientists have joined or will soon join the IITA staff on five-year contracts, and
the Institute's research program is beginning to be worked out in detail, with
some preliminary work already under way.

On August 1, 1968, a $500, 000 grant to IITA was approved as a half share of UTA's
regular operating budget for the period July 1, 1968, to December 31, 1969, with
the remaining half provided by the Rockefeller Foundation. Second grants of
S500, 000 each from the two foaundations for operational support are anticipated in
fiscal 1970, after which the annual shares are expected to rise to $750, 000. Additional
funds for operating costs will be needed within two or three years, and discussions
are already under way with the Canadian aid agency, the Swedish aid agency, and
AID to this end.

When the Trustees approved the $5 million appropriation for Phase I construction
in December 1966, it was roughly estimated that the total capital cost of the proje ct
would approximate $13. 5 million. However, later estimates, including the effects
of delays in construction and increases in the costs of materials, escalated sharply,
and early this year a comprehensive figure (including planning and development costs,
construction costs, architectural and engineering fees, and furnishings and equipment)
stood at just over $20 million, even after the elimination of some facilities and the
relocation and redesign of other facilities and staff residences.

During the past six months, Dr. Albrecht has worked intens'vely with the architects
and his own staff, and has succeeded in reducing the estimated total cost further, to
about $17. 2 million. These further savings have been effected mainly through
reductions in the size of some facilities and the elimination of non-functional
structural refinements and furnishings. The Foundation's New York staff (both Inter-
national Division and Administrative Division) have reviewed the present status of
the construction plans for Phase II, and concur with Dr. Albrecht that further re-
ductions are not feasible without jeopardizing the expected efficiency and productivity
of ITA's laboratories and related research facilities.

Consequently, it is now our expectation that the total capital cost of IITA will be about
$17.2 million, of which $6. 2 million has alm ady been made available, leaving
$11 million to be found. The action currently recommended will provide $5 million
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of this amount from F: 1969 funds. Ve intend to try to obtain sme part of the
remaining $6 million from other sources, with some real hope that both AID and
the Canadian aid agency may be willing to contribute at least to the equipment
costs ($2-3 million).

Nature of Pronosal: It is proposed that an appropriation of $5 million be approved
to cover the anticipated capital costs for Phase II of the con-

struction of the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture throagh fiscal 1970.
Of this $5 million, approximately $4. 4 million would be required for construction
costs (including architectural and engineering fees) and $600, COO for furnishings
and equipment for the laboratories, farm and shops, office and library, and
housing. Additional funds of approximately $6 million will be required to complete
the project in 1971, and it is anticipated that during fiscal 1970 an additional
appropriation will be requested for some part of this amount, depending on what
capital contributions, if any, IITA can obtain from other sources.

Discuss on: * We have continuously attempted to assess the impact of the continuing
Nigerian civil war and the nation's unsettled Golitical future on IITA's

developrnent and long-run viability. We have repeatedly concluded that the reasons
for locating IITA at Ibadan--the proximity of other agricultural refsear nacilities,
the support of the Nigerian Government, the variety of soil and tpographical

conditions, the advantages of a location near a major university and the largest
city south of the Sahara--are still valid. Political and military conditions in Nigeria
have no and are not now significantly hampering the progress of IITA--in its
construction program ,in the recruitment of staff members, or in its relationships
with Nigerian agencies, officials, and professional colleagues.

Despite wartime conditions, the Federal Government is continuing to fulfill its
commitments to the project--mainly the payment of comnpenati on to village families
who have been moved from IITA's land. "Despite their having a war on their hands
and even though money is very scarce, " Dr. Albrecht writes, "the Government is
p aying off the villagers and all should have their compznsation for their crops and

homes by the end of this year. This will vacate the area; payments for the land

itself, a most tortuous process because of the vagueness of ownership, will come
later but will not involve IITA. Suffice it to say that the Government will some day
have invested something over L 750, 000 (over $2 million) in the enterprise."

There is no doubt that we are continuing to run real risks by continuing to invest in

IITA. The high importance of the research to be conducted there, however, seems
to us clearly to warrant accepting the degree of risk now foreseeable. Moreover,
it would be hard to identify another site in tropical Africa where the long-run risks
of political and military difficulty would be substantially less.
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Ibadan

26 April 1969

Mr. David E. Bell
Vice President, International cc:Mr. Wayne Fredericks

The Ford Foundation Mr. F. F. Hill
320 East 43rd Street Mr. W. T. LeMelle

New York, N. Y. 10017 Mr. W. M. Myers

Dear Dave:

We have just concluded several days of visits with Messrs. John Loughnane

and Charles Hyun of Haines, Lundberg and Waehler, architects on the IITA project.

The revisions of plans are to be quite extensive and, while sacrificing some

architectural work already done, will result in some rather extensive alterations

downwards of construction cost estimates. The new estimates must be delayed

since the architects became victims (as have so many others recently) of the new

and improved system of processing visa applications through Lagos using time-

saving Telex equipment. They got here 15 April instead of 10 February.

But, we had made some progress with the buildings reviewed while I was in the

States in March:

Original Revised
Estimate Deduction Estimate

Laboratory Building 4400 711Z000. 100:000. 611z000.

Furniture & Services 237z000. 30,000. 207x000.

Library Building 492Z000. 170,000. 322X000.

Laboratory Building #401 721z000. 135:000. 586x000.

Furniture & Services 247z000. 40z000. 207:000.

Plant Growth Building 4404 490z000. 287x000. 203,000.

Administration Building 4500 1,189,000. 300,000. 889,000.

External Work at these Sites 835,000. 160,000. 675,000.

General Conditions and
Contingencies 930,000. 178,000. 752,000.

TOTALS . . . . . . . . . $5,852,000. $1z400,000. $4,452,000.
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Other buildings needed to complete the complex are:

Conference Center (Auditorium) $ 340,000.
2 Dormitories 416,000.
Dining & Social Center 760,000.
Utilities Services Building 375,000.
16 Residences 985,000.
2 Apartment Houses 220Z000.
Servants Quarters 150,000.
Laundry & Food Services (for labor) 100,000.
7 Greenhouses 210,000.
Root Cellar 15,000.
2 Tennis Courts 15,000.
External Site Work 400,000.
General Conditions &

Contingencies 332,000.
TOTAL - - - - - $4,318,000.

re-
If this group can be designed in a manner similar to those already reviewed,
an equivalent reduction of 23-24 per cent would bring this total down to near
the $3,200,000. mark. For the two groups, then, total construction costs
remaining are about $7,750,000. This assumes we can extract the dam and
the Research Services Building #200 (estimated $250,000.) out of contingencies
and funds already granted for Phase I construction. Because costs have been
rising this may not be entirely possible but we will try.

The architects did not include in their estimates their own fees, engineering
charges, furniture other than built-in, scientific apparatus and supplies farm
machinery. vehicles, office equipment, etc. The architects have been asked
to submit their estimates of architectural and engineering fees and of quantity
survey charges since these certainly are a part of total construction costs.

I would hazard the guess that as the estimates come in we'll arrive at something
like $10.5M required to complete the project construction, equipment and
fees and services . This is about $3M under the architect's January 1969
estimate (building construction plus our guess on what we think fees and
equipment might cost). A pattern for funding the remainder of the project
might be as follows:

Furnishings
Construction* & Equipment

1969 750,000. 200,000.
1970 4,000,000. 750Z000.
1971 3,75OzO00. 1,050,000.

* Includes fees and site development.
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We have to face the fact also that in its original concept the IITA physical

plant was pitched at rather exceptional levels of spaciousness and quality.
As a result the designs and the materials selected tended to be very costly
even though the motive - to reduce maintenance to an absolute minimum and
to enhance efficiency to the maximum - was quite justifiable in itself. The

concept prevailed to the point that the first buildings being constructed will
have a disproportionate but hopefully not too readily noticeable capacity

and quality to those yet to come. We might well find ourselves in the odd

position of having the finest service buildings in all Africa but only average
research facilities.

The original concept has been subjected to considerable change in recent
months and I would be the last to suggest it should have prevailed in its

earlier form. Just the same, we should admit that the estimates of 1965 were

not realistic and served to get everything off on the wrong foot. From $12M
to $13M would never have bought all that was then proposed as the first

professional estimate of over $18M made in 1966 revealed. The latter figure

would be a more practical point of reference. Regardless, I would plead that

we cut no further and try to arrange for sufficient funds to as sure that the

IITA's original scientific objectives of increasing the world's food supply

can be achieved.

We should soon have some more precise figures on which to base cost

estimates for the remainder of the project. How do you suggest we put all

this together for consideration by the Ford Foundation Trustees at their

meeting in June?

Sincerely yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director

ar



BUDGET TOTALS - 1971 and 1972 (PROJECTED)
(April 1971)

------------------- --------------------------------
Estimated

1971 1972
A.

Professional Staff
and Trainees $1,040,000 47.9% $1,435,000 47.8%

Regular Staff
and Daily Rated 355,000 15.3% 590,000 19.7%

Supplies, Expenses
and Equipment 755,000 35.8% 975,000 32.5%

$2,170,000 $3,000,000

B.
Administration $ 681,418 31.4% $ 830,000 27.7%

Research and
Training 1,092,090 50.3% 1,627,000 54.2%

Physical Plant
Services 396,492 18.3% 543,000 18.0

$2,170,000 $3,000,000

(1)Includes complete funding for six positions budgeted for one-half
year in 1971, plus 3-4 additional staff members, plus $100,000 for
additional support of training program.



Tit INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

CAPITAL GIRANTS STAT US (Apri 1971)
--------------------------------------------------------------

Ford Rockefeller
Founda "on F , dtion CIDA IJAPD TOTALS

Paid to 31 Dec. '70 $11,175,000: $106,668 $310,557 . $130,000 :$11,722,225
Due 1 Jan. - 31 Dec.

1971 2,750,000 - 610,000 3,360,000
Due 1 Jan. - 31 Dec.

1972 2,250,000. - 2,250,000
$16,175,000. $106,663 .$310,557 $740,0 00 .$17,332,225

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
-

PAYMENTS AND COMMITMENTS
(Throucgh 31 December 1970)

Development .. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 846,282
Contractor . . . . $5,566,800

Paid . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,579,491
To complete .. ... . . . . . . 2,987,300

Owner Purchase . - . 5,318,708
Paid . - . . . - . . .. . ..2,334,328
To complete . ... .. . . . . .. 2,984,380

Architects Fees
Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,844,759
To complete . . . . . . . .. . . 293,340

Quantity Surveyor . .. . . . .. . o. 115,000
Main & Block A Dams . .. ... . . 152,551
Water Transmission Main .. .. . .. 74,461
Other Expenditures ... .. . . o. . . 312,574 $14,524,466

Inventoried Assets
Buildings & Fence .. ... .. .. 112,572
Laboratory Equipment . . . . . . . 50,871.-

Vehicles . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 241,066

Furniture .. . . ... .... .. . 165,055

Tools and Equipment . .. . . . . 610,735 1,180,299

Resettlement . . . . . . . . . . 176,394 -
University Houses . . . .. - .. . .. 46,165 222,559

TOTAL . . . . . . . ' . . . . - . - - - . $15,927,324

REMAINING FOR EXPENDITURES
AFTER 1 JANUARY 1971 . . .. . . $ 1,404,901



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

NTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

Mr. Demuth's office

October 7, 1970

MR. KRUITHOF

I forwarded these up to Mr. Demuth
and yourself in New York for the
meetings you were to attend.

They were returned today, having
arrived at the Lombardy after
Mr. Demuth's departure.

Jennie Grayson



Date SEP 211970

THE FORD FOUNDATION RD
320 EAST 43RD STREET GF

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017 HR

Div. File

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT September 17, 1970 1_________

Mr. Ari Kruithof
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H. Street N W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Ari:

Here is the program-budget presentation as prepared for IRRI
for International Centers' Week. Our plan is to forward one copy
of each of the four presentations to you as they arrive here. In
accordance with our discussions in Mexico, it is my understanding
that you will share these with Mr. Demuth and Mr. Evans.

I trust that your discussions in France, Germany
and the Netherlands were fruitful.

Sincerely yours,

Lowell S. Hardin

Encl

cc R. H. Demuth
L. J. C. Evans

P. S. - Enclosed is the IITA program-budget presentation.


